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Over the next quarter century there will be about

an eight-fold increase in the volume of wood harvested

annually from New Zealand's steep terrain radiata pine

plantations. With the move to steeper terrain it is

expected that there will be a trend towards considerably

smaller landings. With smaller landings final log

manufacture could have to take place at alternative

locations to the large landings normally used. The

locations examined in this thesis were: at the stump, at

a landing, and at a central processing yard. Comparisons

were made on the basis of value recovery, harvesting

productivity and costs, and land taken out of production

by landings.

A field trial indicated that value recovery at the

landing was better than at the stump but the magnitude of

difference was dependent on individual log manufacturers.



Better value recovery on the landing was generally due to

more logs meeting specification and more accurate length

measurements.

Radiata pine stems are too long to be hauled to a

central processing yard without some initial cuts being

made at the stump. Initial cuts preempt future log

manufacturing decisions. An analysis of fixed long length

patterns indicated that about 5? of possible value would

be foregone by these preemptive cuts.

To analyse the effect of alternative log

manufacturing locations on harvesting productivity and

costs a stump-to-milldoor simulation model was

constructed. Tree-length logging to large landings was

the most productive and least costly alternative, the

stump was the second best alternative, and the central

processing yard was the most expensive and least

preferred alternative.

In an overall economic analysis it was concluded

that where possible large landings and yarders should

continue to be used. Where it is not possible to use

large landings, final log manufacturing should be carried

out at the stump, provided log manufacturers have hand-

held computers to assist them in decision making so that

value recovery is kept as high as possible.
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PREFACE

Justification

The Forestry Council at the 1981 New Zealand
Forestry Conference recommended that high priority be
given to a greater research effort in the fields of
harvesting and log segregation for both flat and steep
terrain plantations. This thesis addresses issues related
to steep country harvesting and log segregation.

English spelling

New Zealand does not follow the American style of
spelling; rather it follows the "Queen's" English style.
Unless I have been making a direct quote of an American
author I have attempted to use the "Queen's" English
spelling throughout this thesis.

Manuscript format

Chapters 2 through 5 are written in a self
contained manuscript format to facilitate publication in
scientific journals.



An Economic Analysis Of Final Log Manufacturing Locations
In The Steep Terrain Radiata Pine Plantations

Of New Zealand.

CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION

1,1 PLANTATION FORESTRY IN GENERAL

New Zealand, with a population of just over three

million people, is dependent for its livelihood on the

export of agricultural products. Since the 1950's

however, forestry - as distinct from agriculture - has

played an increasingly important role in the economy. The

export of forest products already ranks fourth in value

after meat, wool and dairy products, earning New Zealand

$613 million in overseas funds in the year ending June

1984 (Clifton, 1985). As a result of a government

administration commitment made in the early sixties to

vastly increase the country's exotic forest estate there

will be a substantial increase in the amount of wood

available for export in processed or unprocessed form

beginning in the mid-1990's (Figure 1-1). The available

roundwood surplus will eventually be of the order of ten

to twenty million cubic metres per annum. Virtually all

this wood will be of one species, Pinus radiata (D. Don),

a California pine which was relatively obscure when
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Figure 1-1 Future production from New Zealand's
plantation forests.
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introduced into New Zealand in the middle of the last

century.

In the mid-1800's New Zealand's indigenous forest

covered 53 percent of the land area. The forests appeared

to be inexhaustible. By 1913 so much land had been

cleared of forest and public concern for future wood

supplies was such that the Government set up a Royal

Commission on forestry. The Commission recognised that

not only were the indigenous forests exhaustible, but

also the indigenous tree species were not suitable for

afforestation. It strongly recommended the planting of

exotics, especially radiata pine.

By 1936 317,000 hectares of exotic forest had been

planted by the Government and private companies. At this

stage the rate of new establishment declined. Little

planting was carried out between 1937 and 1961. Early in

the 1960's interest in plantation forestry increased

again. The nation was starting to become concerned about

its dependence on meat and wool products and it was

becoming obvious that radiata pine had good export

prospects. A second planting boom began. Figure 1-2 shows

the great imbalance in the distribution of age classes

for New Zealand's plantation forests.
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The large increase in timber harvested from the

exotic forest plantations has been mirrored by a

concomitant decrease in volume harvested from the

indigenous forests. For the year ended 31 March 1984 the

indigenous cut only comprised 6% of the national total

and is still falling rapidly.

1.2 IMPORTANCE OF STEEP COUNTRY PLANTATIONS

Levack (1978) pointed out the growing importance

of steep country plantations at the 1978 Logging Industry

Research Association cable logging seminar . He estimated

that the percent of plantations that would be cable

logged would increase from the then current figure of

about 14% to about 40% by the year 2010. An increase in

the relative proportion of steep country harvested,

combined with an overall absolute increase in total

volume harvested, suggested that there would be about an

eight-fold increase in the amount of wood coming from

steep country (Figure 1-1).

Carson (1983) has suggested that New Zealand's

"steep country logging problems" would rise dramatically

unless the cable logging skills of both planners and

practicioners were vastly improved. He pointed out
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similarities between New Zealand in the 1980's and the

United States in the 1960's. In the U.S. the high cost of

harvesting steep country plus the rising tide of

environmental concerns (often stimulated by the poor

logging practices brought on by the difficult conditions)

caused the U.S. Forest Service to consider blocking large

segments of land out of its productive land base. The

timber was there but the value was not. He suggested that

unless all options are carefully examined New Zealand may

find that much of its steep country plantations may not

be economically or environmentally feasible to harvest. A

rule of thumb is that it is about twice as expensive to

harvest wood from steep country as it is from flat

country.

1.3 "NORMAL" LOGGING PRACTICES

Because of degrade problems from sapstain, radiata

pine is usually felled less than a month before

extraction. It is currently common practice on both flat

and steep terrain to extract wood in a tree-length or

full-tree form to large landings (0.1-0.3 hectares) where

logs are then cut-to-length (manufactured) and

segregated. The 1974 survey of the New Zealand logging

industry found that 30 percent of organisations extracted
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full-tree (no delimbing, topping, or cutting-to-length at

the stump) and 70 percent extracted tree-length (delimbed

and topped but not cut-to-length at the stump) on steep

country (Fraser and others, 1976). Logs are temporarily

stockpiled on the landing until log trucks arrive. Rubber-

tyred front-end loaders are usually used to stockpile

logs and load the trucks. From five to as many as twenty

log-types may be sorted on the landing.

Until recently the prime concern of logging

managers has been to maintain a high level of

productivity at the least possible cost (Ellis, 1985).

Many logging operations work under incentive schemes

which are primarily based on production targets.

1.4 ALTERNATIVE HARVESTING METHODS

Myers (1986) has quoted Tony Grayburn, the forest

resources division manager of NZ Forest Products (one of

the largest forest companies in New Zealand) as saying

that "large landings will not be tolerated for much

longer, either by environmentalists or forest ownerst'.

Extracting logs, which had been manufactured at the stump

into their final form, to small landings will become much

more common. Grayburn has said that the need for more
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research into the log landing phase of the harvesting

system is one of the most important issues facing the

logging industry today.

Somers (1986) has reported that Bryce Heard, the

logging and transport manager of Tasman Forestry (the

largest forest company in New Zealand), believes that

central log processing yards might become commonplace in

some areas. Semi-processed trees could be taken to small

roadside landings and then trucked to processing yards

where the high-value pruned buttlogs and sawlogs could be

cut for maximum grade/value recovery.

New Zealand has limited experience with

alternative options for steep terrain harvesting other

than tree-length logging to large landings. In view of

the importance that steep country harvesting may play in

the overall economics of New Zealand's export oriented

forest industry, the Forestry Council, at the 1981 NZ

Forestry Development Conference, recommended that high

priority be given to a greater research effort in the

fields of harvesting and log segregation. This thesis

concentrates on the three alternatives mentioned above:

- final log manufacturing at the stump and log-

length extraction to small landings,
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- tree-length extraction to, and final log

manufacturing on, large landings,

- partial processing at the stump, extraction of

long-log lengths to small landings, and trucking to

central processing yards for final log manufacture.

1 .5 CONSIDERATIONS

When steep country harvesting operations are being

planned the aim should be to define the best

environmentally acceptable plan with the best safety and

best logging economics. The following factors should be

considered when selecting from alternative log

manufacturing and segregation locations:

value recovery - will the harvesting system effect

the amount of value that can be obtained at the final log

manufacturing location ? And, if so, by how much ?

harvesting system productivity - what level of

productivity can be expected if logs are prepared at

alternative locations ?

total harvesting system costs - will trade-offs in

some phases of the operation be compensated for by gains

in other phases ? What differences in costs can be

expected ?

land taken out of production - less land is taken out
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of timber production by some alternatives. What are the

economic consequences of this ?

environmental/visual - large landings are difficult

to locate and may require more roading to reach them than

small landings. Increased sediment loadings to streams

could occur because of the increased roading density.

Large landings may not be visually acceptable to some

people.

soil nutrient status - what effect would the

alternative locations for final log manufacture have on

the redistribution or removal of nutrients from the

site ? Would any changes in methods cause an increase or

decrease in the amount of fertilizer normally applied to

radiata pine plantations ?

ergonomics/safety - manufacturing logs on steep

country can be both dangerous and hard work. What are the

relative differences between alternative log

manufacturing locations ?

This thesis only addresses in detail the first

four of these considerations which can all be easily

quantified in economic terms. Issues relating to

ergonomics, safety and environmental considerations are

occasionally touched on throughout the thesis. A recent

report by Messina and others (1985), entitled "The
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nutritional consequences of forest harvesting with

special reference to the exotic forests of New Zealand",

examines considerations related to the soil nutrient

status. Nutritional consequences will not be considered

further in this thesis.

1.6 WHAT EACH CHAPTER COVERS

Chapter 2 looks at techniques for the assessment

and control of log value recovery in New Zealand's

plantation forests in general. The importance of

controlling value recovery is quickly identified. A value

audit system called AVIS (Assessment of Value by

Individual Stems) is described in detail. AVIS was used

extensively for analysis in the following two chapters.

The use of statistical quality control techniques along

with AVIS is also examined. The chapter ends with the

suggestion that the future could soon see the

introduction of handheld computers at the stump to aid in

log bucking decisions and improve value recovery.

Chapter 3 compares value recovery when final log

manufacturing is carried out at the stump versus on a

large landing. The performance of three log

manufacturers was measured in the field at both the stump
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site and on a large landing. AVIS was also used as a

reference standard against which their performance could

be related. The level of value recovery, sources of value

loss, differences between log manufacturers, and

dif ferences between log manufacturing location were

identified.

Chapter 4 examines the potential value recovery

that could be obtained if the final manufacturing of logs

were carried out in a central processing yard. Tree-

length radiata pine is too long to be trucked without

some initial cuts being made. Initial cuts preempt future

log manufacturing decisions. Three fixed length bucking

pat terns were analysed to obtain a measure of expected

volume and value losses, changes in product supply, and

potential value recovery.

Chapter 5 describes a stump-to-milldoor harvesting

simulation model (PROSIN) that was developed to examine

various log processing options. Harvesting of logs cut

from six log bucking patterns and extracted by three

types of yarding systems from four harvest units were

simulated. Differences in productivity and total system

cost are highlighted in this chapter. The sensitivity of

costs to some of the assumptions made in the model are
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also described. Final manufacturing of logs at the stump,

on a large landing, and at a central processing yard were

examined.

Chapter 6 includes an overall discussion of the

economics of alternative log manufacturing locations. The

results of stand leve.l and forest level analyses are

reported. The effect of land taken out of production by

large landings is also examined.

The reviews of the literature and the results

reported in this thesis will help to answer some of the

questions related to steep country planning and

harvesting. Many more points of clarification and

questions still need to be answered, however.
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CHAPTER 2. TECHNIQUES FOR THE ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF

LOG VALUE RECOVERY IN THE NEW ZEALAND FOREST HARVESTING

INDUSTRY.

ABSTRACT

The need to control value recovery in the New

Zealand forest harvesting industry is strongly evident

from recent research carried out in this area;

Significant value loss can occur which could have a large

impact on the profitability of both the domestic and

export-oriented forest industry. Suitable techniques for

the assessment and control of log value recovery are

discussed in this paper. Combining log value

optimisation routines, such as the AVIS system, with

statistical quality control techniques, such as X or R

control charts and double-sampling, should provide an

acceptable basis for a good value recovery control

programme. Further research is required, however, to

identify the most suitable sampling patterns - frequency

and size - and value control techniques for the New

Zealand forest harvesting industry.



2.1 INTRODUCTION

New Zealand, with a population of ,just over three

million people, is dependent for its livelihood on the

export of agricultural products. New Zealanders have

come to be rated among the worlds most efficient and

successful farmers. Since the 195O's, however, forestry -

as distinct from agriculture - has played an increasingly

important role in the economy. The export of forest

products already ranks fourth in value after meat, wool

and dairy products. As a result of a commitment made in

the early sixties to vastly increase the country's exotic

forest estate there will be a substantial increase in the

amount of wood available for export in processed or

unprocessed form beginning in the mid-1990's. The

available roundwood surplus will eventually be of the

order of ten to twenty million cubic metres per annum.

Virtually all of this wood will be one species - Pinus

radiata. (Elliot and Levack, 1981).

New Zealand has invested a considerable sum of

money and effort into intensively managing its radiata

pine plantations to produce high quality timber for the

world market. It will be vital, if a competitive

advantage is to be maintained in the world markets, that

15

the potential log products be recognised
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and segregated. This will be required by our domestic

processing industries and log export markets so that the

greatest possible value is recovered at the least

possible cost (Tustin, 1983).

2.1.1 The Profit Equation

The objective for both the government and private

forestry sectors in New Zealand is to make a profit.

Traditionally the New Zealand forest harvesting industry

has been primarily concerned about the costs of

extracting and manufacturing trees into logs and the

total volume recovered. New Zealand was not alone in the

attitude that if you wanted to increase profits you

should increase your volume recovery and reduce your

costs (usually be increasing productivity). A perusal of

the forest harvesting literature of many countries around

the world, including the United States of America reveals

that costs and volume recovery seem to be the factors

most discussed and by implication the factors which

should be controlled to maximise profits. The profit

equation has another component however - value. A simple

profit equation could be written:

Profit = Volume x (Unit Value - Unit Costs)
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The value component often seems to be relegated to last

place in importance. However, in New Zealand, since the

time span between felling and delivery at a mill is

measured in weeks, log values are known with relative

certainty (compared with some parts of the USA).

Therefore the value component should receive more

consideration. Only recently has the industry become

concerned about the amount of value recovered from the

forests.

2.1.2 Importance of controlling value recovery

By the time a tree is felled, extracted,

manufactured into log lengths, and loaded on truck in New

Zealand up to 4O7 or more of its standing value could be

lost through poor harvesting techniques (Murphy, 1983).

Table 2-1 shows a breakdown of these value losses as

determined from field studies in New Zealand (Murphy,

1982 & 1984; Geerts and Twaddle, 1985). The similar

levels of loss found in American literature (Pease, 1982;

Craig, 1982; Garland, 1985) indicate that felling

breakage, high stumps, breakage during extraction, and

damage during loading operations are sources of value

loss about which logging managers in any country should

be concerned.



*

Felling breakage can be double these losses on steep

broken terrain.

18

Table 2-1 Sources of value loss in harvesting operations

Source Value Loss

(Z of standing value)

Thinning damage 1 2

*

Felling breakage in the

top portion of the tree

4-7

High stumps and butt damage 4 - 5

Extraction breakage and damage 1 - 2

Log manufacturing 20 - 25
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In New Zealand and elsewhere, the area with the

greatest potential for minimising the large amount of

value loss is logmanufacturing. This fact is not only

newly discovered however. In 1913 R.C. Bryant wrote in

his textbook on American logging practices "Logmakers

frequently do not give sufficient attention to securing

quality as well as quantity.... A system by which timber

is cut for quality as well as quantity means an increase

in the percentage of the higher grades, more timber per

acre and prolonged life to the operation (through greater

profits)." More recently, Steve Conway (1976) wrote

about U.S. logging practices, "In the past (and even to a

certain extent today), logs were cut without regard to

end use. Least cost was, and unfortunately still is

in all too many cases, the main objective. ...Failure to

cut for end use can result in the loss of millions of

dollars to the (forest) industry every year". Lebevre

(1976) pointed out that the British Columbian forest

industry was also losing millions of dollars per year

from "improper log lengths originating at the woods

landing and the sawmill bucking station".

Ensuring that the maximum value is obtained from

each tree during the log manufacturing phase is not an

easy task for any person, even under the best of

conditions (and a logging site can hardly be called the
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Figure 2-1 (a) Optimal cutting pattern (top),
Sub-optimal cutting pattern (middle).
Some logs do not meet specification.
Sub-optimal cutting pattern (bottom).
Individual logs meet specification.
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best of conditions); the working conditions are often

harsh and dangerous, the raw material is an extremely

variable product (no two trees are exactly alike), and

the log specifications are often complex.

Figures 2-la, 2-ib, and 2-ic give an indication of

the decision-making problems a log-manufacturer is

confronted with when trying to optimise the value of a

stem. Figure 2-la shows a tree cut up in such a way that

total value is maximised - tree length, taper, defects,

branching, sweep, and other quality characteristics have

been optimally matched with allowable log specifications

and market prices. The value loss for this cutting

pattern is 0%.

Figure 2-lb shows the same tree which has been cut

into logs in a sub-optimal way. Some of the logs are out

of specification and would have to be downgraded and re-

manufactured, incurring a further loss. Over 52% of the

potential value was lost with such a cutting pattern.

Some discussion of methods to control out-of-

specification logs has occurred in New Zealand (Twaddle,

1986a, 1986b). This type of sub-optimal log-

manufacturing is easier for a logging supervisor to

recognise and control than that shown in the next figure.
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Figure 2-ic again shows the same tree cut in a sub-

optimal manner. Although each individual log is within

allowable specifications this is not the best cutting

pattern for the tree as a whole. Twenty three percent of

the value would still be lost with this cutting pattern.

This highlights a significant problem in controlling

value recovery; how to determine the optimal pattern for

each and every different tree. This problem will be

addressed in more detail later in this paper.
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2.2 QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAMMES IN THE FOREST INDUSTRY

The value recovered from a tree can be thought of

as a quality of the tree, just as the amount of cereal

that ends up in a Cornflakes packet can be classed as a

quality of that packet. Quality control programmes have

been used, and still are being used, successfully in a

wide range of industries in the U.S.A. for over 50 years -

e.g., aircraft, clerical and accounting procedures,

brewery, electronics, medicine, and mail handling to name

but a few (Am. Soc. for Q.C., 1955). Quality control

programmes are also used in the pulp and paper (Noble,

1952), central sortyard (Duffner, 1980), sawmilling

(Beck, 1980; Brown 1982), and, to a certain extent, the

forest harvesting industries (Conway, 1973; Craig,

1982). Very few forest harvesting organisations in New

Zealand have a formal quality control programme to ensure

value maximisation. Papers by authors such as Conway

(1973), Beck (1980) and Craig (1982) give some guidelines

for implementing a good quality control programme in a

forest harvesting organisation. Their guidelines for

implementation of a management control system are

amalgamated below.

1. Personnel responsible for log-making should

receive intensified on-the-job training in log grading



and value maximisation.

Best or optimum performance should be defined,

then realistic goals established.

Value recovery performance should be monitored

on a formalized, routine basis.

Performance should be analysed and expressed in

economic terms where possible.

Logging supervisors and crew members should

receive frequent and timely feedback on performance.

Logging supervisors should help establish

corrective action plans.

Performance must be documented to provide

feedback.

2.2.1. Determining the best or optimum performance

Extensive literature reviews of techniques for

optimal conversion of stems have been recently done by

24
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such authors as Briggs (1980) and Lawrence (1986).

Optimising the value recovery for trees is often done by

one of two main operations research techniques; dynamic

programming (DP) or linear programming (LP). Other

techniques such as integer programming (IF) (Ramalingam,

1976) and network analysis (Sessions and Layton, 1986)

have been proposed. The reader is referred to Briggs's

doctoral dissertation (1980) for a detailed discussion of

the application of DP, LP and IP techniques. A synopsis

of the techniques is given below.

The first attempts at formulating and predicting

optimal stem conversion in the United States were made by

Clemmons (1966), who proposed using dynamic programming

techniques, and Forster and Callahan (1968), who

suggested a linear programming approach to determine the

optimal log-to-market alternatives.

Following the work of Pnevmaticos and Mann (1972)

in Canada, dynamic programming has proved to be the most

popular of the techniques for optimising log value

recovery. They believed that dynamic programming is

better than linear programming since it "can incorporate

deterministic and probabilistic elements, can handle both

linear and non-linear functions, and the solution yields

a policy for all possible conditions". They described an



the best of both worlds.
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algorithm for manufacturing logs which were all one

grade. Briggs (1977) and Dykstra (1984) describe a

similar algorithm. Several papers presented at a KWF-

IUFRO meeting held in Germany in 1979 discussed other

algorithms suitable for dynamic programming analysis of

logs (Geerts, 1979).

Maximisation of value based on single tree models,

however, can lead to sub-optimisation. Linear

programming allows constraints to be imposed on the

number and types of logs produced from a stem. Smith and

Harrell (1961) developed a linear programming approach

which allows inclusion of constraints. The main problem

with this approach is that it is necessary to specify all

possible log-manufacturing patterns in advance. Because

of the variability of trees this places a heavy burden on

the analyst and leads to a very large number of linear

programming activities. Bare and others (1979) and Eng

and others (1986) have proposed that a combination of

dynamic programming and linear programming would allow

The former would be used to

evaluate "optimal" log-manufacturing patterns given

several sets of specifications and the latter would then

be used to select the best of these patterns within the

constraints. A computer program for a combined technique

such as this would be very large and complex, and would



require a large amount of data to run successfully.

Ramalingam (1976). proposed that a branch-and-bound

method could be used to solve the optimal stem conversion

problem. The utility of the branch-and-bound method

derives from the fact that, in general, only a small

fraction of the possible solutions need actually be

enumerated; the remaining solutions being eliminated

through applying the bounds which establish that such

solutions cannot be optimal. Bare and others (1979) have

shown however that the procedure proposed by Ramalingam

fails to determine the optimal solution under certain

price and length conditions.

Briggs (1980), in his summary of the literature,

suggests that dynamic programming may be the most useful

and practical technique for determining the optimal

solution to the stem conversion problem.

2.2.1.1. The AVIS system

In New Zealand several value optimising packages

have been developed (Deadman and Goulding, 1979; Eng,

1982, Eng and Daellenbach, 1985, Geerts and Twaddle,

1985), all of which incorporate dynamic programming

algorithms. Of these packages, the AVIS package

27
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developed by Geerts and Twaddle (1985) is the most

applicable to the forest harvesting industry and could

readily be turned into the core of an effective value

recovery control system.

AVIS is an acronym for Assessment of Value by

Individual Stems. As the name implies it is an individual

tree based rather than a stand based value audit system.

It compares stem by stem the log-making decisions made

during harvesting operations with an optimal solution

calculated using a dynamic programming algorithm. AVIS

can assess the level of value loss through sub-optimal

log-making, detect the patterns in worker cutting

decisions and the type of defects they tend to overlook.

It can also be used for quantifying other sources of

value loss such as felling breakage, thinning damage and

high stumps. It also has the potential to be used as an

education aid to illustrate the effect on stem value of

the application of different cutting patterns and the

effect of changing products and product specifications

(Threadgill and Twaddle, 1986).

AVIS comprises a field procedure for gathering of

stem data, and a set of eight computer application

programs for analysing these data.



Figure 2-2 AVIS field form.
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AVIS FIELD FORM DATE 115/
TREE No. STUMP HEIGHT (co')

Deioe )c.)
SLOVEN LENGTH (,.)

SLOVEN QUALITY

.

PIECE No. J I I

w

INTERVAL LENGTH

LENGTH ('.1

DIAMETER. OBI)c,,,)

(2. 3 0, 4fl) PIECE LENGTH C,.) TOP HEIGHT.-

0 3 6 8 12 15 16 21 24
56 47 44 42 39 36 32 30 27 25

DEFECT CODE SLAS SR BR>6 SR BR>14
OUALIT'Y CODE

LENGTH ))
CUT ZONE

A S I. S R

5 5.5 16.8 30.5 . . -
15-3011 156-ll1/2

COMMENTS:



to establish the size and quality parameters of a stem.

The second is the log cruise which measures the actual

output from a stem when it is manufactured into logs

Figure 2-2. shows an AVIS field form which has

been completed for one piece of a single tree. Data is

recorded on such peripheral features as a tree code,

stump height, and diameter breast height; on dimension

features such as tree taper and length; and on quality

features such as defect and quality codes, lengths, and

cut zones.

The log cruise is a record of what logs are

produced from each measured stem. This represents the

achieved log manufacturing solution as distinct from the

solution produced by the dynamic programming algorithm

within the body of the AVIS computer program. Figure 2-

3. shows the type of information recorded for the same

piece shown in Figure 2-2. The logs are recorded in the

identical sequence that they fall within the piece.

The "AVIS System User's Guide" describes in detail

the set of computer programs for analysing the field

data. The eight programs require about 300K for storage

30

The field procedure consists of two segments. The

first is a dimension and quality cruise on felled trees



Figure 2-3 Log outturn form.
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SKID CONCILIATION DATE jJ
TREE No.
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2

4

5

7
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Fm (nk - Length L)

Figure 2-4 AVIS log bucking strategy.

REMAINING LENGTH
OF LOG YET TO BE
ANALYSED.
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and are written in VAXli FORTRAN. The optirnising

routine uses the stem dimension and quality

characteristics combined with a set of log specifications

and prices input by the user to determine which is the

best way to cut up the stem to maximise total value.

The recursive relationship used to optimise value

is important since it is the heart of the AVIS system

(Figure 2-4). Mathematically it can be written as:

n.k
Fn(n.k) = Max( Z V(j)) P(L) - c + Fm (n.k - length(L))
______ L S i=m.k

(V1

\
Optimal value

for current

length n.k

\
Value of candidate

logtype L

33

Optimal value

before logtype

L was considered

where

n is the current stage number

k is the stage length, typically 1 decimetre

n.k is the product of n and k

L is the candidate logtype

S is the set of all logtypes
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V(i)
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is the stage at the base of the current

trial state

is the sectional volume at section i

along the stem

the value per unit of volume of logtype L

is the cost of a sawcut

Length (L) is the length of the candidate logtype

Fm is the value of the optimal subpolicy for

cutting the stem segment between the

stump (or last compulsory cut) and the

base of the current logtype.

Fn is the value of the optimal policy given

by the state at stage n

and

FO =0

Verbally it has been described by Threadgill and Twaddle

(1986) as follows:

The objective is to maximise the value of the stem

given the value per unit volume of a set of logtypes

(including their length and quality characteristics)

and the cost of a sawcut. The decision variables are

the logtypes able to be cut.

P( L)

C
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The stem is considered to be made up by a sequence

of stages (n=O,l,...,N). The stages begin at the base

of the stem (the large end). At each stage the state

is the distance (in stages) between the current stage

and the stem base. Consequently there is a one to one

relationship between stage and state.

Starting from stage 1 (since Fn=O when n=O), the

logtype that optimises Fn is enumerated. (This is the

optimum value up to stage n). Thus optimal subpolicies

are formed at every stage along the stem length. By

building up a set of subpolicies at every stage, the

optimal policy can be formed. This conforms to the

principle of optimality as proposed by Bellman (1957).

Enumeration at every stage is carried out by looking at

every state back from the current stage to the butt of

the stem (or the positon of the last compulsory cut)

and checking if the candidate logtype conforms to the

length requirements. If it does, quality between the

current stage to the beginning of the candidate logtype

is checked. Minimum small end diameter (sed), maximum

sed and maximum large end diameter are also checked to

see if they conform. If the logtype is an allowable

assortment then the value is calculated. This value is

added to the value calculated at the stage where the

logtype commences. This is done for all allowable
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logtypes over all stages back. The logtype generating

the maximum cumulative revenue forms the optimal

subpolicy at the current stage. The same process is

carried out for all stages along the stemts length.

After arriving at the last stage the placement of cuts

along the stem and the optimum logtypes to be cut is

determined by backward recursion.

The computer output of the optimal cutting pattern

and value for the piece recorded in Figure 2-2 is shown

in Figure 2-5, Length, position, logtype, volume, and

value are given

Figure 2-6 gives the actual cutting strategy from

the large end with its associated value for a different

piece to that shown in Figure 2-5. Some of the logs do

not meet specification rules. The "LOG UPGRADING" section

to the right of the actual solution shows exactly where

the logs in this piece do not conform to the log

specification rules (log upgrading does not occur on all

pieces). The type of information presented in Figure 2-6

would be of great help to a log value quality control

manager.
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(OPTIMAL CUTTING STRATEGY FROM THE LARGE END)

Figure 2-5 Optimal cutting pattern.

CUT SED
ACTUAL
LENGTH

CUM.
LENGTH

TYPE NAME
ASSORTMENT

VOLUME
(UB)

VALUE
($)

1 471 0.50 0.50 WASTE 0.09 000

2 412 5.20 5.70 PRUNED 0.78 66.13
SAWLOG

3 305 12.20 17.90 UNPRUNED 1.31 81.33
SAWLOG 'L'

4 259 5.80 23.70 PULPWOOD 0.37 3.70

REST 233 2.50 26.20 PULPWOOD 0.12 1.16

TOTAL 2.66 152.32



CUTTING STRATEGY SKIDS FROM LARGE END

LENGTH TYPE VOL VALUE DIAM QUAL LENGTH
CUT ACTUAL CUM. NAME $ .cSED >LED Q & VOL .cMIN >MAX

1 7.92 7.92 PEELER 0.84 69.46 0.7 S 0.31 0.0

2 5.08 13.00 SAWLOG 0.44 24.26

3 11.07 24.07 SELECT H 0.70 45.73 5.2 0.1

REST 8.88 32.95 PULP 0.29 2.95

TOTAL 2.28 142.41

Figure 2-6 Actual cutting pattern.
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LOG UPGRADING



2.2.2. Statistical Quality Control

The AVIS system has been used successfully in

several research projects in New Zealand (Ceerts and

Twaddle, 1985; Twaddle, 1984a & 1984b). Each of these

has involved the measurement of several hundred trees.

Although the results were of much value to the harvesting

organisations involved, the procedure would not be

entirely suitable for a quality control management

programme without some modification. The modification

would undoubtedly include the use of statistical

techniques to allow a reduction in the number of trees

that would have to be measured - and as a result the cost

of quality control.

In any production process a certain amount of

inherent or natural variability will always exist. This

natural variability or "background noise" is the

cumulative effect of many small, essentially

uncontrollable causes. A process that is operating with

only chance causes of variation present is said to be in

statistical control. When variability arises due to

operator errors or improperly adjusted equipment, which

are termed "assignable causes", the process is said to be

out of control. A major objective of statistical quality

control is to quickly detect the occurrence of assignable

39
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causes or process shifts so that investigation of the

process and corrective action may be undertaken before

very many nonconforming units are manufactured.

Statistical techniques, with respect to log value

control, have had very little use in the forest

harvesting industry of New Zealand. Some of the reasons

for this have been the problems of large variability in

the raw material and market requirements, and the lack of

a suitable technique for establishing a standard or

base. Little can be done about raw material and market

variability but the AVIS system could undoubtedly now be

used to provide a suitable standard. Although

statistical quality control techniques have yet to be

combined with the AVIS system some possibilities can be

conjectured.

2.2.2.1 X and R Control-Charts

Statistical control-charts have been used by a

wide range of industries for a long time because they are

effective and are relatively easily understood by both

management and the employees. They provide a means of

documenting and communicating performance relative to

defined standards. Craig (1955) writes "The real heart

of statistical quality control is process control. And
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for process control the control chart is a remarkably

well designed and effective instrument."

Many types of statistical control charts have been

developed by industry e.g. X charts, R and S charts,

acceptance control charts, cumulative sum charts (Freund,

1962), and geometric moving average control charts

(Roberts, 1959 & 1966; Wortham and Heinrich, 1972 &

1973). The X and R charts are currently the most

commonly used type. They are probably the types with

the most applicability to the forest harvesting

industry.

When dealing with a quality characteristic that is

variable (e.g0 percentage of value lost), it is a

standard practice to control both the mean value of the

quality characteristic and its variability. An X chart is

usually used to control the mean quality level.

Performance variability can be controlled with either a

standard deviation control chart (S chart) or a range

control chart (R chart). The R chart is more widely used

since it is easier for the workers and management to

understand, and it is almost as efficient as an S chart

at low levels of sampling intensity. X and R charts are

discussed in detail in many quality control texts (e.g.

Feigenbaum, 1951; Montgomery, 1985).
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The hypothetical charts in Figures 2-7. and 2-8.

show how X and R charts could be used for controlling log

value recovery. Since the control limits on the X chart

depend on and are made meaningful by the performance

variability, it is best to begin with the R chart when

setting up X and R control charts. Value loss is

calculated as follows:

Value loss = 100 (optimal $ value - Actual $ value)
(percent) Optimal $ value

The R chart in Figure 2-7. is based on samples of

5 stems (see footnote). Each point on the chart is the

difference, or range, between the sterns with the highest

percentage value loss and the lowest percentage value

loss. When the operation was in control it was found

that the mean range was about 17%. This is the centre-

line for the R chart. Most control charts have upper and

lower limits. These are chosen so that if the operation

is in control nearly all of the sample points will fall

between them. In this case there is only an upper

control limit. Less than 1 sample in 500 should fall

above this limit if the operation is in control. Some of

Sample size for control charts in many industries is 4 to

6 units. Research is required in this area to decide

what would be a reasonable sample size for forest

harvesting operations.
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Figure 2-7 R chart for controlling variability in
value loss.
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Figure 2-8 X chart for controlling average value loss.
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the samples on this chart are marked as asterisks and

fall above the upper control limit. It is very likely

that the log-making operation is out of control at these

points. The logging supervisor would know it is time to

do something about the operation when this happened.

The five points immediately to the left of the

first asterisk indicate a run where the operation may

have been gradually getting out of control. Nelson

(1985) and Montgomery (1985) describe methods for

analysing patterns on control charts which help to

identify such runs at early stages.

The centre-line of the X chart in Figure 2-8.

(i.e. 10%) is the mean of the sample means (X) when a

hypothetical operation is in control. Ideally management

would hope for 0% loss but the cost of achieving

perfection in any industry is often greater than the

return. Changing market conditions which result in

varying product specifications and values mean that the

log-maker is continually operating on a new learning

curve for optimal recovery patterns. It is thus unlikely

that 0% value loss wil routinely be achieved.

According to the example in Figure 2-8 the logging

supervisor would be prepared to accept an average loss of
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19 for a sample of five stems without getting unduly

concerned because the upper control limit is at 20%. A

supervisor would know it is very unlikely that the value

recovery operation is in control if average losses were

25-30%.

Under a value control system based on X and R

control charts each logmaker would be sampled frequently

- possibly once a week.

2.2.3 Doublesampling techniques

Although a small sample of trees may be adequate

for determining whether the value recovery operation is

out of control it may not be adequate for identifying how

and why it is out of control. In the field of forest

mensuration doublesampling techniques are often used to

reduce the overall sample size required. The same

principle could apply to value control. If the

statistical quality control procedures indicate that the

operation is out of control an additional sample could be

taken to identify sources of value loss. Research is

required in this area to identify what the original

sample size and additional sample size should be for

value control in the forest harvesting industry.
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Before leaving the section on statistical quality

control techniques it is best that a warning be passed on

from people in the sawmilling industry who are using

them. Martin (1982) writes "The power of statistical

quality control is useless - even counterproductive - if

there are variations [in the operationj that can easily

be detected by the naked eye from across the mill and

that are the result of .... negligence." In other words,

if a system is out of control first get it into control

and then use statistical quality control techniques to

keep it there. A commitment by management to quality

control and the provision of proper rules and tools are

often the first needed steps for bringing a value

recovery operation into control (Conway, 1976).



2.3 THE FUTURE

The electronics industry is changing at an.

incredible rate. For example, less than five years ago a

64 K micro-computer was a wonder; today micro-computers

of ten times that size are very common. Similarly,

handheld computers are fast replacing handheld

programmable calculators. The New Zealand Forest Service

is currently adapting the software of the AVIS program

for use in a robust, handheld portable micro-computer.

Preliminary field trials with an 8-bit Husky micro-

computer indicate that the optimal solution for a 30

metre tree, given 50 logtypes, can be found in less than

10 seconds. Similar developments are underway in both

Canada and Sweden (IEA,1986) and in the United States (J.

Sessions, pers. comm.). Such a tool would be a valuable

aid in both training log-makers and in auditing their

output. One could envisage a value control system

(Figure 2-9) with a market feedback mechanism whereby the

prices driving the decisions about individual trees are

influenced by the aggregate supply and demand of logs.

Periodically (e.g., once per week), the log-makers would

transfer the log product information they had gathered on

their hand-held micro-computers onto a mini-computer or

main-frame computer. The larger computer would then

summarise the information from all of the log-makers and
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combine it with the current market information to

calculate updated product prices. These updated prices

would then be reloaded into the hand-held micro-computers

for use by the log-makers during the next period. Such a

value control system would negate some of the criticism

of single stem dynamic programming models (Ramalingam,

1976; Bare and others, 1979) opposed to whole stand

linear programming models where constraints can be

imposed on the number and types of logs produced from a

stem.

Statistical quality control techniques will still

be needed to complement the use of hand-held micro-

computers if a value control system is to be effective in

the future. Having a tape does not ensure that the

length of every log is measured correctly. Nor can it be

expected that having a handheld computer will ensure that

the stem is cut into the optimal pattern.



2.4 CONCLUSIONS

The need to control value recovery in the New

Zealand forest harvesting industry is strongly evident

from recent research carried out in this area.

Significant value loss can occur which could have a large

impact on the profitability of both the domestic and

exportoriented forest industry. Combining the AVIS

system with statistical quality control techniques should

provide an acceptable basis for a good value recovery

control programme.

The AVIS system can be used to:

- help train logmakers in value recovery techniques

- define optimum performance

- analyze performance in economic terms

- help identify sources of value loss.

Statistical quality control techniques can be used
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to:

- monitor performance on a regular basis

- provide frequent and timely feedback

- document performance.

Further experience/research is required, however,

to identify the most suitable sampling patterns

frequency and size - and value control techniques for

the New Zealand forest harvesting industry.
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CHAPTER 3. A COMPARISON OF VALUE RECOVERY FROM CUTTING

TREES INTO LOG LENGTHS AT THE STUMP VERSUS

ON A LANDING.

ABSTRACT

One hundred and forty three trees from a forty

year old Pinus radiata stand on steep terrain were

marked, by three log manufacturers, at the stump for

cutting into log lengths. The marks were removed then the

trees were extracted to a landing. Two of three log

manufacturers at the stump again marked the trees at the

landing and finally cut the trees into logs.

Comparisons of value recovered indicated that

there were significant differences in recovery between

log manufacturers at the stump but not at the landing.

Value recovery at the landing was found to be at least as

good as, if not better, than recovery at the stump. There

was no significant difference in value recovered at the

stump and at the landing by the best log manufacturer.

There was, however, a 97 improvement in recovery at the

landing for the other log manufacturer.

Downgrading of potential peeler material to sawlog

grades, and potential sawlog material to pulpwood grades

was a major source of value loss.
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Both of the log manufacturers who worked on the

landing, produced a lower proportion of logs that did not

meet specification, compared with the stump. Much of the

reduction in out-of-specification logs was due to

improved length accuracy.



3.1 INTRODUCTION

It is currently common practice on both flat and

steep terrain in New Zealand to extract wood in a tree-

length or full tree form to large landings where the

trees are manufactured into log lengths and segregated.

The 1974 survey of the New Zealand logging industry found

that 3O of organisations surveyed extracted full tree

(i.e. no delimbing, topping, or cutting into log lengths

at the stump) and 70% extracted tree-length

(delimbed and topped but not cut to length at the stump)

on steep country (Fraser and others, 1976). As New

Zealand expands it forest plantations, away from the

relatively easy pumice region of the central North

Island, onto steeper, more unstable terrain and more

difficult soil types other log processing and segregation

options must be considered since large landings may be

too difficult or expensive to build. In recognition of

the limited experience New Zealand has with other

options, the Forestry Council, at the 1981 New Zealand

Forestry Conference, recommended that high priority be

given to a greater research effort in the fields of

harvesting and log segregation.

There are several locations where log manufacture
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and segregation could take place - felling-site, the
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landing, a centralised processing yard (CPY), or at a

me r chand i ser at the processing plant. The decision on

which is the best option for particular circumstances

within New Zealand will require a good understanding of

how these options affect value recovery and harvesting

costs.

This study focuses on a comparison of value

recovery obtained from clearfelling steep terrain radiata

pine plantations of approximately 3 cubic metres average

tree volume.

3.1.1 Log manufacturing in general

Brown (1958) states that there are four purposes

for manufacturing logs out of trees, wherever that

manufacturing may occur:

- to reduce product weight per piece

- to eliminate defects and reduce haul waste

- to adapt the tree to the method of transport so

that transport efficiency might be improved and

cost reduced

- to meet market requirements.

For the United States Conway (1973) has stated

that "bucking (log manufacturing) has become more
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important as timber operators, feeling the pressure from

rising timber prices, a growing timber shortage, and

environmentalists, try to squeeze every bit of value out

of a tree".

Palm (1973) believes there are two aspects to the

log manufacturing problem. One is the question of where

in the chain of operations it is best to do the

manufacturing. The other question is how is it best to

manufacture the tree into logs. The latter question is

addressed in detail in Briggs (1980) and Chapter 2 of

this dissertation.

The, ideal situation is one where final log

manufacturing can be carried out in the mill-yard where

adequate equipment and trained staff are available (Wahl,

1979). Unfortunately, in many cases trees are too large

to be efficiently handled and delivered in one piece to a

mill-yard. Also the luxury of a single product

manufacturing operation is a thing of the past for many

forestry operations (Tessier, 1974). Log manufacture and

segregation could take place at felling-site (stump), the

landing, a centralised processing yard, or at a

merchandiser at the processing plant. Sworder (1978)

believes that proper log manufacture must start in the

woods and he describes techniques for getting the highest

value out of a stem at the stump.



3.1.2 New Zealand experience

The option of processing trees into log lengths at

the stump on steep country is now being considered for

clearfelling operations in New Zealand as one of the

alternatives to treelength or full tree extraction for a

number of reasons; to achieve lift over sensitive soils

where deflection is poor, to minimise landing size where

construction cost is high or location difficult, and to

reduce the piece size where necessary to suit the

machinery available for the job.

The limited experience that New Zealand has had

with ma.nufacturing logs in plantations at the stump has

generally been unfavourable. The opinions and experience

described below are examples of the obstacles that would

have to be overcome if log manufacturing at the stump

were to be succesfully implemented in New Zealand.

In the late 1960's one large logging company tried

cutting trees into log lengths at the stump for

extraction by a Skagit swing boom yarder. The technique

was abandoned for economic reasons (Van, pers. comm.).

Also in the 1960's a series of trials were carried out on

log length extraction of small piece size Douglas fir by

a Wyssen skyline. One of the Logging Officers associated
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with the trial said that he disapproved strongly of log

manufacturing at the stump on steep country because it

was too dangerous, was very hard work, and branches were

delimbed that would have been broken off during

extraction if the trees had remained in treelength form

(Bonner, pers. comm.). In a more recent production trial

of harvesting treelength radiata pine it was found that

wood wastage was higher and many log lengths were

inaccurately cut. The logging manager also believed that

the operation was too dangerous - radiata pine in log

length form is prone to unexpectedly sliding down the

hill because of its "soapy catnbium, and bark that comes

off easily" (Sperry, pers. comm.).

Productivity and cost issues relating to log

manufacture at the stump versus on a landing will be

discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter will concentrate on

the influence of these two log manufacturing locations on

value recovery.



3.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The correct selection of the best log

manufacturing location for particular areas within New

Zealand will require an understanding of how these

locations affect log value recovery and harvesting costs.

The purpose of this study was to provide information on

log value recovery from the harvesting of steep Pinus

radiata plantations.

3.2.1 Objective statement

The objectives of the study were:

(1) to determine if there was a difference in log value

recovery for a typical harvesting operation of an

intensively managed, 40 year old Pinus radiata stand on

steep terrain when trees were cut into log lengths

at the stump, and

at a landing.

(2) to determine the effect different log manufacturers

have on value recovery for the two locations above.

(3) to determine how sensitive these findings were to a

range of typical log prices.
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3.2.2 Hypotheses

It is hypothesised that:

There is no significant difference in value recovery

between marking and cutting trees into log lengths at the

stump and at the landing.

There is no significant difference in value recovery

obtained by competent log markers for the above two

locations.

Neither a 2O7 increase, nor a 2O7 decrease in price

paid for high-value peeler logs will alter the

relationships found in hypotheses 1 and 2.

3.2.3 Scope and limitations

The primary focus of this study is to determine if

there are any significant differences in value recovery

when stems from Radiata pine plantations on steep terrain

are manufactured into logs at the stump versus at a

landing. The study will be limited by the following

conditions:

(1) Stems from a single stand of 40 year old Radiata

pine on steep terrain which has been pruned and thinned

down to a low final crop stocking will be used. Average

tree size will be about 3 cubic metres.
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The analysis to be carried out assumes that the study

area is harvested by a cable system. (A tractor was the

only equipment available to do the extraction at the time

of the study.)

The three log manufacturers studied each had at least

7 years experience working with logging operations.

Nine log types were manufactured during the study. A

wide range of product types were cut - from low value

random length pulpwood up to high value fixed length

pruned butt peelers.

The log prices used in the analysis were current at

the time the field work was carried out (March 1984).

The log manufacture was carried out under a practical

logging situation. The log manufacturers were not told to

maxirnise value recovery at the expense of productivity.

3.2.4 Factors affecting value recovery decision-making

The reasons for poor value recovery are many and

varied. The first of these would have to be a lack of

interest by management in achieving high levels of value

recovery (Twaddle, 1986a). In a single product (e.g.

pulpwood) operation where volume production is of prime

importance management may have little interest in value

recovery - productivity and costs are the major concerns.

If management is not interested then neither will the

logger be.
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On the other hand some logging managers would like

to see incentives in logging contracts and a cost-value

relationship to measure the performance of the logger

that will motivate the logger to get the maximum value

and volume from each hectare he harvests at the lowest

costs (Shook, 1975). Pressure by management to achieve

high productivity should not result in poor value

recovery (Briggs, 1980).

Log manufacturing is a skill that can be learned

the hard way, by trial and error, or through effective

training. Some authors believe that a lack of instruction

in the fundamentals that affect log manufacturing is a

major reason why losses occur (Bryant, 1923; Petro,

1961).

The complexity involved in considering all of the

log specifications, grading rules, and tree

characteristics, combined with price differentials for

logs and end products puts great pressure on the log

manufacturer by posing a very difficult decision problem.

Selection of the most appropriate combination of log

lengths to cut from a tree is itself a difficult problem

whenever the log manufacturer is confronted with even a

few length choices (Briggs, 1980). Twaddle (pers. comm.)
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has found in New Zealand that the more complex the log

specifications the poorer the level of value recovery.

Difficult work conditions may also impair the log

manufacturers' ability to make good decisions. Impairment

may result from

inability to see all of the tree so that all defects

are identified

difficulty in implementing the decision because of

problems from rocks, binds, obstacles, or access

the heavy physical workload.

The workload imposed by different log

manufacturing locations can effect decision making and

value recovery. Vik (1980) found that the human energy

consumption for steep terrain tree-length cutting of

Norwegian stands (mean DBH of 25 cm) where delimbing is

done at the stump, was approximately 3.5 times as high as

cutting full-trees at the stump followed by delimbing at

the landing; 815 kJ/cu.m. and 275 kJ/cu.m. respectively.

Manufacturing the stems into logs on steep terrain would

undoubtedly have resulted in even higher energy

consumption.

McCormick (1970) reports that human factor

research indicates that decisionmaking errors increase
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substantially as stress is applied. Stress can be

measured in terms of physical workload or in terms of the

number of signal sources that a decisionmaker has to deal

with in a given amount of time. Humans have the capacity

to channel 40 to 50 bits of information per second and

make use of 0.7 to 4 bits per second. Kudinov (1966,

1969) and Leonov (1967) found in typical Soviet

production lines, that the operator of a log

manufacturing station must be capable of comprehending

2.13 to 4.26 bits of knot defect information per second

for conifers. They concluded that the human brain is

inadequate for making good unassisted decisions at

production level speeds. The log manufacturer, working in

the forest, does not have to make decisions as quickly

as the log manufacturer on a production line but his work

environment is usually not as comfortable. He has many

other things to worry about.

3.2.5 Log manufacturing at the stump versus on a

landing

Stenzel, Walbridge, and Pearce (1985) state that

The trend toward tree length and long-log skidding
[in the US], where the bucking [log manufacturing]
is done at a landing or millyard has popularized
multi-product utilization. Bucking at the landing
allows the bucker to make a more thorough
examination prior to actual bucking than would
have been possible if the bucking were done in the
woods. The bucker is not encumbered by brush,
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jack[straws], or lays which might result in
selecting a bucking point in the interest of
safety or expediency instead of one based upon
product d imensions.

Log manufacturing can be tough on steep, brushy

country, whereas, on a large flat landing, it can be

highly efficient, more effective and done more cheaply

(Brown, 1958: Bruce, 1966). Small landings, on the other

hand, are the bane of loggers (Conway, 1982) whether log

manufacturing is carried out on them or not - room is

still needed to store and sort logs even if logs are

being loaded onto trucks shortly after they are

extracted.

Manufacturing logs on a landing has other

advantages. It is thought to be safer and easier to

supervise than manufacturing at the stump (Petro, 1965;

Simmons, 1979). And delimbing is already partly done by

skidding or yarding (Dent, 1974; Breadon, 1983).

Improved value recovery, resulting from cutting

fewer inaccurate log lengths at a landing than are cut at

the stump, is often cited as one of the advantages of

manufacturing logs on a landing (Dent, 1974; Breadon,

1983). Blackman (1979) described a U.S. logging operation

where tree length extraction and log manufacturing at a

reload station in an abandoned rock quarry was favoured
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because better quality control was possible. This

operation found that, with better control and

supervision, few peeler bolts were cut short and lost.

McIntosh (1970) has found, on the other hand, that when

White Spruce stems were processed on a landing in Canada

98% of the 32 foot logs produced were either too short or

too long.

Twaddle (1984) has pointed out, however, that a

landing is not the ideal place to manufacture logs; there

are disadvantages. The log manufacturer has to make

decisions while working amongst heavy equipment - log

loaders, skidders, and yarders - and in coordination with

the equipment operators. Since the log manufacturer is

closer, at the landing, to a high-paced, production

environment he can be influenced by the pressures on the

other workers. Twaddle has noted examples of log

manufacturers quickly cutting random length sawlogs

instead of preferred lengths so that a tractor would not

be held up and declining to cut short peeler bolts (2.0

m) because truck drivers did not like handling them.

Twaddle (1986a) reported that the average level of value

recovery obtained when logs are manufactured from stems

on large landings in New Zealand is about 857 of the

potential value. From six studies involving the

measurement of over 4700 logs he found that 17 to 32% of
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all logs produced on a landing were out of specification.

Dimension features, such as out-of--roundness, sweep, and

branch-size, were the most common causes (Twaddle,

1986b).

When tree-length radiata pine logs are yarded by

cable systems for processing on landings in New Zealand

some stem breakage occurs during extraction. Murphy and

Hart (1979) have found that about 3-4% of the stems break

and have estimated the value loss to be less than 2%.

Most of the breakage occurs in the top portion of the

tree which generally contains low value and low volume

material.

Comparative value recovery studies are sparse in

the forestry literature. Studies carried out in Sweden by

Dahlberg (1968) showed that the differences in value

recovery between alternative log manufacturing techniques

and locations vary between 0.7 and 6.6 percent. He has

shown that the differences are greatest for pine of great

taper and least for spruce of little taper.

Probably the most comprehensive study was carried

out in Norway by Landerud, Lier and Oy (1973). Their

study attempted to determine the effect of harvesting

season (summer or winter) and log manufacturing
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alternatives on value recovery. Twenty three trials were

carried out in vigorous stands of good form. A total of

571 stems were manufactured into 1819 logs. Different log

manufacturers were used to process about 25 stems for

each trial. Four log manufacturing alternatives were

investigated;

- cutting sterns into log lengths at the stump

(referred to as STUMP on Figure 3-1),

- marking the log lengths at the stump, then

extracting the stems to roadside where the

final cuts were made (PREMARKING),

- extracting unmarked trees to a landing where

they were marked and cut into log lengths

(LANDING),

- extracting tree lengths to a central

processing yard where automated equipment was

available to aid in the log manufacturing

decision (CPY).

The basis for reporting differences in value

recovery for the different log manufacturing alternatives

was the difference in value per cubic metre between the

actual recovery obtained by the log manufacturer

(practical) and a "theoretical" value. The theoretical

value was determined by the study team after careful

examination of the stem and deliberation. It appears that
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Figure 3-1 Difference in value (Norwegian Crowns)
between actual and theoretical value
recovery for different log manufacturing
alternatives under summer and winter
conditions.
Source: Landerud and others (1973).
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the study team did not use one of the log-bucking

optimisation algorithms to aid in arriving at a

theoretical value.

Figure 3-1 is a translation of one of the figures

from their paper. First of all, they found great

differences in value recovery between different log

manufacturers using the same alternative. For example,

under summer conditions processing at the stump, one log

manufacturer obtained an average recovery which was 7

Crowns per cubic metre worse than the "theoretical"

value, while another log manufacturer actually achieved a

recovery that was 1 Crown per cubic metre better than the

"theoretical" value. (The latter result could only occur

because the theoretical solution was determined without

the aid of an optimisation algorithm and was also sub-

optimal.)

Failure to recognise differences in quality up the

stem and inaccurate length measurement were the greatest

causes of lost value. There appeared to be a greater

tendency to overcut the lengths on landings compared with

at the stump but the variability in the data makes

comparison such as this difficult.
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The great variation in recovery between different

people made it difficult for them to separate out the

effects of the log manufacturing alternatives. For

example, manufacturing at a central processing yard gave

one of the worst recovery levels for summer conditions

and one of the best for winter conditions. Although it

appears that manufacturing premarked or unmarked logs on

a landing in the forest gave poorer recovery than

processing at the stump under winter conditions the

authors say that the variability in the data precludes

them from making such judgements. They do believe,

however, that a 2 to 5 Crown per cubic metre improvement

in value recovery could be obtained by better log

manufacturing - whether it be at the stump, roadside, or

landing. There is no indication in their paper of the

percentage differences between the different log

manufacturing alternatives.

The study above highlights the great effect the

human factor can have on value recovery. If differences

between log manufacturing alternatives are to be

identified more control over the human element needs to

be incorporated into the study design.



3.3 STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS

3.3.1 Dependent variables and sources of variation

The dependent variables used in the study were

(a) the monetary value of the trees measured in

NZ$/stem

and (b) percentage value actually recovered as

compared with the optimal solution as

determined by the AVIS system.

Sources of variation of the dependent variables

were thought to include:

tree size - big trees tend to be worth more than

small trees. Tree size, as indicated by diameter breast

height over bark, was treated as an independent variable

in the study.

stand variation - the age at time of harvest and the

silvicultural treatment that different trees have

received prior to harvest, in terms of fertilisation,

weed release, precornmercial and commercial thinning, and

pruning effect their physical form and quality. Physical

form and quality in turn affect the value of trees. The

variation in silvicultural treatments that stands have

received in New Zealand is large. Rather than face the

high cost of sampling from a wide range of stand
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conditions it was decided that a single stand,

representative of future stands to be harvested from

steep terrain, should be selected.

site variation - to minimise the effect that site

variation (aspect, soil moisture, soil fertility) has on

tree form and value the study was designed so that all

trees caine from a single, uniform felling site.

log types produced - the number and types of logs

manufactured varies from one logging operation to

another. Some operations produce a single product (e.g.

pulpwood), others produce many products ranging from

pulpwood, through sawlog grades, to veneer logs. Most New

Zealand logging operations cut multi-products. The

logging operation selected for this study used a typical

multi-product set of log types.

log prices - market conditions affect the value that

can be recovered from trees. Log prices in the Bay of

Plenty region of New Zealand, March 1984, were selected

for use in the study. The study was designed, however, to

test the sensitivity of log value recovery to different

log price structures.

log manufacturing personnel - it has been found in

many industries that the human factor plays a very

important role in determining profitability, generally

through the effect on productivity. It was expected that

different people might have different abilities to
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recover the potential value from given trees. Log

manufacturing personnel were, therefore, treated as an

independent variable in the study design. Variation in

the ability to recover potential value could result from

differences in

the skill the log manufacturer has

gained either through experience or training

the attitude the log manufacturer

has towards optimising stem value

the knowledge the log manufacturer

has on the importance of maximising value to the

profitability of the operation

perceptual abilities the log manu-

facturer has which might allow him to "measure" diameters

and branch sizes without aids

the level of risk the log

manufacturer is prepared to take to cut the most value

out of a stem under dangerous circumstances.

(7) log manufacturing location - it was thought that the

dif ferences in working conditions at the stump site and

the landing site would effect the amount of stem value

recovered. Log manufacturing location was treated as one

of the major independent variables in the study design.

The size of landing and number and arrangement of log

sorts on the landing could effect value recovery. The

landing in this study was typical of landings on steep
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terrain where space for landing construction is limited

by New Zealand standards.

33.2 Statistical design

One of the major problems to overcome in the

statistical design of this study was the variability that

is usually found in individual trees with regard to tree

form, quality, size, and breakage. At least two ways

exist to deal with this variability:

take very large samples. The high cost of

carrying out log value recovery studies prevented

designing for a large sample size.

use "matched" pairs of trees for the two log

manufacturing locations. To obtain the required matched

pairs it was decided that felled trees should be tagged,

delimbed, and then marked for cutting into log lengths at

the stump site. The sawcuts would not however be made at

the stump site. Other than the identification tag all

marks would then be removed from each tree. After all

trees were felled they would be extracted to a landing

where they would be remarked and finally manufactured

into logs. A comparison of recovery at both the stump and

landing site could then be obtained for the same trees.
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Previous experience working with value recovery

data from similar types of stands indicated that a sample

size of about 200 trees would be more than adequate for

this type of study (A.A. Twaddle, pers. comm.). This

would allow for stems not extracted during the course of

the study, lost tags, and broken logs.

3.3.3 Study methods

3.3.3.1 Stand details

A site was selected in Compartment 18 of

Whakarewarewa State Forest Park. The stand had been

silviculturally tended but not to the intensity nor

timing of the currently accepted "optimal" regime.

Currently accepted regimes usually specify that all

pruning and thinning treatments be completed by the times

the trees are 10 to 12 years old. I believe, however,

that the belated treatment given to the stand may be

typical of future steep country plantations. Details

obtained from stand inventory records are presented in

Table 3-1.

The study area was relatively steep with slopes

averaging 25 degrees (45%). It had some extraction tracks

remaining from the previous production thinning.



Table 3-1. Stand details.
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Location Compartment 18, Whakarewarewa S.F.P.

Establishment Natural regeneration following logging.
Year of establishment taken as 1944.

Silvicultural history

Stocking

Mean tree volume

Mean diameter breast
height over bark

Total live volume

3.3.3.2 Harvesting system

The terrain classification for the area, using the

FRI terrain classification system (Terlesk, 1983), was

5:2:4 indicating a cable system as the most suitable

extraction system. No cable yarder was available for use

in the forest, however. The area was, therefore, contour-

tracked for downhill extraction by a contractor-owned and

operated Komatsu D60 bulldozer. Although the area was

able to be logged by a tractor, it was limited to use in

dry conditions and would not have been able to be in

production all year round. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show a

topographic map and oblique aerial photo of the study

site and landing. The landing size (0.16 ha) and hot-

1959 - high pruned 0 to 6 m.
1963 - ultra-high pruned 6 to

12 m.
1963 - production thinned to

200 stems per
hectare. (spha)

192 spha.

3.3 (cubic metres)

55 cm

633 cu.m./ha.



Figure 3-2 Topographic map of study area
and landing (hatched).
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Figure 3-3 Oblique view of study area (top) and
landing with log decks (bottom). Note
that this figure is upside down compared
to Figure 3-2.
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decking situation were typical of current yarder

operations in New Zealand radiata pine plantations where

landing construction is difficult and expensive.

The approximately 2 hectare portion of the stand

included in the study was clearfelled across slope prior

to extraction in late summer of 1984. The trees were

directionally felled across slope to make delimbing and

marking of stems for cutting into log lengths easier for

the log manufacturer. Felling breakage was reduced

compared with downhill felling but the acrossslope

felling treated some problems in breaking out the loads

by the tractor. The tractor did not have an integral arch

or utilise a towed logging arch. Greater breakage

occurred than normally would have been found with a cable

yarding system where lift can be provided to raise stems

clear of other stems and stumps. Some stems had to be cut

in half to facilitate their breakout. About a quarter of

the stems either had to be cut or were broken, an

abnormally high proportion. These were removed from the

data base.

The logging crew normally consisted of a faller,

two people who hook on treelength logs, a tractor

operator, two people who unhooked and manufactured logs

at the landing, and a loader operator. As stated earlier
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in this chapter lo manufacturing is normally done on a

large landing in New Zealand.

During the study period three members of the

contractor' s crew were replaced by New Zealand Logging

Industry Research Association (LIRA) and New Zealand

Forest Service employees. Across slope felling (or

directional felling) is relatively new to New Zealand. A

LIRA employee, who was skilled in this technique,

assisted us during the study. The log manufacturers used

in the study were not a sample of the harvesting

workforce. The New Zealand Forest Service provided log

manufacturers who were thought to be skilled in

recognising differences in log grades and in obtaining

the most possible value from given stems.

An International Hough 60 rubber-tyred front-end

loader carried out all log sorting and truck loading on

the landing.

3.3.3.3 Log manufacturers' experience

Three people were used to mark and manufacture

logs during the study period. The level of value recovery

found for these three people was similar to that reported

in other value recovery studies in New Zealand. To make
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things easier for the reader and for myself I will use

their first names Solly, Dick, and Jim - rather than

refer to them throughout the rest of this chapter with

some numerical or letter code. All three people marked

stems at the stump on the hillside. Only Solly and Dick

marked and manufactured logs on the landing. It was

recognised that Jim had poorer ability to recover value.

Based on the number of high value peeler logs cut

Solly was considered by the Logging Planning Officer for

Whakarewarewa S.F.P. to be the best person they had on

the forest for his ability to recognise and recover value

in stems. He normally manufactured logs on a landing for

one of the Forest Service's own crews. Solly had 9 years

experience working with a silvicultural crew and had then

gone through 3 months learning with a training logging

crew. He had then spent four years with logging crews

operating in larch, Douglas fir, and Radiata pine

plantations. Two of those four years were manufacturing

logs on the landing.

Dick was a logging supervisor for the forest. He

supervised the day to day activities of the contractor

and government logging crews. Dick was also recognised by

the Logging Planning Officer of Whakarewarewa State

Forest Park for his ability to distinguish between
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various log grades and recover value from stems

manufactured on a landing. Dick started his forestry

career with a 2 year course, which included six months of

logging experience, at the Kaingaroa Woodsman School. He

then spent eighteen months working with non-harvesting

functions before going through another eighteen months

training programme with tractor, rubber-tyred skidder,

and yarder operations. He then shifted to Whakarewarewa

S.F.P.. He had been a logging trainer/supervisor for four

years prior to the study.

Jim was a logging trainer for the State Forest

Park and an international competitor in logging sports

events. The Logging Planning Officer believed that Jim

was very experienced in organising harvesting activities

and in felling and delitnbing techniques. Jim had, by far,

the most harvesting experience of the three log

manufacturers. He was, however, considered, by the

Logging Planning Officer, to be a poor performer when it

came to recovering value.

3.3.3.4 Field procedure

Two hundred and forty trees were selected and

numbered for felling in the study area. As each tree was

felled it was delimbed, topped, and then measured and

marked for cutting into log lengths by whichever log
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manufacturer was available on the day that data was being

gathered. There was no attempt to assign particular trees

to particular log manufacturers. The log manufacturer was

expected to mark each stem into the log types and lengths

which he thought would optimise overall stem value. Each

tree was then tagged with permolat strips on the butt and

the tree number painted inseveral places along the stem.

AVIS cruise data on each stem (see Chapter 2) was

then collected by a three person study team. The methods

for collecting this data are described by Geerts and

Twaddle (1985) and Threadgill and Twaddle (1986). The

data included:

- tree tag number

- piece number if the tree broke into more

than one merchantible piece

- stump height

- diameter breast height over bark

- occurrence and type of butt-damage

- piece length

- defect codes up the stern

- quality codes up the stem

- quality lengths up the stem

- stem taper

- log lengths and types, including waste,

marked to be cut out of each stem

- log manufacturer's name
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The stem was assessed on quality features, i.e.

out of roundness, sweep, branch size, surface defects,

and nodal swelling, which were independent of log

dimensions. Assessment of the stem on the ground meant

that changes in stein quality could be detected accurately

along the whole length of the stem. Felled trees seldom

lie in contact with the ground along their whole length

but rather are suspended above ground by other trees,

ground irregularities, branches, and undergrowth. Thus

for much of their length stem quality could be assessed

having viewed all sides. When using the AVIS system the

position of changes in stem quality were measured to the

nearest decimetre.

Rather than use a general volume or taper equation

for the calculation of individual volumes, sectional

measurements were made on each stem allowing a more

accurate measurement of individual tree volume. Overbark

diameters were measured at the butt and successive fixed

intervals along the stem. The intervals were either two,

three, or four metres depending on stem length and

variation in taper. The AVIS system uses a general

underbark equation to estimate underbark diameters for

the measured overbark diameters.
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After gathering the cruise data on each stem, the

marks placed by the log manufacturer to indicate the

lengths and types of each log were removed. The stems

were not cut into log lengths at the stump.

After all trees had been felled, marked, and

cruised extraction in treelength form to the landing

began. Not all stems arriving at the landing were used in

the data analysis for this study; missing tags, breakage,

and trees from outside the study site were the main

reasons for not using all stems. Once a tractor load of

stems arrived on the landing the log manufacturer

delimbed any branches not removed at the stump, marked

the stems for conversion into logs, and then cut the

stems into the various product types. The study crew

would then measure the lengths of each log and record the

type and sequence up the stem. The name of the log

manufacturer for each stem was also recorded. Permolat

tags, stapled to the butts of the trees, helped identify

each of the stems.



Table 3-2 Log manufacturer statistics

Stump:

Log manufacturer's Number of stems Number of logs

*

Only stems used in the analysis are recorded in this
table.

As mentioned earlier, there was no attempt to have

a particular stem marked for cutting at the landing by

the same person as did the marking at the stump;

whichever log manufacturer was available for use on a

particular day during the study period was used.

Matching stems with people would have been difficult to

supervise and would have removed some of the "production

pressuret' from the log manufacturer. Nevertheless, for

one log manufacturer, Solly, it was possible to find a

matched set of 52 stems. No bias was expected in the

results due to markers remembering their earlier

decisions; marks were removed at the stump and at least a

week passed between the initial marking of any given stem
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name

Sally 78 258

Dick 22 75

Jim 43 146

Sum 143 479

Landing:

Solly 93 330
Dick 50 183

Sum 143 513
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at the stump and the final marking at the landing. Table

3-2 shows the number of stems, and number of logs marked

for cutting by each of the log manufacturers.

3.3.3.5 Log specifications, qualities, and prices

Ten log types were to be marked and cut during the

study. Table 3-3 gives the specifications for each of

these log types. Three main log types were cut over the

study period. These were peeler logs, sawlogs, and

pulpwood. The peeler logs included three grades; butt,

internode, and construction and industrial (C & I). The

sawlog grade had three divisions; a premium on 12.3 m

logs, shorts with no major defects, and longs which were

allowed one major defect.

A description of the qualities allowed in each of

the log types is presented in Table 3-4. Peeler logs had

the usual restrictions on out-of--roundness, sweep, and

surface defects. The main differences in quality amongst

the peeler logs were that the butt grade could only be

produced from the first 7m of the stems so as to maximise

the amount of clearwood, internode peelers could contain

one whorl of branches within one metre from the end of

5.3 m logs, and C & I peelers had no restrictions on

branches provided they were below 7 cm in size.
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With sawlog grade the main difference in quality

was that logs greater than 6 m in length were permitted

one major defect. Maximum knot size was large at 25 cm

and some felling defects were also permitted.

Few restrictions were imposed on pulpwood quality

logs.

Table 3-3 Log specifications

Log type Length (m) Diameter (cm) Acceptable
quality

Mm. Max. Small End Mm. codes

Peelers:

Short butt 2.7 2.7 35 B

Long butt 5.3 5.3 35 B

Short
internodal 2.0 2.0 35 BI

Long
internodal 5.3 5.3 35 BIM

C & I 5.3 5.3 35 BIMC

Sawlogs:

Short
random

3.6 5.9 15 BIMCS

Long
random

6.0 13.3 15 BIMCSD

Fixed
length

12.3 12.3 15 BIMCSD

Pulp: 3.2 13.3 10 BIMCSDX

Waste - - - BIMCSDXW



Table 3-4 Quality codes

Quality code Description
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B Must be pruned.
Must be cylindrical, i.e. not out of
round by more than 1O7.
Sweep - maximum allowed is s.e.d.
divided by 4 per 3.7m length.
No kinks, fluting, or slit scars
allowed.
Must be free of drawwood, splitting,
slabbing, or thinning damage ( > 3cm
deep).
Only found between 0 and 7 m in
height from base of tree.
Offcentre pith not permitted, i.e.,
must be less than one third radius
from true centre.

I Must be pruned.
Must be cylindrical, i.e. not out of
round by more than lO7.
Sweep - maximum allowed is s.e.d.
divided by 4 per 3.7m length.
No kinks, fluting, or slit scars
allowed.
Must be free of splitting, slabbing,
or thinning damage ( > 3cm deep).
Only found between 7 and 12 m in
height from base of tree.
Offcentre pith not permitted, i.e.,
must be less than one third radius
from true centre.

M Same as "I" except that branches are
permitted.
Only occurs less than 1 m from the
end of an "1" coded zone.



Table 3-4 Quality codes. (continued)
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C Must be cylindrical, i.e. not out of
round by more than 10%.
Sweep - maximum allowed is s.e.d.
divided by 4 per 3.7m length.
No kinks, fluting, or slit scars
allowed.
Must be free of drawwood, splitting,
slabbing, or thinning damage ( > 3cm
deep).
Knot size - maximum of 7 cm
permitted.
Offcentre pith not permitted, i.e.,
must be less than one third radius
from true centre.

S Maximum sweep for logs of length
< 4.0 m = s.e.d./4 per 3.7 m length.
4.0-5.9m = s.e.d./2 " "

> 6.0 m = s.e.d. " "

Maximum knot size is 25 cm.
Splits, drawwood, and slabbing up to
15 cm. allowed.
Maximum nodal swelling for s.e.d.'s

< 35 cm = 8 cm
> 35 cm = no restriction.

D Same as "D" except that a single
major defect less than 2 m long is
permitted. E.g. chamfer cut, or kink.

x Sound dead wood allowed. No soft rot
allowed.
All logs not suitable for above
quality codes.

w Anything that does not meet above
quality
standards is waste quality.
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Table 3-5 shows the prices paid for the different

log grades during the study period; hereafter referred to

as the current prices. It also shows two other price

schedules used to test the sensitivity of the recovery

levels to changes in price of the higher valued log

grades. Prices of the peeler log types were reduced by

approximately 20% (pessimistic) and increased by

approximately 20% (optimistic). Sawlog and pulpwood

prices were held constant. The basis for the plus or

minus 20% range in peeler prices is a best "guestimate"

provided by an economist at the New Zealand Forest

Research Institute (Katz, pers. comm.).

Table 3-5 Log price schedules

Log type Prices (NZ$/cu.m. under bark)
Pessimistic Current Optimistic

Long butt peeler 66.00 82.50 99.00
Short butt peeler 62.80 78 . 50 94. 20

Long mt. peeler 50 . 00 62. 50 75.00
Short mt. peeler 46.80 58 . 50 70. 20

C & I peeler 40.00 50.00 60.00
Fixed sawlog 34.00 34.00 34.00
Long sawlog 32.00 32.00 32 . 00

Short sawlog 32.00 32.00 32.00
Pulp 14.00 14.00 14 . 00
Waste 0.00 0.00 0.00



3.4 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

3.4.1 Use of AVIS system

The AVIS computer program was used to:

calculate the optimal value that could

be obtained from each stem for the three price schedules,

determine the volumes of each of the

log types marked for cutting by the log manufacturers at

the stump and at the landing,

identify the occurrence and reasons

for logs not meeting specifications.

The dynamic programming optimisation algorithm

used in the AVIS program and examples of the computer

output were presented in Chapter 2. and so will not be

discussed further here. The reader is referred to the

AVIS User's Guide (Threadgill and Twaddle, 1986) for a

fuller understanding of this data analysis procedure.

3.4.2 Calculation of value recovery

About a third of the logs (by volume) did not meet

permitted specifications. The AVIS computer program

identifies such logs but does not adequately deal with

them for the purposes of this study. A set of rules for
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determining the value of logs, which did not meet

specification, were developed. Table 3-6 shows the value

reduction decision rules used for logs not meeting

specification (Twaddle 1984b). These rules were

incorporated in a template built for a spreadsheet

program (SYMPHONY) on a personal computer. If a log did

not meet specification on more than one account the rule

that would result in it having the lowest value was used.

For example, if a log marked as a fixed length sawlog

contained pulp quality and was 15 cm too long, use of the

quality decision rule would result in a lower value than

the length decision rule; the quality decision rule would

be the one used.

The spreadsheet was used to calculate value

recovery for each stem, both in New Zealand dollars and

as a percentage of the optimal AVIS solution. The

spreadsheet program also proved to be an invaluable aid

in data and file manipulation, and data analysis. Sorting

of data by log-manufacturer and location, and calculation

of basic summary and test statistics were done with the

spreadsheet.



Table 3-6 Value reduction decision rules for logs not
meeting specification.

Log, type Reduct'ion rule

Does not meet quality
specifications:
Butt peelers: 2.7 m

5.3 in

Internode peelers: 2.0 m

5.3 in

C & I peelers

Sawlogs

Pulp

Does not meet minimum
small end diameter
specifications:
All peelers 5.3 m

2.0 & 2.7 m

Sawlogs

Pulpwood

Does not meet length
specifications:
All peelers

Sawlogs - random

- fixed length
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Reduce value to $ 0.00
If unacceptable quality
code covers less than
half peeler volume reduce
value by 50%. If it
covers more than half of
peeler volume reduce to
value of lowest code.

As for butt peelers
(2.7m)
As for butt peelers
(5.3m)

5.3 in As for butt peelers
(5.3m)

Reduce to the value of
the lowest code.

Reduce to waste.

If > 1 cm reduce value by
50%.
If > 1 cm reduce to
waste.

If > 2 cm reduce value to
pulpwood.
If > 3 cm reduce value to
waste.

If > 5 cm reduce value by
50%.

If > 20 cm reduce value
to pulpwood.
If ± 10cm reduce to
random sawlog value.

Pulpwood If > 30 cm reduce to
waste.
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3.4.3 Statistical analysis

3.4.3.1 Comparison of a Family of Regression Lines

Much of the statistical analysis was carried out

on a personal computer using files transferred from the

spreadsheets to a program called Number Cruncher

Statistical System (NCSS). The main analysis technique

used is called Comparison of a Family of Regression Lines

(or Giant Size Regression, GSR). Since it was such an

important component of the analysis it will be outlined

below. A detailed discussion of the technique can be

found in Cunia (1973).

The technique makes use of indicator (or dummy)

variables in multiple regression analysis. There are

several approaches to using indicator variables (Meter

and others, 1983). The most common approach requires ni

indicator variables for n classes of observation and has

a separate intercept (BO). The approach used in the giant

size regression technique requires n indicator variables

for n classes of observation and has no separate

intercept. The regression model for this technique would

be

Y =B X +ij ijij
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where I indexes the "class" of observations and j indexes

the independent variable. More specifically, as an

example, one of the regression models used in the

statistical analysis for this study was:

A A A A A A

Y=B X +B X +B X +B X +B X +

11 11 12 12 21 21 22 22 31 31

A A A A

B X +B X +B X +B X +B X

32 32 41 41 42 42 51 51 52 52

A

where Y = Percentage value recovery.

X = 1 if manufacturer = Solly, and location =
11

Stump, or 0 otherwise.

X = DBH if Solly and Stump, or 0 otherwise.
12

X = 1 if Solly and Landing, or 0 otherwise.
21

X = DBH if Solly and Landing, or 0 otherwise.
22

X = 1 if Dick and Stump, or 0 otherwise.
31

X = DBH if Dick and Stump, or 0 otherwise.
32

X = 1 if Dick and Landing, or 0 otherwise.
41

X = DBH if Dick and Landing, or 0 otherwise.
42

X = 1 if Jim and Stump, or 0 otherwise.
51

X = DBH if Jim and Stump, or 0 otherwise.
52
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For the above example, five regressions could have

been obtained, one for each class of observations. To'

test assumptions about common slopes and intercepts it is

easier, however, to use a full model (GSR model) to

compare against a specific reduced model. It can be shown

that the coefficients in the GSR will always be

numerically equivalent to those in the individual class

regression functions.

The ANOVA table from the GSR model provides some

of the information required for common slope and

intercept tests. (As an aside the F and RA2 statistics

reported by many regression packages, including NCSS, for

this type of model are erroneously high; the sum of

squares normally associated with the intercept (BO) is

incorporated into the regression sum of squares - the

numerator for both the F and RA2 statistics.)

To test for common slopes (DBH) between individual

class regression functions the following null and

alternative hypotheses are formed:

*

H:B =B
0 i2 2

H Not all slopes equal, i.e., at least one
1

unique slope
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For the example given above, the reduced model

used to test this hypothesis would be:

A A A A A A * *
Y =B X +B X +B X +B X +B X +B X

11 11 21 21 31 31 41 41 51 51 2 2

*

where Y and B are as above, and X = DBH.
ij 2

To test for common slopes the following is

computed:

A

F =

SSR - SSR
1 2

df - df
rl r2

SSE
1

df
el

where SSR and SSR are the regression sum of squares for
1 2

the full and reduced models respectively, df and df
rl r2

are the degrees of freedom associated with the full and

reduced models, SSE is the error sum of squares for the
1

full model, and df is the degrees of freedom associated
el

with the error of the full model.

A

If F does not exceed a critical F value with (df -
rl

df ) and df degrees of freedom we can say there is no
r2 el
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statistical evidence to suggest that the true slopes of

the lines are sufficiently different from each other to

warrant estimation of individual slopes.

If a common slope is found then a hypothesis is

formed so that a test for a common intercept can be

carried out. The hypothesis would be:

*

H: B =B
0 ii

H : Not all intercepts are equal, i.e. at least
1

two intercepts are significantly different.

The super-reduced model would then become:

A A* * A* *
Y=B X +B X

11 22
*

where X = 1 for all classes.
1

An F statistic is again computed as follows:

SSR - SSR
A

2 3

F=

SSE
2

df - df I df
r2 r3 e2

Statistics subscripted with a 2 relate to the

reduced model, and with a 3 to the super-reduced model.
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If the calculated F value is greater than the

critical F value then there is statistical evidence that

at least one pair of regression lines does not have a

common intercept. When that occurs, as it did frequently

in this study, the next step is to determine which

intercepts are different. One can start with any "pair".

For example, to compare Solly manufacturing logs at the

stump and at the landing the following new model would be

formed:

A A A A A * *
Y=B X +B X +B X +B X +B X

(12)1 (12)1 31 31 41 41 51 51 2 2

where X = 1 if Solly; or 0 otherwise.
(12)1

The F statistic calculated in this case would be:

A

F = SSR - SSR
2 4

SSE
2

df - df / df
r2 r4 e2

The sums of squares and degrees of freedom are

from the reduced model and the new model.

All pairs are tested in a similiar fashion to

above.
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Over 100 regression models were built and compared

for the three price schedules, three log manufacturers,

two manufacturing locations, and two dependent variables.

3.4.3.2 Selection of dependent variables and model

assumptions

Linear regression models are based on the

following assumptions:

There is a linear relationship between

the dependent and independent variables.

The variance about the regression line is

constant.

The residuals are uncorrelated.

The residuals are normally distributed

with mean zero.

In selecting dependent variables and in building

the regression models it was my aim to satisfy as many of

these assumptions as possible. Sometimes an improvement

in one assumption caused a problem with other assumptions

or the utility of the model, however.

Diameter breast height is probably the most

commonly gathered tree characteristic. It was the

independent variable used to differentiate tree size in
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this study. The relationship between stem value, measured

in dollar terms, and diameter breast height is

curvelinear. To linearise the value/DBH relationship two

approaches were taken

the dependent variable was transformed by

taking the logarithm (base 10) of value (L0GVAL).

a new variable, percentage value recovery,

was formed (%REC).

Both these transformations also helped to meet the

model assumption of constant variance. Big trees have

more inherent variability than small trees with regards

to value; for example a half cubic metre tree might have

a $43 range in value from $7 (if it was all pulp) to $50

(if it was all peeler), whereas a four cubic metre tree

with the same quality features would have a $344 range in

possible value. Taking the logarithm of value or

expressing it as a percentage of the optimal AVIS

solution reduced a lot of the variability in the

variance. Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner (1983) recommend

the logarithmic transformation in particular to deal with

non-linear relationships and non-constant variance.

I could not fully test the model assumption that

the error terms were uncorrelated. Although plots of the

residuals lagged one observation indicated a random
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pattern this was not a valid test. All of the data had

been ordered by increasing tree number. The time

relationship between tree number (and thus DBH) and

residuals is not available now. I can only assume that

the models built meet this assumption.

I was also unable to find transformations that

would produce models with normally distributed residuals.

Chisquared tests (Mason, 1970) for both logarithmic

value (L0GVAL)/diameter breast height relationships and

percent recovery (%REC)/ diameter breast height

relationships indicated that the residuals were not

normally distributed. The residual distributions were

skewed to the left and truncated to the right. This

follows the same pattern as the dependent variables. Most

of the data was grouped around the 60 to 90% recovery,

with a few trees with recovery percentages in the 0 to

10% range and a few above 90% recovery. Since 100% is the

upper limit on percent recovery the distribution is

truncated to the right. I had no basis for deleting low

recovery values so they remained in the data pool.

Transformations that tended to bring the residuals

closer to a normal distribution also tended to reduce the

F and R*2 statistics for the models. I, therefore,

decided to use the logarithmic and percent recovery
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transformations, recognise that one of the model

assumptions had not been met, and be aware that some of

the test statistics generated should be dealt with

cautiously.

3.4.3.3 Significance level testing

It is a common practice for researchers to test

and report significance levels at the .05 or .01 level.

Freedman and others, (1980) relate that the .05 and .01

levels were "born" in the precomputer era and soon

acquired a mystical life of their own. They state that

there is no sharp dividing line between probable and

improbable results and recommend that P values be

reported as well as the words "not significant", or

"significant".

The level of significance one should test at

should reflect the consequences of making a false

conclusion. For example, the test of a hypothesis which

could result in the loss of many lives should be tested

at a lower level of significance than one which might

result in the loss of a few dollars. The difference in

mean value recovered at the stump versus on a landing

ranged to as high as $10 per tree. If we say there is no

significant difference at the .05 level the highest
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additional expected loss per tree, from making an

incorrect decision, would be about 50 cents ($10.00 x

0.05). If we raise the significance level to 0.10 the

additional expected loss per tree would rise to $1. An

increase in expected loss of 50 cents ( or about 0.35 of

total recovery). A researcher or manager would have to

decide the level of cost he would be prepared to accept

from making an incorrect decision. In this chapter I have

reported the P values at which the test statistic would

become significant. I generally classed a test statistic

as being significant if it exceeded the 0.05 to 0.10

level.



3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.5.1 Basic recovery statistics

Basic recovery statistics for the three price

schedules are presented in Tables 3-7 and 3-8. Figure 3-4

shows value loss, measured as a percentage of the optimal

solution, for the "Current" price schedule only. The two

tables show that value recovery, in both dollar and

percentage terms, decreases as higher value is attached

to the premium log grades. The mean diameter of the

sample of trees processed by each of the log

manufacturers is also shown in Tables 3-7 and 3-8.

Although Dick appears to have recovered a similar level

of value (in dollars) to Solly the trees processed by him

were about 5 cm larger in diameter. On average Dick's

larger trees were worth about $12.50 more than Solly's

trees. The lower value recovery by Dick is reflected in

the percentage figures in Table 3-8.

The large standard deviations for value recovery,

resulting partly from variability in tree size and

quality characteristics, make it difficult to infer from

these basic statistics if there are differences between

log manufacturing personnel and locations. It can be seen

however that value losses were large with overall

recovery being in the 70 to 80% range.
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to determine the sensitivity of the costs to changes

in the assumptions required to carry out the analyses,

and

to identify deficiencies in the data base used for

the system analyses.

The number of logging systems that could be

evaluated for this study is infinite when one considers

the possible combinations of stand conditions, yarders,

loaders, manpower structure, bucking patterns, log

manufacturing location, trucking haul distances, central

processing yard size, and so on. This study will be

restricted, however, to examining only a few combinations

of these. Figure 5-2 shows the broad systems to be

analysed. Further description of individual components of

each system can be found in sections 5.7 and Appendix B.

All analysis will be carried out using stand and piece

size data derived from the log value recovery study

described in Chapter 3.
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The specific hypothesis to be tested by this study

is:

There is no significant difference in total stump-to-

tnilldoor system costs when logs are manufactured into

their final form at

(1) the stump,

the landing, or

a central processing yard.



5.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To reiterate what was stated in section 5.2, the

main objective of this study was to see if there were

significant differences in steep country harvesting

system costs when logs were manufactured into their final

form at one of three locations; at the stump, on a

landing, or at a central processing yard. It was thought

that the results might be sensitive to the size and type

of yarder used to extract timber from the harvest unit. A

twofactorial, randomised block experimental design was

selected for the study (Peterson, 1985). The two factors

in the design would be log manufacturing location and

yarder type. Different harvesting units would represent

the blocking (or replication) feature of the design.

Simulation was considered to be the best approach for

evaluating costs for the various harvesting systems (see

section 5.4).

The three yarder types used in the analysis are

discussed in more detail in Appendix B. They are:

- a Madill 009 rigged as a Grabinski skyline system,

- a Madill 071 rigged as a slack skyline system, and

- a Washington 88 rigged as running skyline system.

The Madill 009 is the most common yarder in New

Zealand and is frequently rigged as a Grabinski system.
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It is a 2-drum, 335 kW yarder mounted on a rubber-tyred

or tracked undercarriage.

There are only a few Madill 071 yarders in the

country. They are rigged in a range of configurations.

The Madill 071 is a 4-drum, 215 kW yarder mounted on a

tracked undercarriage.

There are only two Washington 88 yarders in New

Zealand. They are used as running skyline systems. The

Washington 88 is a 3-drum mechanical interlocked yarder

mounted on a tracked undercarriage. it is powered by a

230 kW motor.

It was decided to include six log manufacturing

patterns in the experimental design; three at the stump,

one at the landing, and two at a central processing yard.

Short descriptions of these patterns follows:

AVIS optimal - this bucking pattern assumes

that the faller has a handheld computer with him at the

stump, which suggests the optimal way to buck the stem to

get the most value out of it. The distribution of logs

generated by the AVIS program as part of the output from

the study reported in Chapter 3 represented the "AVIS

optimal" pattern. The log distribution was used in the

analysis.

Solly - in Chapter 3 it was reported that

there was no significant difference in value recovered by
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Solly (the best log manufacturer studied) at the stump

versus on a landing. The distribution of logs generated

by Solly was used as a distinctive bucking pattern.

Solly, Dick, and Jim - the three log

manufacturers studied and reported in Chapter 3 could be

classified as representative of a broad cross-section of

log manufacturers in New Zealand. All logs generated

during log manufacturing at the stump by these three

workers were lumped into a single log distribution as a

representative bucking pattern.

Tree-length - the tree-lengths extracted to

the landing during the value recovery study reported in

Chapter 3 were representative of the tree-length bucking

pattern. Trees were processed into logs on the landing.

Fixed 12.6 m. - several bucking patterns that

might be applicable to final manufacturing of logs at a

central processing yard were described in Chapter 4. One

of these was cutting stems into fixed lengths of 12.6

metres at the stump. The logs from the AVIS output for

the value recovery analysis were used to generate a

representative log distribution for this cutting pattern.

Butt 12.6 m. - a bucking pattern not

considered in Chapter 4 was to cut a 12.6 metre butt log

from each stem at the stump. The average piece size would

be smaller than for tree-length extraction and a large
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landing would probably not be required. The AVIS output

used to generate the Fixed 12.6 tn. bucking pattern was

modified to represent this bucking pattern.

Four harvest units were selected for replication

as blocks in the design; two harvest units were located

on U.S. Forest Service land in. western Oregon, and two

were located in Whakarewarewa State Forest Park, New

Zealand. The harvest units were of different size, shape,

and terrain. Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6 show the

portions of the topographical maps used to generate the

digital terrain models on which the harvest units were

located. The harvest units were named, and will be

referred to hereafter in this chapter, as USA1, USA2,

NZ1, and NZ2. All material trucked was less than 14m in

length.

The experimental design was a complete factorial

design, that is, all combinations of treatments were

replicated on each block. Each simulation run represented

a combination of one yarder, one bucking pattern, and one

harvest unit. Several simulation runs were completed for

each combination for reasons described in the next

section. A total of 72 lots (3 machines X 6 bucking

patterns X 4 harvest units) of simulations were carried

out for the analysis.
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Note: Figures in parentheses are standard deviations.

Table 3-8 Value recovery statistics - Percent recovery

Location Log DBH Price Schedule
maker (cm) Pessimistic Current Optimistic

Stump:
Solly 53.0 78.8 75.8 73.0

(13.2) (18.5) (18.7) (19.8)
Dick 58.1 71.7 69.7 68.3

(12.2) (21.3) (21.3) (21.4)
Jim 55.3 72.1 67.7 64.1

(10.1) (18.1) (18.6) (19.4)

Landing:
Solly 54.9 79.4 76.4 73.6

(12.5) (17.5) (18.3) (19.7)
Dick 53.7 79.6 77.1 75.3

(11.8) (14.9) (16.6) (18.4)

Table 3-7 Value recovery statistics - New Zealand
Dollars

Location Log DBH Price Schedule
maker (cm) Pessimistic Current Optimistic

Stump:
Solly 53.0 100.46 110.90 121.35

(13.2) (67.86) (79.50) (92.70)
Dick 58.1 100.85 110.68 120.50

(12.2) (66.19) (78.73) (92.02)
Jim 55.3 93.58 100.58 107.58

(10.1) (51.72) (61.63) (72.05)

Landing:
Solly 54.9 103.17 113.89 124.61

(12.5) (65.27) (79.09) (93.41)
Dick 53.7 101.39 112.24 123.08

(11.8) (61.77) (74.26) (87.14)

Overall Optimal 54.5 125.24 142.86 161.37
(12.3) (67.46) (82.00) (97.32)
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3.5.2 An analysis of value recovery using paired sterns

Fifty two of the trees marked by Solly at the

stump were also marked and manufactured into logs by him

at the landing. This gave a reasonable sample size for

carrying out a paired ttest to see if any differences

could be detected in either. dollar value recovery or

percent value recovery when he manufactured logs at a

stump and a landing.

For the 52 paired stems Solly achieved a mean

value recovery of $115.64 at the stump and $118.14 at the

landing. Although the mean value recovery is higher at

the landing, when tested at the p=O.OS level, it was

found that the difference was not statistically

significant. One would have had to have tested at a p

value greater than 0.4 before the difference would have

been considered significant.

Solly achieved a mean percentage value recovery of

77.7% at the stump and 78.97 at the landing. Again, it

was found that the difference was not significant. For

percentage recovery, one would have had to have tested at

a p value greater than 0.5 before the difference would

have been considered significant.
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A very small sample of 7 paired stems were marked

by Dick both at the stump and at the landing. Although I

have little faith in using such a small sample, the

results are reported for completeness. There was a $11.55

dif ference in mean value recovery between the stump and

the landing ($140.49 and $152.04 respectively) but the

difference was not statistically significant. In percent

recovery terms there was a 15.5% difference (66.3 and

81.8% respectively), but this was also not significant.

Both measures of value recovery would have had to have

been tested at the p=O.3 level before they would have

been found significant.

3.5.3 Results of Giant Size Regression Analysis

3.5.3.1 Dollar value recovery - Current price

schedule.

Using the GSR analysis technique it was found that

there was no statistical evidence to suggest separate

slopes for a value recovery/diameter breast height

relationship for the different log manufacturers working

at the stump and the landing. The F test was carried out

at the p=O.OS level. A series of tests were then done to

see if there was any evidence to suggest using separate

intercepts for any of the data classes. An intercept
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significance matrix is shown in Table 3-9. It can be seen

from the matrix that in all cases actual recovery was

significantly different from optimal recovery determined

by the AVIS computer program. It is also evident that

there is a significant difference in recovery between

Dick manufacturing logs at the stump and at the landing.

On the other hand, there was no evidence to suggest the

need to use different intercepts for Solly manufacturing

logs at the stump or the landing. Surprisingly, the GSR

technique indicated that there were no differences in

dollar value recovery between Solly, Dick, and Jim at the

stump, and between Solly and Dick at the landing. For

a given treesize (i.e. DBH), the large range in quality

characteristics, causing variability in dollar values,

masks some of the people and logmanufacturing location

differences. The section on percent value recovery

(3.5.3.3) should highlight this point.

3.5.3.2 Dollar value recovery - Sensitivity analysis

Data from the pessimistic and optimistic price

schedule were analysed in separate regressions from the

current schedule. When the GSR technique was used to

analyse the data from the pessimistic and optimistic

price schedules it was again found that there was no

evidence to suggest using separate slopes for different
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Table 3-9 Intercept significance matrix for $ value
recovery

Stump Landing
Solly Dick Jim Solly Dick

*

Note: Figures in this table are probability levels (p-
value) that one would have to test at before differences
were considered to be significant. Bold figures were
considered to be significant by the author (p less than
0.1).
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Optimum

Stump:
Solly
Dick
Jim

Landing:
Solly

<.01 <.01

.2

<.01

>.5
.2

<.01

>.5
.2

>.5

.05

.3

.05

.2
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data classes. The intercept significance matrices had the

same significance/nonsignificance relationships as shown

on the matrix for the current price schedule, although

the pvalues changed slightly in some cases. Varying the

prices paid for higher grade logs by plus or minus 20Z

had little effect on relative value recovery

relationships between log manufacturers and log

manufacturing locations.

3.5.3.3 Percentage value recovery - Current price

schedule

It was found that there was no statistical

evidence to suggest the need for separate slopes for the

different log manufacturers processing logs at the stump

and at the landing. Analysis of the percentage value

recovery data using GSR techniques did indicate, however,

that separate intercepts were needed for some of the data

classes. Table 3-10 shows the intercept significance

matrix for percentage value recovery for the current

price schedule.

With some of the variation in quality removed it

can be seen that more differences between log

manufacturers and manufacturing locations show up as

being statistically significant. Solly had significantly
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different (i.e. higher) recovery from Dick and Jim when

all three of them were manufacturing logs at the stump.

When manufacturing logs at the stump Dick and Jim were

equally as good (or bad).

When Dick moved to the landing his value recovery

pattern improved considerably (c. 9Z). There was found to

be no significant difference between his recovery and

Solly's recovery on the landing.

No significant difference was found between

Solly's recovery pattern at the stump and at the landing.

He consistently performed relatively well in either

location.

The intercept significance matrix indicates that

the data classes can be separated into two regression

lines with a common slope as shown in Figure 3-5. It

appears that there is a trend for poorer percentage

recovery with smaller stems. The regressions lines are

not very useful as predictive tools, not only because

they relate to specific people, but also because the co-

efficient of multiple determination for the combined

regression was very low (0.10).
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Note: Figures in this table are probability levels
(p-value) that one would have to test at before
differences were considered to be significant. Bold

figures were considered to be significant by the author
(p less than 0.1).

3.5.3.4 Percentage value recovery - Sensitivity

analysis

There was no statistical evidence to suggest that

separate slopes were required for the different data

classes when the GSR analysis was carried out on the

percentage value recovery obtained under the pessimistic

and optimistic price schedules. The analysis did suggest

the need for different intercepts in some cases however.

The same significance/non-significance relationships were

found for the pessimistic price schedule as for the

current price schedule; i.e., it could be said that Solly

was significantly better than Dick and Jim at the stump,

*

Table 3-10 Significance matrix for percentage value
recovery
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Stump:
Sally
Dick
Jim

Landing:
Solly

Dick

.10

Stump
Jim

.01
>.50

Landing
Solly

>.50
.10
.01

Dick

>.50
.05
.01

> .50
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Dick was as bad as Jim at the stump, Dick was better at

the landing than at the stump but no better than Solly at

the stump. The p-values at which differences would be

classed as significant were generally smaller for the

pessimistic price schedule than for the current price

schedule. Varying the price paid for higher grade logs by

minus 20% did not alter the conclusions one would make.

Some of the relationships which were significantly

different under the current price schedule became non-

significant under the optimistic price schedule. The p-

values for a significant difference between Dick and

Solly manufacturing logs at the stump, and between Dick

at the stump and Solly at the landing increased from 0.1

to 0.2. I believe that this is an anomaly of the

optimistic price schedule data and that the differences

are still real. Figure 3-6 shows that the coefficient of

variation for each of the data classes gradually

increases from the pessimistic, through the current, to

the optimistic price schedule. The coefficient of

variation is greatest for Dick manufacturing logs at the

stump. While the coefficient of variation gradually

increases, the mean percentage value recovery, as was

shown in Table 3-8, gradually decreases. As a result some

of the differences became non-significant.
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3.5.4 Causes of value loss

Figure 3-7 shows the optimal distribution of

volume by log type for the current price schedule.

Deviations from this distribution, which result in sub-

optimal value recovery, are shown in Figures 3-8 to 3-12

for the three log manufacturers processing stems at the

stump and at the landing. To focus on causes of value

loss three main points need to be looked at:

Were there any log types unduly emphasised,

or de-emphasised, in actual recovery patterns compared to

the optimal solution ?

What proportion of the logs cut did not meet

specification ?

What type of features were overlooked in out-

of-specification logs ?

3.5.4.1 Undue emphasis on particular log types

A major cause of value loss was the downgrading of

potential peeler material. Over 7% of the volume, for the

optimal recovery distribution, was in the short butt and

short internodal peeler log types. It should be evident

from Figures 3-8 to 3-12 that the log manufacturers at

both the stump and the landing had a marked reluctance to

120
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Figure 3-7
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Volume distribution by log type for the
optimal recovery using the current price
schedule.
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Figure 3-8 Volume distribution by log type for recovery
at the stump by Solly.
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Volume distribution by log type for recovery
at the stump by Dick.
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Figure 3-10 Volume distribution by log type for recovery
at the stump by Jim.
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Figure 3-11 Volume distribution by log type for recovery
at the landing by Solly.
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Figure 3-12 Volume distribution by log type for recovery
at the landing by Dick.
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cut either of these log types. For the 143 tree sample

used in the study, and, indeed, for the whole time the

study team worked with the logging crew, there were no

short length peelers cut. Although the short length

peelers were 2 to 2.5 times as valuable as sawlog

material the log manufacturers were reluctant to cut

these log types since they were difficult for the loader

operator and the trucker to handle. Eleven percent of the

total value for the optimal recovery pattern was in the

short length peeler log types.

Almost 20Z of the volume was in C & I peelers for

the optimal solution. Less than 1OZ of the volume cut by

the log manufacturers was in this log type. It would

appear that the log manufacturers were cutting to a

higher quality than specified for this log type.

There was a $2 premium for fixed length (12.3 m)

sawlogs over random length sawlogs ($34 versus $32) which

resulted in almost 30Z of the volume in the optimal

solution being cut into fixed length sawlogs. The highest

proportion of fixed length sawlogs cut by any of the log

manufacturers was 19Z - most of the sawlogs cut were

random lengths. There is evidence, albeit weak, that

there was more emphasis on cutting random lengths at the

landing than at the stump, As cited in 3.2.5
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Twaddle (1984) has observed other log manufacturers

preferring to cut random length sawlogs so that

extraction productivity was not limited by delaying the

tractor on the landing. The same preferrence may have

occured during this study.

There was a marked emphasis on downgrading

potential sawlog material into pulpwood at both the stump

and landing. About 1Z of the volume would have been cut

into low value pulpwood under the optimal recovery

pattern. Anywhere from four to twelve times this

proportion was cut by the log manufacturers. With sawlogs

worth over twice that of pulpwood ($32 versus $14) this

increase in pulpwood quantity significantly reduced the

value of the actual cutting solutions.

3.5.4.2 Proportion of logs not meeting specifications

One thing that is strongly evident from Figures 3-

8 to 3-12 is that, for all log manufacturers, a

significant proportion of the logs cut did not meet

specification. The proportion of out-of-specification

logs ranged from 15.9Z for Solly at the landing to 38.6

for Dick at the stump. Logs which do not meet

specification are not worthless since they can generally

be remanufactured into lower grade logs. They are,
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however, a considerable cause of lost value. From figures

such as these, and such as have been reported by Twaddle

(1986), it is understandable why many value recovery

quality control schemes first aim at reducing the number

of logs that do not meet specification.

There were large differences in the proportion of

logs not meeting specification for the different log

manufacturers. At the stump, Dick and Jim had about one

and a half times the proportion of out-of-specification

logs as Solly (38.67 and 34.87 versus 23.6%). At the

landing, Dick was, again, considerably worse than Solly

(21.2Z versus 15.97).

Both Solly and Dick dramatically reduced the

proportion of out-of-specification logs they cut at the

landing compared to at the stump. The proportion fell

from 23.67 to 15.9% for Solly, and from 38.6% to 21.2%

for Dick. Although far from perfect, this was an

improvement. A better view of the stem may have be

obtained at the landing and fewer dimension and quality

features overlooked.
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3.5.4.3 Features niissed on out-of--specification logs

The log manufacturers may have missed several

features which resulted in logs being classed as out-of--

specification. The feature which resulted in the greatest

loss in value was used to categorise out-of-specification

logs, as reported here.

By far the most commonly missed features were

quality related for the three log manufacturers at the

stump and two at the landing. The type of quality

features missed include out-of roundness, occurrence and

size of branches, sweep, and felling damage. About two

thirds of the out-of-specification logs marked by Solly,

Dick, and Jim at the stump resulted from missed quality

features. Over 90Z of the features missed at the landing

were quality features.

Much of the literature related to differences

between log manufacturing at the stump and at the landing

cites a reduction in dimension-related out-of--

specification logs at the landing. If Figures 3-8, 3-9,

and 3-10 are compared with 3-11 and 3-12 it can be seen

that the proportion of dimension-related missed features

drops considerably at the landing. In fact, much of the

overall improvement in the proportion of logs which met
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specification at the landing (as described above) was due

to the greater accuracy in length measurements. The

proportion of total volume that did not meet

specification due to inaccurate length measurements fell

from 8.3% at the stump to O.3Z at the landing for Solly.

The reduction was even more dramatic for Dick; from 14.3%

down to 1.42.

There was a much higher incidence of logs which

did not meet length specifications than did not meet

diameter specifications. The absolute proportions

remained the same for diameterrelated missed features at

the landing as at the stump; i.e., less than 1Z.

Some of the differences in the amount of value

recovered by the different log manufacturers was

undoubtedly due to their ability to meet log

specifications. Figures 3-8 to 3-12 highlight the

differences that can occur in this ability between

different people at the stump and at the landing. Given

that the same tools were available and the same field

conditions were experienced by each of the log

manufacturers the differences must have been due to human

factors such as motivation, perceptual abilities, and

motor abilities.



3.6 CONCLUSIONS

Before drawing conclusions from this study it is

necessary to stress that it was carried out in a single

stand, on three log manufacturers, using only one set of

log specifications. The conclusions are therefore limited

by the breadth of the study and must be treated

accordingly. The work by Landerud and others (1973)

however, has pointed out the variability in value

recovery achieved by different log manufacturers and

confi rms some of the conclusions of this study. Their

work also highlighted the need to study the same log

manufacturers, working in the same stands, if the effects

of different log manufacturing alternatives were to be

identified. This study used such an approach. So although

it may not have had the breadth of Landerud's study, I

believe it had more depth.

The main results and conclusions of this study can

be summarised as follows:

(1) It was found that there was a significant difference

in dollar value recovery between the theoretical optimal

log manufacturing patterns, as determined by a dynamic

programming optimisation algorithm, and the value

recovered by log manufacturing personnel in the field.

For the log prices used in New Zealand at the time of

132
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the study this difference amounted to about $30 per tree,

or about $10 per cubic metre.

Expressing value recovered for a given stem as a

percentage of the optimal value was found to be a better

measure than dollar values alone for testing if there

were people differences or log manufacturing location

differences in the study data.

In terms of objective 2 analysis indicated that

people differences were, in fact, present. Firstly, there

were significant differences in value recovery at the

stump between the three log manufacturers. Secondly, the

two log manufacturers studied at the stump responded

differently to working on the landing; although there

were increases in mean value recovery for both log

manufacturers an increase was only found to be

significant for one of them.

In terms of objective 1 the results show that there

were significant differences in value recovery when logs

were manufactured at the stump versus on a landing.

Manufacturing logs at the landing appears to be, at least

as good as, and possibly better than manufacturing logs

at the stump if value recovery is used as a criterion for

comparison. If log manufacturers with similar (or

greater) skills to Solly are always available there may

be no significance difference in recovery.
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For objective 3 the sensitivity of these conclusions

to changes in the price paid for higher quality log

grades (with concomitant tighter log specifications) was

tested by varying peeler prices by plus and minus 2O.

Although minor differences occurred the relativity and

conclusions remained stable.

As has been found in other value recovery studies

carried out in New Zealand, downgrading of peeler

material to sawlog grades, and sawlog material to pulp

grades was a major cause of value loss. The marked

reluctance of all the log manufacturers to cut short

length peeler grades was particularly noted.

A large proportion of the logs manufactured did not

meet specifications. There appeared to be a smaller

proportion of the log volume on the landing than at the

stump which was out-of-specification (about 20Z versus

3O). Some of the log manufacturers were worse than the

others. For example, percent of volume out-of-

specification ranged from 23.6% to 38.6 at the stump.

Improvements in log length accuracy are often cited

as one of the benefits of processing on a landing. This

study noted an improvement in the accuracy of log lengths

manufactured on a landing, in the order of a
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magnitude of difference, over that found for

manufacturing at the stump.

(9) Although improvements in length accuracy were found,

as indicated in the literature, missed quality features

were found to be the greatest cause of lost value in out-

of-specification logs in this study. Two-thirds or more

of out-of-specification volume resulted from missed

quality features, such as sweep, felling damage, and

oversize branches.



3.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

As discussed in 3.6 above the conclusions that can

be drawn from this study are limited by its breadth. I

would recommend the following course of action to expand

the conclusions:

The study should be repeated in more stands on steep

country throughout New Zealand. The number of stands

required will depend on the variability found. The stands

should be representative of those to be harvested in the

near future.

The number of stems studied per stand should be

reduced, possibly to as low as 25, to reduce the time

required and cost of the study. The actual number of

stems required will depend on the variability found.

Percentage value recovery should again be used as the

main independent variable as it reduces the variability

associated with differing levels of quality in stems of

the same size0

It is absolutely necessary that stems be marked into

log lengths by the same people at the landing as did so

at the stump. It is not necessary that the same person be

used for all future studies. On the contrary it is

important that more log manufacturers be studied to

determine the magnitude of the variability among

manufacturers.
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This study indicated that people differences may

be more important in value recovery than log

manufacturing location. Research needs to be carried out

to see if these differences are due to basic inherent

abilities which people possess or are skills which could

be identified and developed by training, and encouraged

by effective incentives schemes.
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CHAPTER 4. POTENTIAL VALUE RECOVERY AT A CENTRAL

PROCESSING YARD.

ABSTRACT

Since radiata pine stems would be too long for

transport to central processing yards within New Zealand

on conventional trucks, some sawcuts would have to be

made in the forest. These initial cuts would preempt

future bucking decisions. Three cutting patterns (fixed

11.1 m lengths, fixed 12.6 m lengths, and fixed cutting

zones) were applied to 143 radiata pine trees from a 40

year old plantation forest to see what effect these pre-

emptive cuts would have on potential value recovery at a

central processing yard. Potential value recovery for all

three patterns was in the middle ninety percent range.

Significant differences in percent value recovery were

found between the three cutting patterns; with the fixed

11.1 m pattern being the worst and the fixed cutting zone

pattern being the best. Most of the reduction in value

for the fixed length cutting patterns can be attributed

to an overall reduction in the amount of peeler volume

cut and a redistribution of the volume from long length

peeler logs to short length peeler logs.



4.1 INTRODUCTION

The large increase in the amount of timber

harvested in New Zealand from steep and unstable terrain

over the next two to three decades has been discussed in

previous chapters. This upcoming change has forced us to

re-examine where, in the chain of activities from stump

to mill, log manufacture and segregation should take

place. There are several locations where log manufacture

and segregation could take place - the felling-site, the

landing, a centralised processing yard (CPY), or at a

merchandiser at the processing plant. The decision on

which is the best option for particular circumstances

within New Zealand will require a good understanding of

how these options affect value recovery and harvesting

costs. Value recovery at the felling-site and at the

landing were examined in the previous chapter. This

chapter examines some issues related to value recovery at

a centralised processing yard.

There are many synonymous terms in the literature

for centralised processing yards - central conversion

sites, centralised conversion landings, timber terminals,

and lower landings (Wipperman, 1984). Other facilities,

which have similar characteristics to CPY's, are central

sortyards (where the predominant activity is sorting for
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value) and merchandising yards (where capital intensive,

sometimes computer-aided, log manufacturing is carried

out). Basically, within a certain forest district timber

is harvested at various logging sites, accumulated in one

place, converted at this "central" point and afterwards

distributed to linked plants or marketed over long

distances. The raw material may be brought to the CPY in

various forms whole tree, full-tree, tree-length, long

length, or short log length (Filer, 1978) - and there are

many different designs for CPY's. Sincalir and Wellburn

(1984) discuss in detail the factors effecting the

design, construction and operation of central sortyards.

The relationship of the centralised log processing

yard to other logging systems can be explained by looking

at two important but conflicting principles in logging.

These are: (1) avoiding unnecessary transport of all

unusable material, and (2) removing all work possible

from the difficulties of the forest environment and

concentrating it at a central conversion site (Sundberg,

1966). Carrying out all the processing of the tree into

logs at the stump is in accord with the first principle,

while whole tree logging with processing being done at a

central facility is the result of placing all the

emphasis on the second principle. In between these two
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extremes are a whole range of compromises giving us many

different harvesting systems.

Centralised processing of logs from plantation

forests appears to have great potential where in-stand

harvesting systems are limited by difficult terrain and

environmental factors, or where timber is sold according

to different length, diameter and quality specifications,

and where residues can be used for fiber or energy

(Kerruish, 1984). Centralised log processing can give

the advantages that come with having a fully integrated

manufacturing facility without requiring that different

log users occupy the same location (Anon, 1973). The

concept is particularly appropriate when the resource

consists of a large number of small trees of varying

quality (Murphy, 1978).

The benefits of establishing CPY's can be split

into two main categories; productivity/cost related and

value-recovery related. This chapter concentrates on the.

latter category. Chapter 5 will address the

productivity/cost related issues.



4.1.1 Centralisation of decision-making

There are many reasons why CPY's are established.

Hampton (1981) believes that the immense impact of an

[incorrect] bucking cut on overall profitability and the

less-than-ideal conditions in the forest has given

impetus to the merchandising concept at a centralised

facility. Wahl (1979) similarly states that "bad and

inexpert cross-cutting can cause more losses in financial

return than any other operation in the processing chain

from falling to the finished product emerging from the

sawmill, veneer mill, or plywood mill. The ideal

situation is one where bucking can be carried out in the

millyard where adequate equipment and trained staff are

available".

The trend towards mechanisation of forest

activities and removing work from the forest environment

has also brought about an increase in the number of CPY's

being built in many countries around the world (Filer,

1978). Duffner (1981), a West German CPY owner, believes

that there will be a trend towards full-tree logging and

away from conversion at the stump. Computer-supported

decision-management systems will result in a movement

away from decision-making in the forest and toward a
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centralisation of the decision-making process. The

decision to utilise a centralised wood processing

facility offers increased opportunity, [particularly] for

large vertically integrated firms. The use of

mathematical optimisation tools in this environment is

greatly facilitated and offers great promise for firms

engaged in CPY activities because many stem conversion

decisions can be made at a central site (Bare et al.,

1979).

The gains in improved value recovery obtained from

computer-aided log manufacturing may be dependent on the

skills of the conventional log manufacturers. In West

Germany Durrstein (1985) has found that computerised log

manufacturing systems gave 6% more value recovery than

did conventional systems. Ailport (1981) found that a 3%

increase was found for computerised log manufacturing of

small trees (< 28cm at butt) in the north-western United

States of America. Wachtmeister (1984) found for a

Swedish Forest Service CPY facility, that in a test of

the economical output of computer- aided optimisation

equipment value recovery was increased by 2 to 4

compared with their extremely skilled operators. Morenius

(1981) states however that computer-aided log making with

scanning equipment is not a panacea and should not be
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used for large timber. He reports a study carried out by

the College of Forestry in Sweden which found a US$5 per

cubic metre gain in value from accurate human processing

of stems compared with mechanical processor log-making.

Many CPY's do not rely on computer-aided

optimisation techniques for log manufacture decision-

making. Improved decision-making is still claimed for

these facilities (Sinclair, 1985). Centralising the point

of primary log allocation allows for greater control of

decisions and greater ease of auditing of key operator

performance. Decisions become centred on fewer log

manufacturers who are specialists (Harmon, 1977, Manly,

1984). Rotherham (1978) reported that when Consolidated-

Bathurst Ltd. in Canada began establishing CPY's in their

forests one specialist log manufacturer was able to

replace 14 log manufacturers on separate landings and

still do a better job of recovering the maximum value out

of the stems.

Changing to a centralised processing system has

several advantages for the labour that is employed.

Firstly removing all the log processing from the forest

reduces the amount of labour required in the forest where

work conditions are often difficult and transfers them to
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a central yard where work conditions will be superior in

terms of safety and comfort. With more complete

mechanisation the jobs are not as physically demanding.

Because fewer and more skilled personnel are employed,

under better working conditions, labour turnover should

be reduced, Furthermore, as the labour force is

concentrated in the yard rather than spread over the

forests, supervision and control are easier. All these

factors should lead to better decisionmaking (Filer,

1978).

Centralising the log processing activities also

leads to improved value recovery in areas other than

decisionmaking. Wachtmeister (1984) has found gains in

value recovery due to higher technical precision in the

form of improved log length and diameter accuracy. CPY

managers are also able to react to changing market

conditions and short term profit opportunities easier and

quicker than logging crews working in the forest (Lewis,

1974, Filer, 1978, Wachtmeister, 1984). They have the

ability to make rapid changes in cutting instructions

(Bankston, 1974). This ensures a better return from each

tree. Improved value recovery is also obtained by being

able to concentrate volumes so that specific orders for

uncommon products may be met. For example, Manly (1984)
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has reported that there are several hundred small CPY's

operating and surviving in West Germany on their ability

to meet specific orders. Twenty plus log sorts are not

uncommon for many of these yards. Specific orders are

being met which would have been impractical if log

manufacturing were carried out in the forest.

Residues arising from topping, delimbing,

debarking and bucking are readily accumulated at a CPY

and available for utilisation. Value is recovered which

may have been uneconomical in the forest.

4.1.2 Value gains

Although improved value recovery is often claimed

as a benefit of establishing central processing yards

studies quantifying the value gains over conventional

systems are sparse.

Grammel (1981) found a 5 to 7% increase in volume

recovery and an increase in value recovery for full tree

operations. The actual increase in value was not

specified, however. Sinclair (1980), describing sortyard

operations in British Columbia, reported an increase in

revenue of about C$2000 per day from a full time bucker
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upgrading only 20 to 30 logs per day. A study- carried out

by Landerud and others (1973) in Norway found a small

improvement (c. 2 Norwegian Crowns per cubic. metre) in

value recovery at a central processing yard compared with

processing on a landing under winter conditions. One of

their conclusions was, however, that differences between

log buckers may have been more larger than differences

between log manufacturing location. The small improvement

may not reflect the true level of value gain. Manly

(1984) reported that a CPY (Holzhof Furstenberg -

Donaueschingen) in West Germany reduced the proportion of

low value pulpwood harvested from local forests from

about 30Z of forest outturn to about 5%. Sibal and others

(1984) compared the profitability of several types of

merchandiser systems in the north-eastern US with

conventional harvesting systems. Profitability and value

recovery were higher at the merchandising yard but this

was due to an assumed US$2/cord premium for clean chips

over chips containing dirt and bark.

Kerruish (1984) describes value recovery gains

from establishing CPY's which are quite large. Firstly,

the Swedish Forest Service recently opened a central

processing station in Eksjo that supplies log products to

accurate dimensions and graded into quality classes. The
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Swedes say product value has gone up 40% over their

conventional harvesting operations. This improvement in

value recovery was achieved without the aid of electronic

optimising equipment. They expect further increases in

recovery when this equipment is installed. Secondly, of

more relevance to New Zealand, he reported a 1979 study

carried out by the CSIRO Harvesting Research Group in

early radiata pine thinnings in the Australian Capital

Territory. Compared with conventional harvesting systems

(chainsaw felling, delimbing, bucking, forwarder

extraction) a small increase in volume recovery and a 24%

increase in value recovery across all products was found

for a CPY.

Not all of the literature lauds the CPY concept.

Schultz (1984), general manager of APM Forests Pty. Ltd.

in Australia, states that "Central processing would

appear to be an expensive luxury which could only be

justified by substantial product upgrading and

appreciable value differentials." Woodyards must

compensate higher costs with a higher yield and an

increase in wood quality. The central question is if

these increases are always possible (Grammel, 1984).

Manly (1984) reports that log upgrading at Holzhof Zeil

in West Germany in 1982 cost 40 DM/cu.m. but only gave an
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increase in value of 29 DM/cu.rn.. 1982 was considered to

be a bad year, however.

Wachtmeister (1984) reports that "it is obvious

that longwood methods and central processing have

[currently] lost all practical importance in Sweden. It

has been easier to develop equipment to increase

productivity rather than product value." It was thought

in Sweden that mechanisation would lead to improved

bucking accuracy and higher value recovery. The quality

of log yields is considered to have decreased over that

of experienced log buckers, however (Nasberg, 1985).

Achieving maximum value recovery, even at a CPY,

is a very complex task. Potential value can be lost

through poor practices in a CPY just as it can be in the

forest. Based on actual experiences with many operations

throughout the forest industry of the United States, Beck

(1980) estimates a US$2 per cubic metre opportunity for

improved value recovery in log allocation, sorting, and

merchandising. Craig (1982) believes the potential gains

in value through reduction of value losses at CPY's could

be greater than Beck's estimation. Craig estimates gains

in the order of 0 to 30%.
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A reduction in costs and an improvement in value

recovery at CPY's is thought to occur if some broad

classification and presorting of logs is carried out in

the forest before transport to the CPY. For example,

Holzhof Zeil in West Germany requires that logs are

presorted into four diameter classes before entering the

yard (Manly, 1984) and ITT Rayonier in Washington (USA)

requires that logs be presorted into three broad

size/species classes (Pease, 1977).

Some value loss occurs due to log damage and

breakage during handling in central processing yards.

Hand (1980) believes that a conservative estimate would

be a half a percent loss per handling with the total loss

amounting to 1.5 to 3% from the time the logs enter the

yard until they leave.

Some CPY's use conveyor systems to move logs past

a log bucker who decides, with or without the aid of a

computer, the product types that should be cut and

sorted. With these type of systems log buckers have to

make 6 decisions per minute on 2000 to 3000 stems per day

(Harmon, 1977, Thornquist & Wallin, 1977). Bertramm

(1983) has found that production pressure to keep the

conveyor moving can cause mistakes because there is
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little time to properly evaluate each log. He found that,

at a 1,360,000 cubic metre annual capacity sortyard,

handling pieces of approximately 1.5 cubic metres in

size, the amount of wood missorted into wrong sorts was

approxiniately 3.5% of the total volume.

A summary of the above literature might be that

one could expect substantial gains in value recovery by

establishing a CPY but one should be aware that high

costs may outweigh the value gains and that adopting the

CPY concept will not completely eliminate suboptimal

value recovery.

4.1.3 Application of CPY concept to New Zealand

New Zealand has had no experience with central

processing yards in Pinus radiata plantation forests to

date. In the mid-1970's, however, a large experimental

project was underway to examine the feasibility of

intensive management of some of the beech (Nothofagus

sp.) forests on the South Island. Two small woodyards

were established to look at the CPY concept. The logs

were processed and segregated into peelers, sawlogs and

pulpwood. Higher sawlog recovery was obtained but,

because of the very small daily volumes passing through
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the yards (c. 70 cubic metres per day), unit costs were

unacceptably high (Bryan et al., 1976a & 1976b).

Twaddle (1985) discusses the advantages and dis-

advantages of introducing large-scale mechanised log

merchandising in New Zealand. He claims that the high

cost of fixed plants and plant maintenance and the

inability of current scanning technology to cope with

surface features such as pruned lengths and knot sizes

prohibits its introduction at this stage. He believes

alternative options could be centralised processing yards

with manual bucking where there could be better use of

capital and current skills and technology. Rotherham

(1978) describes a harvesting system where logs are tree-

length hauled by skidder from fourteen different logging

crews over a 3 km distance to a central processing yard

within the forest. This system may have applicability to

New Zealand. It is likely however that, in many cases,

the wood would have to be carted for longer distances

over public roads.

Even after felling breakages radiata pine stems

are 25 to 45 m long. The average logging truck in New

Zealand is a 3-axle, 203 kW truck with a 2-axle trailer

set up for carting long length logs ( >8 m) (Gordon,
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1979). Filer (1978) points out that NZ Ministry of

Transport regulations restrict total truck length to 19

in. This means that a maximum possible log length of 14 m

can be carried on a conventional logging truck. Goldsack

(pers. comm.), a roading engineer with the NZ Logging

Industry Research Association, has found that the longest

current legal long log length carted by industry is 13.7

in. Since the average stem length is substantially longer
than the maximum truck length the stem would have to be

cut into several pieces.

When a log is bucked unnecessarily future values

are at risk (Fisken, 1981). Manly (1984) believes that

initial cuts, required at the stump or roadside to reduce
the stem to a legal length for transporting, reduce the
advantages of the CPY concept. Later bucking decisions

are preernpted by the initial cuts and thus result in
some value loss (Figure 4-1). He considered this to be a
particular problem in establishing a CPY in New Zealand.

The effect that "preemptive" cuts have on potential

value recovery at a central processing yard is the

research topic addressed in the remainder of this

chapter.
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Preemptive cuts at the stump could follow several

patterns: - cuts could be made at rigidly fixed

intervals up the stem,

- cuts could be made within designated

zones at fixed intervals up the

stem,

- flexible cutting rules could be

developed for given stem character-

istics. New rules would have to be

established as stem conditions

changed.

Twaddle (pers. comm.), in preliminary studies, has found

a 1 to 5Z value loss associated with the latter pattern

of preemptive cuts.

Dejmal (1974) compared grading, marking, and

cutting logs individually against cutting to fixed

lengths and concluded that any loss in value would be

offset by higher extraction machine productivity.

Haggblom and Pennanen (1983) found no difference in value

recovery between random length and fixed length cutting

in Finland. If fixed lengths are cut one could expect the

longer they are the better the value recovery. Clarke
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(1986) found that harvesting long lengths up to 20 n

instead of the conventional 15-16.5 m resulted in reduced

logging costs, reduced site disturbance, improved safety,

and increased log value. For his company there was an

expected gain of C$635,000 per year.



4.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES

Log manufacturing and sorting of forest products

at a central processing yard is an alternative to log

manufacturing (on a large landing) that New Zealand must

consider for steep country harvesting. It is extremely

unlikely that radiata pine will be trucked in tree length

form to central processing yards because of its weight

and long lengths. If the tree lengths are cut into truck

lengths at the stump some value will be forgone as a

result of the preernptive cuts made. The objectives of

this study are to:

quantify the level of value forgone by

cutting fixed truck lengths of 40 year old radiata pine

at the stump

determine if there is any difference in

value recovery for different fixed length cutting

patterns.

4.2.1 Hypotheses

It is hypothesised that there is no significant

difference in potential value recovery between the

following "fixed" length cutting patterns:

(a) cutting stems into fixed lengths

of 11.1 in
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cutting sterns into fixed lengths

of 12.6 in

cutting stems into truck lengths

by imposing a cutting zone at a

fixed interval up the stem. A

cutting zone is a region on the

stem in which a cut must be made.
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4.3 STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS

4.3.1 Dependent variables and sources of variation

The dependent variables used in this study were

similar to those used in the comparison of value recovery

at the stump and the landing; that is,

(a) the monetary value of the trees measured in

NZ$/ st em

and (b) the maximum theoretical value that could be

recovered from stems cut into fixed lengths

expressed as a percentage of the optimal

value solution.

Many of the sources of variation of the dependent

variables for this study have previously been discussed

in Chapter 3. They are listed in abbreviated form below.

Other sources of variation are given more discussion.

tree size

stand variation

site variation

log manufacturing personnel - It could be expected

that there would be some value loss associated with

cutting logs into fixed lengths at the stump, due to

length measurement inaccuracies. It could also be

expected that this value loss would vary between
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different log manufacturing personnel ( as discussed in

Chapter 3). This study does not address the issue of

variat-lons in value recovery achieved by different

people. Only differences in theoretical optimal values

are identified.

fixed length cutting pattern - this is one of the

major independent variables in this study.

logs types produced

log prices

Log types and prices selected for use in this study were

representative of current practices in New Zealand. The

log type list included both fixed and random length logs

of both short and long lengths. Premiums were paid for

some of the fixed length and longer length products.

4.3.2 Study methods

4.3.2.1 Stand details and harvesting system

The stems selected for this study were taken from

Compartment 18 of Whakarewarewa State Forest Park. The

same logging crew and stand conditions described in

Chapter 3 were used for looking at the effect on value

recovery of cutting stems into fixed lengths at the

stump. Refer to sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 for the

detailed descriptions.



4.3.2.2 Field procedure

The field procedure, described in detail in

section 3.3.3.4, covers all that is relevant to this

study and some points that are not. In summary, however,

two hundred and forty trees were selected for felling in

the study area, although not all 240 were used in the

data analyses. After each tree was felled an AVIS field

cruise was carried out.

4.3.2.3 Log specifications, qualities, and prices

The log specifications and qualities used in this

study were the same as described in section 3.3.3.5. and

presented in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.

Only one price schedule was used for this study;

the "current" schedule in Chapter 3. It is again

presented in Table 4-1 below.

Table 4-1 Log price schedule

Log type

Long butt peeler
Short butt peeler
Long internodal peeler
Short internodal peeler
C & I peeler
Fixed sawlog
Long sawlog
Short sawlog
Pulp
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Lengths Prices
(m) (NZ$/cu.m. under bark)

5.3
27
5.3
2.0
53

12.3
6.0-13.3
3.6-5.9
3.2-13.3

82. 50
78.50
62. 50
58. 50
50.00
34.00
32. 00
32.00
14.00



4.3.2.4 Selection of fixed length cutting patterns

Three fixed length cutting patterns were selected
for analysis in this study:

(a) 11.1 m fixed lengths A sawcut would

be made every 11.1 m up the length of the stem, ie.
11.1, 22,2, 33,3, and 44.4 in. If the piece above the last
11.1 m length met the minimum log specifications
described in Table 3-3 it was assumed that it would be

classed as merchantable and would be extracted and

trucked to the central processing yard. The maximum

overall length for onhighway trucks in New Zealand is

19.0 m. The maximum log length that can be legally
trucked is dependent on the truck configuration and is
currently under review by New Zealand road transport

authorities. The maximum log length carried by typical
log trucks is about 14 m. Many managers set maximum log

length specifications which are less than l4mn to reduce

the likelihood of overlength logs exceeding legal

trucking limits. I selected 11.1 m for a fixed length
cutting pattern since it is about 8O7 of the 14 m maximum

and is about a metre less than the height to which the
sterns had been ultrahigh pruned.

(b) 12.6 m fixed lengths. A sawcut would

be made every 12.6 m up the length of the stern, i.e.
12.6, 25.2, 37.8 mn. As for the 11.1 m cutting pattern it
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was assumed that merchantable pieces above the last 12.6m

length would be extracted and trucked to the central

processing yard. I selected 12.6 in for a fixed length

cutting pattern since it is about 90Z of the 14 m

maximum, i.e., less conservative than the 11.1 m pattern.

(c) "fixed" interval cutting zones. The

above two cutting patterns are very mechanical and would

be easy for a log manufacturer to perform. Most log

manufacturers would be able to achieve better value

recovery than obtained from those two patterns by making

small adjustments, for obvious changes in log quality,

above or below the fixed cutting points. In recognition

of this the option of making cuts within fixed cutting

zones up the stem was included. The cutting zones were

located at 10.5 to 13.0 m, 22.0 to 24.5 in and 33.0 to

36.0 m along each stem. As a result of this cutting

pattern no piece could exceed 14 in in length.



4.4 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The 143 trees used in the data analysis for

comparing value recovery at the stump versus on a landing

were again used in this study.

4.4.1 Use of AVIS system

The AVIS computer program was used to:

calculate the optimal value that could

be obtained from each stem if no fixed length cutting

pattern were used. This value was used as a basis for

determining the percentage value recovered for each of

the three fixed length cutting patterns.

calculate the value that could be

obtained from each stem if a fixed length cutting pattern

were imposed. One of the features of the AVIS program is

the ability to specify "must cut" zones along the stem

where the optimisation algorithm has to make saw cuts

(Threadgill and Twaddle, 1986). The must-cut--zone feature

is usually used to identify portions of the stem which

are too swept for particular log types. It can also be

used, however, to force cuts to be made at fixed lengths

up the stem. The user specifies lower and upper limits

for each of the cut zones required. The lower and upper
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limits are set equal for strictly fixed length options.
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The cut zone feature of AVIS proved to be particularly

useful for this study. Given the restriction that some

cuts have to be made within particular zones the AVIS

program calculates the theoretical maximum value that

could be obtained under such conditions. A log

manufacturer would be expected to achieve slightly less

than the theoretical value through either incorrect log

measurement with the fixed length cutting patterns or

incorrect decision-making with the cutting zone pattern.

4.4.2 Use of spreadsheet templates

Templates were built for use with a micro-computer

based spreadsheet program (Symphony) to calculate

percentage value recovery and the distribution, by log-

type, of volume and value for each of the cutting

patterns. The spreadsheet program also proved to be an

invaluable aid in data and file manipulation, and data

analysis. Sorting of data by cutting pattern and

calculation of basic summary and test statistics were

done with the spreadsheet.



4.4.3 Statistical analysis

4.4.3.1 Giant Size Regression

A similar approach was adopted for testing

hypotheses on differences between cutting patterns to

that used in the study described in Chapter 3. Much of

the statistical analysis was carried out on a micro-

computer using files transferred from the spreadsheets to

a program called Number Cruncher Statistical System. The

main analysis technique used was Giant Size Regression

which was described in section 3.4.3.1.

The regression models used in the statistical

analysis for this study were of the form:

A A A A A A A

Y=B X +B X +B X +B X +B X +B X

11 11 12 12 21 21 22 22 31 31 32 32

A A A A

+B X +B X +B X +B X

41 41 42 42 51 51 52 52

where Y = Percentage value recovery (or NZ$ value

recovery).

X = 1 if fixed length pattern = 11.1 m,
11

or 0 otherwise.
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X = DBH if fixed length pattern = 11.1 m,
12

or 0 otherwise.

X = 1 if fixed length pattern =12.6 tn,
21

or 0 otherwise.

X = DBH if fixed length pattern = 12.6 tn,
22

or 0 otherwise.

X = 1 if fixed length pattern = cutting zone,
31

or 0 otherwise.

X = DBH if fixed length pattern = cutting zone,
32

or 0 otherwise.

4.4.3.2 Selection of dependent variables and model

assumptions

The model assumptions that form the basis of

linear regression analysis were dealt with in a similar

way to those in section 3.4.3.2.

Diameter breast height was the independent

variable used to differentiate tree size in this study.

To linearise the value/DBH relationship two approaches

were taken
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(1) the dependent variable was transformed by

taking the logarithm (base 10) of value (LOGVALF).
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(2) a new variable, percentage value recovery,

was formed (RECF). In this study ZRECF is calculated in

the following manner

ZRECF = 100 (Optimal solution with fixed lengths)
(Optimal solution without fixed lengths)

Both these transformations also helped to meet the model

assumption of constant variance.

If all 143 stems had been used in the GSR for each

of the three fixed length cutting patterns the assumption

of independency between "independent" variables and

beween the data sets would have been violated (see

footnote). To overcome this problem stems were selected

randomly from the set of 143 to form three subsets of

approximately equal size; 47, 48, and 48 stems for the

11.1 m, 12.6 m and cutting zone patterns respectively.

To see what effect this "violation" would have on the

concl usions some of the analyses were carried out using

the full set of 143 trees as well as the subsets. The

conclusions would not have changed.



4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.5.1 Basic recovery statistics

Figure 4-2 shows the average value loss, measured

in New Zealand dollars, for the three cutting patterns.

Basic recovery statistics for the three cutting patterns

are presented in Table 4-2. It can be seen that the

average value recovery was lowest for the 11.1 m fixed

length cutting pattern and highest for the fixed interval

cutting zone pattern.

Table 4-2 Basic recovery statistics
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Recovery ($) Recovery (Z)

Mean percentage value recovery for all three

cutting patterns was in the mid-90's. Recovery for

individual trees ranged between 80% and 100% as shown in

Figures 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5. The cause of outliers, in the

low 80Z region, was the same for each of the three

cutting patterns. High grade peeler material usually

extended over the region where fixed length cuts or the

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Optimal 142.86 82.00 100
Fixed 11.1 m 133.88 77.91 93 . 6 3,5
Fixed 12.6 m 1342O 76.26 94.5 3.3
Cutting zone 139.06 80.35 97.3 2.7
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Figure 4-2 Value loss for three "fixed" length cutting
patterns.
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Figure 4-3 Percentage value recovery for a fixed 11.1 m
length cutting pattern.
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Figure 4-4 Perceiitage value recovery for a fixed 12.6 to
length cutting pattern.
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cutting zone were to be located. As a result of making

the cuts, only sawlog or pulp grade logs could be cut

from the fixed lengths at the central processing yard.

The large standard deviations for dollar value

recovery, resulting from variability in tree size and

quality characteristics, makes it difficult to infer from

these basic statistics if there are differences between

fixed length cutting patterns. Before removing the

effects of tree size and quality, paired t-tests

indicated that there was no significant difference in

value recovery, in dollar or percentage terms, between

any of the three cutting patterns. GSR analysis indicated

otherwise.

4.5.2 Results of Giant Size Regression Analysis

4.5.2.1 Dollar value recovery

Using the GSR analysis technique it was found that

there was no statistical evidence to indicate the need

for either separate slopes or separate intercepts for the

data sets from the three cutting patterns. The single

regression model shown below was found to be adequate for

all three cutting patterns.



(O.05014*DBH)
Value ($) = 7.184 e

2

F = 592 R = 0.808

The GSR technique was also used to compare dollar

value recovery from the three cutting patterns against

the optimal solution for stems without a fixed length

cutting pattern. Again no significant difference was

found between any of the cutting patterns and the optimal

solution. Since the value recovered from the fixed length

patterns was in the majority of cases worse than, and at

best equal to, that of the optimal solution the

difference must exist even though it was not

statistically significant. The large variation in stem

quality for a given DBH (and thus large variation in

dollar value) masks the differences in recovery between

the different cutting patterns and between the cutting

patterns and the optimal solution.

4.5.2.2 Percentage value recovery

GSR analysis indicated that there was no

statistical evidence to suggest the need for separate

slopes for the three fixed length cutting patterns. There

is statistical evidence to suggest the need for different

intercepts, however. Table 4-3 shows the intercept

significance matrix for percentage value recovery. With

some of the variation in quality removed it can be seen
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that the differences between cutting patterns now show up

as being statistically significant. Cutting stems into

fixed lengths of 12.6 m gave significantly different

(i.e., higher) recovery than cutting stems into fixed

lengths of 11.1 m. Using a cutting pattern which gave

more flexibility, by allowing cuts to be made within

cutting zones at fixed intervals up the stem, resulted in

percentage value recovery which was signficantly higher

than both the fixed 11.1 m and fixed 12.6 m cutting

patterns.

The results conform to what one would expect. As

the fixed length cutting pattern becomes more restrictive

potential value recovery decreases. Cutting the stern into

smaller lengths but allowing some flexibility in where

the cuts were made (i.e., within specified cutting zones)

caused a 2.7% reduction in potential value recovery. A

further 3 to 4% reduction in potential value resulted

from removing the flexibility in where the cuts could be

made.

The intercept significance matrix indicates that

the data classes can be separated into three regression

lines with common slopes as shown in Figure 4-6. It

appears that there is a trend for lower percentage

recovery with larger stems. Higher grade logs are more
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likely to be found in larger logs and more value lost

because of the application of fixed lengths. The co-

efficient of multiple determination for the combined

regression was very low (0.2), however, so the regression

would not be very useful as a predictive tools

*

Table 4-3 Intercept Significance Matrix

Fixed 11.1 Cutting Zone

*

Note: Figures in this table are probability levels (p
value) that one would have to test at before differences
were considered to be significant. Bold figures were
considered to be significant by the author (p less than
0.1).

4.5.3 Distribution of volume and value

The percentage of volume that was merchantable for

the various cutting patterns was as follows:

Optimal solution (no fixed lengths) - 98.1Z

Fixed 11.1 m lengths - 95.3%

Fixed 12.6 m lengths - 94.6Z

Cutting zone - 97.5Z

The difference in the amount of volume that was

merchantable may account for some of the differences in

value recovered but not all. It will be noted that the

fixed 12.6 m length cutting pattern had lower

merchantable volume, but higher value recovery, than the

Fixed 12.6 .01 .01

Cutting Zone 0001
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fixed 11.1 m length cutting pattern. (As an aside this

highlights the point that maximising volume recovery is

not the same as maximising value recovery).

Figure 4-7 shows the distribution of merchantable

volume for the optimal solution and for the fixed length

cutting patterns. No 12.3 m fixed length sawlogs could be

cut for the 11.lm fixed length cutting pattern since they

were longer than allowed by the cutting pattern. The

volume of 12.3 m fixed length sawlogs was also

substantially less than the optimal solution in the fixed

12.6 m and cutting zone patterns. Much of the fixed

length sawlog material was converted into random length

long and short sawlogs.

It can be seen that the total amount of peeler

material recovered is about 3 to 5% lower for the fixed

cutting pattern. There also appears to be a tendency for

more shorter length peeler logs to be cut than long

length peeler logs for the fixed length cutting patterns.

Figure 4-8 shows the effect that changes in volume

distribution have on value distribution. Firstly, it can

be seen that there is very little difference in value

recovered from short length and long length butt peelers

between any of the cutting patterns. This is not
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unexpected; butt peelers could only be found up to 7 m

height on the stern - which was several metres below where

fixed cuts were made. The cutting pattern would,

therefore, have little effect.

In the optimal solution some internode and C & I

peelers extended over the 10 to 13 m zone. These logs

were "lost" when the fixed length cutting patterns were

applied. The drop in value is noticeable.

Although there is considerable difference in the

value recovered in 12.3 m fixed length sawlogs between

the optimal solution and the fixed length cutting

patterns, particularly the fixed 11.1 m cutting pattern,

the overall effect on total value recovery is not large.

As mentioned above, much of the fixed length sawlog

material was converted to random length sawlog material.

There was only a $2.00 per cubic metre premium for fixed

length sawlogs over random length sawlogs. The worst

percentage value loss that the conversion to random

lengths could account for is about 17 for the fixed 11.1

m length cutting pattern.



4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Before drawing conclusions from this study it is

again necessary to stress some of the warnings given in

the conclusion section (3.6) of the previous chapter.

This study was carried out in a single stand, using only

one set of log specifications, and one set of log prices.

Additionally the value recovery referred to, from cutting

fixed lengths at the stump and then transporting these

lengths to a central processing yard for further log

manufacturing, is a potential recovery and not actual

recovery. Potential value recovery was calculated

assuming that all fixed length cuts were accurately made

at the stump and that resulting lengths were further

processed in a completely optimal manner at the central

processing yard. It can be expected that actual value

recovery at a central processing yard would be less (how

much less is unknown) than the potential value recovery.

The main results and conclusions of this study can

now be summarised as follows:

(1) In terms of objective 1 it was found that the mean

potential value recovery for the three fixed length

cutting patterns was in the mid-ninety percent range.

Recovery for individual trees ranged between 80Z and 100%
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In terms of objective 2 it was found that there was

no statistical evidence to indicate differences in dollar

value recovery existed between the three cutting

patterns. The large variation in stem quality for a given

DBH (and thus large variation in dollar value) masked the

differences in recovery between the different cutting

patterns and between the cutting patterns and the optimal

solution.

However, when some of the variation in quality for a

given DBH was removed it was found that:

- cutting stems into fixed lengths of 12.6 m gave

significantly different (i.e., higher) percentage value

recovery than cutting stems into fixed lengths of 11.1 m.

The difference, although being statisticaly significant,

was relatively small.

- using a cutting pattern which gave more

flexibility, by allowing cuts to be made within cutting

zones at fixed intervals up the stern, resulted in

percentage value recovery which was significantly higher

than both the fixed 11.1 m and fixed 12.6 m cutting

patterns.

The percentage of volume that was unmerchantable for

the fixed length cutting patterns was two to three times

that for a cutting pattern where no fixed lengths were

super-imposed. The highest percentage of volume that was

unmerchantable was 5.4%.
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(5) Most of the reduction in value for the fixed length

cutting patterns can be attributed to an overall

reduction in the amount of peeler volume cut and a

redistribution of the volume from long length peeler logs

to short length peeler logs.

The potential value recovery reported here is

about 10% to 20% greater than reported in the previous

chapter for actual value recovery when logs were

manufactured at the stump. If all the potential recovery

could be realised at a central processing yard this would

appear to be a viable alternative to manufacturing stems

into final log lengths at the stump.

The potential value recovery is also about 10%

greater than reported in the previous chapter for actual

value recovery on a landing, but only about 5% greater

than Twaddle (1985) considered that log manufacturers

could achieve on a landing given the right tools and

committment to inaxiinising value recovery by management.

The reduction from potential to actual value recovery at

a central processing yard may result in very little

difference between these two log manufacturing locations.

These issues will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter



4.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

I see three main areas for future research on

value recovery at central processing yards.

This study should be repeated for more forest stands

on steep country which have received intensive

silvicultural treatment and are representative of those

to be harvested in the near future. The findings of this

study were limited by the analysis only being carried out

for one stand. Although the magnitude of the value

recovery is likely to be similar greater confidence in

the results of this study should be gained.

Long lengths and, in particular, premiums paid for

long fixed length logs of higher grades are likely to

have a large effect on percentage value recovery. Other

sets of typical log specifications and prices should be

used to quantify the effect these have on potential value

recovery

There is a great paucity in the literature of studies

carried out on actual value recovery in central

processing yards. Central processing yards usually

require a high capital investment. Since their purpose is

to recover the maximum value (at the least cost) from

manufacturing logs out of stems or truck lengths it is
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essential that a better quantification of value recovery,

and an understanding of the factors affecting value

recovery, be obtained. It is recommended that actual

value recovery in a central processing yard be studied.

There are currently no fully operational central

processing yards in New Zealand. Without establishing a

central processing yard this recommendation may be

difficult to accomplish within New Zealand.
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CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FINAL LOG MANUFACTURING

LOCATION ON STEEP COUNTRY HARVESTING PRODUCTIVITY

AND COSTS.

ABSTRACT

The trend towards harvesting steeper and more

difficult terrain in New Zealand's radiata pine

plantations has caused many logging managers to wonder

what effect alternative locations for final log

manufacturing might have on yarding productivity and

costs. To answer this question a processing options

simulation model (PROSIM) was constructed. PROSIM was

found to be a quick and inexpensive method to evaluate

many system alternatives on the basis of yarding

productivity and stumptomilldoor costs.

Three main locations for final log manufacturing

were evaluated: at the stump, on a large landing, and at

a central processing yard. The effect of various bucking

alternatives, yarding systems, and terrain conditions

were examined for each of the possible locations.

Based on assumed costs and productivity, it was

concluded that, where possible, large landings and large

yarders should continue to be used. If the terrain, soil
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conditions, or other environmental considerations

preclude the use of large landings then the next best

alternative is to carry out the final log manufacture at

the stump and yard to small landings or roadside. Smaller

yarders with fast line speeds may be the most viable

machine-type if small landings have to be used. Final log

manufacture at a central processing yard would be the

least preferred option.

Use of the PROSIM model highlighted areas where future

research would be particularly productive.



5.1 INTRODUCTION

As stated in Chapter 1, some of the reasons for

looking at alternative locations for final log

manufacturing are related to concerns about environmental

issues, land taken out of production by large landings,

improving value recovery and product utilisation,

reducing interference between system components,

increasing productivity and reducing costs. The previous

three chapters have been concerned with the effect of

final log manufacturing location on value recovery. Most

logging managers are more concerned with the effect that

log manufacturing location could have on harvesting

productivity and costs. This chapter examines the

effects of final log manufacturing location on cable

yarding productivity and stump-to-milldoor costs.

Bucking at the stump has been proffered in New

Zealand by some people as the means to increase yarder

productivity and reduce costs. Claims of 500 to 700 logs

reaching the landing per day have been made for this

logging system (Spiers, 1978). Cottell and others (1976),

reporting the results of a detailed study on cable-

logging operations in British Columbia where both tree-

length and log-length extraction were carried out, state

that "it is unusual for any cable machine to average more
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than 220 pieces per [day] shift"; 100 to 150 pieces per

shift is common. New Zealand should not expect huge

increases in productivity and large reductions in costs

if alternative systems are adopted.

In the Pacific Northwest of America it is common

practice on steep country clearfell operations to buck at

the stump, because of the very large trees being

harvested. In thinning operations it is more common to

extract treelength logs, because of the small trees being

harvested. Conway (1982), and many other authors, have

shown that logging costs increase exponentially as piece

size decreases. This piece size cost curve is sometimes

called a "reverse-J" curve because of its shape. A more

thorough analysis of the piece-size cost relationship

would show that the curve is really "U-shaped" (Figure 5-

1). As piece size gets too large a point is reached where

existing machinery cannot handle even a single piece.

Bigger and more expensive machinery has to be used.

Practical limits are eventually reached (although one

must wonder where the limits exist when some loggers have

built 80 metre towers and converted crawler tractors

into extremely large carriages (Robinson, 1978) ). A

reverse-J curve indicates that costs can always be

reduced by increasing piece size. A U-shaped curve

indicates that there is an optimum piece size. The point
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of view that one takes as to which logging system is best

depends on which side of the U-shaped curve the tree size

of the forests to be harvested lies.

Conway (1982) has pointed to an emerging trend, in

the Pacific Northwest, of more "multiple length and tree-

length logging, where applicable," as tree-size becomes

smaller. Owens (1971) and Cottell and Sauder (1985) have

pointed to similar trends in Canada. Cottel and Sauder

have suggested that such a move would allow piece size to

be maximised, bucking decisions to be reserved until

later in the sequence of processes, and reduced labour

consumption in the stump area.

Researchers at Oregon State University have been

investigating techniques for improving smallwood

harvesting productivity for over a decade now. Putnam and

others (1984) described a study in a regenerated Douglas

fir stand that was carried out to compare production

rates and costs of whole-tree, tree-length, and log-

length skyline thinning where tree size removed was about

0.46 cubic metres. They found that tree-length and whole-

tree thinning resulted in higher yarder productivity

(about 6Z increase) and lower total stump-to-truck costs

(about 13% decrease) than the log-length system. They

also noted that "although the limbing and bucking process
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is not eliminated with the wholetree system, its
efficiency is greatly improved by transferring the

operation to the landing area. Not only are the tasks of
limbing and bucking more productive in a prepared area,
but a large number of limbs are broken off during the

*

yarding operation." They also suggested that wholetree
and treelength yarding methods should not be confined to
thinning operations, since they are also applicable to
clearcutting secondgrowth stands.

Several system trials have been carried out in
cablethinning radiata pine plantations in New Zealand.

Murphy (1979b, 1982b) described cotnparative trials with
the Titnbermaster skyline yarder. In a treelength trial,
where the mean log volume removed was 0.34 cubic metres,

daily production averaged 32 cubic metres. When the trees

were cut into short lengths and manually carried to the
extraction corridor daily productivity rose to 56 cubic
metres. The crew size, including fallers, increased from
5 to 10 men, however. The short length method was

understandably abandoned because the fallers were not

prepared to work with this method without a considerable

wage premiutn.

*
Many branches break off during yarding of radiata pine

also. Not all tree species have this characteristic.
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In 1979 McConchie carried out a comparison of tree-

length and log-length (up to 9.2 metre maximum) thinning

with the prototype Lotus skyline yarder in New Zealand.

The stand was 17 years old at the time of thinning and

the average tree size was about 0.4 cubic metres. Average

daily production was about 17Z greater with the tree-

length system than the log-length system; 48.7 cubic

metres per day and 41.7 cubic metres per day,

respectively. This occurred despite a larger number of

pieces being hooked per turn for the log-length system.

Overall, cable thinning is of minor importance to

New Zealand. Most of our wood will come from clearfelling

operations. It is estimated that less than 2Z of future

harvest volumes will come from cable-thinned plantations

(Murphy, 1982).

Clark (1986) found that tree-length logging of

lodgepole pine and spruce stands in the British Columbia

Cariboo region resulted in a 10% reduction in stump-to-

mill door costs when compared with conventional systems.

The operation studied was a flat country mechanised

system. Peterson (1986) has stated that to remain

profitable the forest industry of British Columbia is

introducing more productive harvesting and processing

methods such as full-tree yarding, woods sorting of logs
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to allow direct end-destination transportation, manual

processing to optimise log manufacture, and manual

felling without delimbing or bucking to increase felling

productivity. Peterson reports that discussions with

logging personnel indicate at least a 30Z increase in

yarding productivity with tree-length versus log-length

systems.

Wipperman (1984) and Grammel (1984), on the other

hand, report increases in costs in Europe, rather than a

reduction, when full-tree systems are used instead of log-

length systems.

Alternative log manufacturing systems have also

been investigated on a limited basis for clearfell

operations in New Zealand. Using elemental time study

data three systems of log preparation were looked at for

harvesting a radiata pine stand (1.42 cubic metres

average tree size) with a Madill 009 yarder (Murphy,

1978c). Tree-length logging was found to be approximately

45% more productive than the best log-length system

analysed and stump-to-truck costs were approximately 32%

lower. The optimistic assumption was made in the analysis

of the best log-length system that an average of 8 pieces

per cycle would arrive at the landing.
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A comparative field study of tree-length and log-

length extraction with a Washington 88 yarder was also

carried out recently in New Zealand. Because of problems

with the study design and analysis the results remain

preliminary and are unlikely to be published. It was

found, however, that average daily production was about

9% higher for the log-length system. In this trial the

average tree size (4.8 cubic metres) was considered to be

too big for the Washington 88 yarder without some

reduction in piece size.

Although some preliminary trials have been carried

out in New Zealand further detailed experimental design,

analysis, and field trials still need to take place.



5.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS

Steep country harvesting is generally considered

to be from 1.5 to over two times as expensive as flat

country harvesting for the same tree size (Cottell et

a]..., 1976; Terlesk, 1980). If plantation forestry is to

be profitable on New Zealand's steep terrain it is

important that productivity' be kept as high as possible

and costs as low as possible. Costs should be looked at

on system level, if at all possible.

New Zealand has very little experience with log

manufacturing systems for clearfell steep terrain

harvesting other than treelength systems. It is

necessary to address this situation on an analytical

level, and with field oriented trials as soon as

possible.

The objectives of this study are:

to develop a procedure for evaluating steep country

harvesting systems on a total system cost basis,

to determine if there are any differences in system

costs when final log manufacturing is carried out in

various locations,
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to determine the sensitivity of the costs to changes

in the assumptions required to carry out the analyses,

and

to identify deficiencies in the data base used for

the system analyses.

The number of logging systems that could be

evaluated for this study is infinite when one considers

the possible combinations of stand conditions, yarders,

loaders, manpower structure, bucking patterns, log

manufacturing location, trucking haul distances, central

processing yard size, and so on. This study will be

restricted, however, to examining only a few combinations

of these. Figure 5-2 shows the broad systems to be

analysed. Further description of individual components of

each system can be found in sections 5.7 and Appendix B.

All analysis will be carried out using stand and piece

size data derived from the log value recovery study

described in Chapter 3.
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The specific hypothesis to be tested by this study

is:

There is no significant difference in total stump-to-

inilldoor system costs when logs are manufactured into

their final form at

(1) the stump,

the landing, or

a central processing yard.



5.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To reiterate what was stated in section 5.2, the

main objective of this study was to see if there were

significant differences in steep country harvesting

system costs when logs were manufactured into their final

form at one of three locations; at the stump, on a

landing, or at a central processing yard. It was thought

that the results might be sensitive to the size and type

of yarder used to extract timber from the harvest unit. A

two-factorial, randomised block experimental design was

selected for the study (Peterson, 1985). The two factors

in the design would be log manufacturing location and

yarder type. Different harvesting units would represent

the blocking (or replication) feature of the design.

Simulation was considered to be the best approach for

evaluating costs for the various harvesting systems (see

section 5.4).

The three yarder types used in the analysis are

discussed in more detail in Appendix B. They are:

- a Madill 009 rigged as a Grabinski skyline system,

- a Madill 071 rigged as a slack skyline system, and

- a Washington 88 rigged as running skyline system.

The Madill 009 is the most common yarder in New

Zealand and is frequently rigged as a Grabinski system.
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It is a 2-drum, 335 kW yarder mounted on a rubber-tyred

or tracked undercarriage.

There are only a few Madill 071 yarders in the

country. They are rigged in a range of configurations.

The Madill 071 is a 4-drum, 215 kW yarder mounted on a

tracked undercarriage.

There are only two Washington 88 yarders in New

Zealand. They are used as running skyline systems. The

Washington 88 is a 3-drum mechanical interlocked yarder

mounted on a tracked undercarriage. It is powered by a

230 kW motor.

It was decided to include six log manufacturing

patterns in the experimental design; three at the stump,

one at the landing, and two at a central processing yard.

Short descriptions of these patterns follows:

AVIS optimal - this bucking pattern assumes

that the faller has a handheld computer with him at the

stump, which suggests the optimal way to buck the stem to

get the most value out of it. The distribution of logs

generated by the AVIS program as part of the output from

the study reported in Chapter 3 represented the "AVIS

optimal" pattern. The log distribution was used in the

analysis.

Solly - in Chapter 3 it was reported that

there was no significant difference in value recovered by
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Solly (the best log manufacturer studied) at the stump

versus on a landing. The distribution of logs generated

by Solly was used as a distinctive bucking pattern.

Solly, Dick9 and Jim - the three log

manufacturers studied and reported in Chapter 3 could be

classified as representative of a broad cross-section of

log manufacturers in New Zealand. All logs generated

during log manufacturing at the stump by these three

workers were lumped into a single log distribution as a

representative bucking pattern.

Tree-length - the tree-lengths extracted to

the landing during the value recovery study reported in

Chapter 3 were representative of the tree-length bucking

pattern. Trees were p.rocessed into logs on the landing.

Fixed 12.6 m. - several bucking patterns that

might be applicable to final manufacturing of logs at a

central processing yard were described in Chapter 4. One

of these was cutting stems into fixed lengths of 12.6

metres at the stump. The logs from the AVIS output for

the value recovery analysis were used to generate a

representative log distribution for this cutting pattern.

Butt 12.6 m. - a bucking pattern not

considered in Chapter 4 was to cut a 12.6 metre butt log

from each stem at the stump. The average piece size would

be smaller than for tree-length extraction and a large
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landing would probably not be required. The AVIS output

used to generate the Fixed 12.6 m. bucking pattern was

modified to represent this bucking pattern.

Four harvest units were selected for replication

as blocks in the design; two harvest units were located

on U.S. Forest Service land in western Oregon, and two

were located in Whakarewarewa State Forest Park, New

Zealand. The harvest units were of different size, shape,

and terrain. Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6 show the

portions of the topographical maps used to generate the

digital terrain models on which the harvest units were

located. The harvest units were named, and will be

referred to hereafter in this chapter, as USA1, USA2,

NZ1, and NZ2. All material trucked was less than 14m in

length.

The experimental design was a complete factorial

design, that is, all combinations of treatments were

replicated on each block. Each simulation run represented

a combination of one yarder, one bucking pattern, and one

harvest unit. Several simulation runs were completed for

each combination for reasons described in the next

section. A total of 72 lots (3 machines X 6 bucking

patterns X 4 harvest units) of simulations were carried

out for the analysis.
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Figure 5-3 Topographic map of TJSA1 harvest unit.
Scale = 1:9300. 20 foot contours.
Area = 9.4 hectares. X = landing.



Figure 5-4 Topographic map of USA2 harvest unit.
Scale = 1:9300. 20 foot contours.
Area = 7.2 hectares, X = landing.
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//fp

Figure 5-5 Topographic map of NZ1 harvest unit.
Scale = 1:10000. 20 foot contours.
Area = 8.3 hectares. X = landing.
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Figure 5-6 Topographic map of NZ2 harvest unit.
Scale = 1:10000. 20 foot contours.
Area = 6.2 hectares. X = landing.
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5.4 SIMULATION AS AN APPROACH TO EVALUATING SYSTEM COSTS

The use of simulation in the forest industry is

not new. The breadth of use ranges from individual tree

growth models (Wykoff and others, 1982), through log

bucking decision simulators (Lembersky and Chi, 1984),

and up to seedling-to--sawmill economic models (Whiteside

and Sutton, 1983). In the past two to three decades the

use of simulation models has found wider acceptance and

application in the harvesting sector of the forest

industry. Simulation allows the comparison of alternative

operations without the expense of large field trials.

When designing systems for particular applications many

poor alternatives can be eliminated from consideration

and promising alternatives quickly highlighted if good

simulation models are available.

There is no universal harvesting simulation model

available that would answer all harvesting questions.

This is because harvesting systems and the environment in

which they operate are exceedingly complex. Goulet and

others (1979), in their review of tree-to-mill forest

harvesting simulation models, indentified the Harvesting

System Simulator (HSS) (O'Hearn et al., 1976) as being

probably the most complex harvesting model found. They

believed it contained the potential for modeling most

[but not all harvesting configurations.
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No consensus exists on what constitutes a

harvesting model's essential elements. The level of

detail included in a model generally reflects the

modeler's point of view. For example a modeler working in

the relatively flat plantation forests of the southern

United States is likely to have a different perspective

of the essential elements to a modeler working in the

steep terrain of the Pacific Northwest of America, or to

a modeller working in the jungles of Papua-New Guinea.

Many harvesting simulations have concentrated on

modelling forest operations on gentle terrain, primarily

in eastern Canada or the southeastern United States. In

these areas ground skidding methods are usually used.

Models, such as Timber Harvest and Transport Simulator

(THATS) (Martin, 1973), HSS (O'Hearn et al., 1976),

Simulation Applied to Logging Systems (SAPLOS) (Johnson

et al, 1972), and LOGCOST (Giles, 1986), are examples of

ground skidding simulators.

Mechanised harvesting systems have also received

some attention from modellers in the northcentral United

States (Winsauer, 1980; Winsauer and Bradley, 1982;

Bradley, 1984).

In recent years attention has also been given to
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modelling cable-logging systems on steep terrain.

Significant work has been carried out by Johnson and

others (1972), O?Hearn and others (1976), Dykstra and

Riggs (1977), Sessions (1979), LeDoux (1981), Gibson and

others (1983), Twito and McGaughey (1984) and Giles

(1986). The THIN model, in particular, has seen wide use

by its author for addressing a range of questions related

to cable-thinning (LeDoux, 1981; 1982; 1984a and 1984b;

1986). Some of these models were reviewed for their

ability to answer the questions posed by this study. Each

had limitations which precluded their use and resulted in

a new model PROSIM (Processing Options Simulation) being

written to address the hypothesis put forward. It is not

my intention to point out the deficiencies (from this

modeller's perspective) in the, other cable-logging

models. The reader, who is familiar with some of these

other models, should be able to recognise the

limitations. A quick review of some of the features which

were desired and incorporated in PROSIM should highlight

where PROSIM differs from other models.

Murphy (1979a) pointed out that yarding is the

most expensive phase of stump-to-truck cable logging

operations in New Zealand. Sauder and Nagy (1977) found

that yarding costs represented the highest cost component

of stump-to-milldoor (including road access) harvesting
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costs in the steep terrain of British Columbia. It is

essential that the yarding phase be modelled in detail.

Peters (1973) was among the first in the

literature to identify skyline payload capability, log

density and distribution per unit area, and log size as

three of the primary elements in determining skyline

loadings and production. Some of the other models have

the user input an average which pertains to the whole

harvest unit. Terrain and yarder mechanics generally

determine skyline payload capability which can vary

considerably over a harvest setting. It was considered

essential that terrain (on entire harvest settings) and

cable and yarder mechanics be modelled in detail.

The size and distribution of logs on a harvest

setting are dependent on the bucking pattern used. Many

of the models assume a homogeneous log product or, if a

log bucking simulator is included in the model, all stems

are cut into a single fixedlength. Many log products are

cut from New Zealand's radiata pine plantations. It was

considered essential that the model be able to simulate

harvesting of logs cut using multiproduct bucking

patterns.

Most of the steep country logging in New Zealand
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incorporates extraction of timber from irregular shaped

settings to a central landing. The model should be able

to simulate this extraction method.

To compare the effect of final log manufacturing

location on costs it is necessary to take a systems

approach to the problem and have common starting and

ending points for each alternative. It was decided that

the model should be able to start with landing

construction and finish with logs being unloaded at the

milldoor.



5.5 "PROSIM" MODEL OVERVIEW

The Processing Options Simulation model (PROSIM)

was put together with two thoughts in mind:

It had to provide data so that the

hypothesis formulated in section 5.2 of this chapter

might be tested, and

It might be adapted sometime in the

future to be a harvest planning and management tool.

This section of the chapter provides an overview

of the model. Appendix B gives detailed descriptions of

each of the components of the model The complete

computer program listing for the PROSIM model can, be

found in Appendix A.

PROSIM is a part stochastic/part deterministic

simulation model which provides stump-to-milldoor

harvesting costs as its main output. Log size generation

and location are the only stochastic portions of the

model. PROSIM does not model interactions between phases

of the harvesting operation. All inputs to and outputs

from the model are in metric units. PROSIM is written in

HP-BASIC and runs on a Hewlett Packard 9020 computer with

a Calcomp 9000 digitizing tablet and Hewlett Packard 2930

series printer as peripherals. Figure 5-7 shows a
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PROCESSING OPTIONS SIMULTION
=

USA1_009_E1 2b_Jaiivar'j_198?

S'j5tem inforinatioii
== =

Log processing partiall9 carried out at the s+.ulnp and then completed at a
Central Processing Yard.
Yarding machine was a Madill 009 rigged as a Grabin5ki 5k1111ne,
Loading was with a medium-sized hudraulic boom loader.

Stand and setting iiiformatioii
==

Mean diameter breast height (cm) 55.0
Stocking (stems per hectare) = 200.0
Mean tree volume (cubic metre5) 3.1
Live stand volume (m'3/ha) = 620,0
Pungas per hectare 300.0

The setting was irregular shaped and was 9.4 hectares in area.

Yarding and cycle 5tati5tics
Sn:

Daily yarding productioii wa 194.5 cubic lnetre5.
It took 29.2 dai5 to harvest the setting.
The iiumber of 5k?line road changes was 46.0
The number of arding ciclas was 13340
The average log weight was 1239.3 kilogram5
39 logs (totalling 89.0 cubic metres) were too big to be arded uncut.

The average ardiig di5tanca was 198.4 Tnetre5.
Total volume extracted was 56714 cubic metres.

Mean Std de Minimum Max inlum

Cijcla volume (m'3) 425 238 02 1356
Number of logs 3.43 154 1.00 G.O
Ccle time (Mm) 645 1,06 3,93

Figure 5-8 Sample output from PROSIM model.
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PROCESSING OPTIONS SIHULTION
=

USA1_13139_E1 26_Januarj_l987

Trucking information
=

One-way lead di5tance for ALL logs was
313,13 kilometres,
100.0 % of the total volume was trucked as this product t,pe.

Cost information
=== ==== = = =

Figure 5-8 Sample output from PROSIM model.
(continued).

218

Setting Hectare Cubic metre

Falling 7546 799 1.33
Yarding 91953 9731 16.21
Processing 3587 380 63

Loading 37614 3980 6.63
Trucking 50779 5374 8.95
Sortjard 41118 4351 7.25
Hove in/Hove out 3619 383 64

Landing Construction 2500 265 44

Total 238715 25262 4209
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flowchart depicting the overall structure of the model.

As can be seen the model is comprised of many

subroutines. Figure 5-8 shows sample outputs from the

model which should make some of the latter description

easier to follow.

PROSIM is used in the following manner:

Step 1. Prior to running the model a digital terrain

model (DTM) containing the harvest unit areas to be used

in the analysis is "built" using the Preliminary Logging

Analysis System (PLANS) computer package developed by the

USDA, Forest Service, Seattle, Washington (Twito and

McGaughey, 1984).

Step 2. The PROSIM program is loaded into memory.

Step 3. The date, a job title, and the name of the DTM

are entered as requested.

Step 4. The DTM file is loaded into memory by PROSIM.

Step 5. The DTM is located on the digitizing (or

graphics) tablet by "marking" the bottom corners of the

DTM.
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Step 6. The location of the landing is marked using the

digitizer.

Step 7. The location of the first tailspar is marked

using the digitizer.

Step 8. The boundary of the harvest unit is marked using

the digitizer.

Step 9. PR0SIM calculates the area to be harvested within

the boundary.

Step 10. Logging system parameters, such as processing

location, yarder type and log size distribution, are

entered by the user.

Step 11. The new tailspar is located on the harvest unit

boundary by the program.

Step 12. A check is made to see if the whole setting

(harvest unit) has been logged. If there is still wood to

be yarded PROSIM carries on to Step 13. If the setting is

completed it goes to Step 19.
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Step 13. The external yarding distance (EYD) is

calculated for the new tailspar location.

Step 14. If the EYD is less than 30 metres the program

returns to Step 11. and locates the next new tailspar. It

is assumed that when the EYD is less than 30 metres the

timber has already been removed during road and landing

construction.

Step 15. If the EYD is 30 metres or greater the current

skyline road number is updated.

Step 16. PROSIM then takes a new profile from the landing

to the new tailspar using the DTM data.

Step 17. Cable and yarder mechanics are then used to

determine the payload zones along the current skyline

road.

Step 18. Logs are assigned from the log size distribution

to the skyline road. Loads are then constructed and

yarded to the landing. Cycle statistics are recorded and

accumulated. When the skyline road has been completed the

program returns to Step 11.
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Step 19. When the setting has been completed the yarding

statistics are summarised.

Step 20. Sturnp-to-rnilldoor costs are then calculated for

the completed setting. Some additional input is required

by the user at this stage.

Step 21. The results of the simulation are then output to

the printer and the program terminated.



5.6 COST CALCULATIONS

The COSTS subroutine handles the calculation of

unit costs for each phase of the operation from stump to

rnilldoor. A total cost per cubic metre is the final

output of the COSTS subroutine. The subroutine, itself,

is made up of eight small subroutines (Figure 5-9).

Labour costs have been slowly rising in New

Zealand for decades. In mid-1984 New Zealand "floated"

its currency on the international money markets. As a

result the capital cost of machinery imported from

overseas has been very erratic. Most harvesting equipment

used in New Zealand is imported from the Northern

Hemisphere. The costs used in this thesis, therefore,

relate to a specific time period. The time period chosen

was the first quarter of 1985. All costs are, of course,

in New Zealand dollars (NZ$1 = US$0.5).

5.6.1 Felling costs

The FELLING COSTS subroutine is depicted in

Figure 5-10. The program prompts the user for the

following stand and setting details:

- mean diameter breast height, DBH (centimetres),

- merchantable stocking, STEMS (tree stems per

hectare),
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Figure 5-9 Flowchart of cost calculation subroutine.
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- undergrowth (PUNGAS [tree ferns] per hectare),

- mean tree volume, TVOL (cubic metres), and

- average slope for the setting, SLOPE (degrees).

The program then calculates the total time to fell

all trees on the setting. The felling equations were

taken from unpublished work element time standards

developed and tested over the past couple of decades by

the New Zealand Forest Service Work Study Units. Two

equations were used; one where log manufacturing (or

partial manufacturing) was carried out at the stump, and

one where log manufacturing was carried out on the

landing. With minor transformations, the equations, as

shown below, were rewritten to reflect felling time

(minutes) on a per hectare basis.

Felling with manufacturing at the stump:

Felling time =1.32*(STEMS*(O.046*DBH + O.O1*SLOPE + 2.292

_O.00084*STEMS - O.00084*PUNGAS + 2.967*TVOL

_O.345*TVOL'2) + PUNGAS*(O.68 + O.O1*SLOPE))
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Figure 5-10 Flowchart of felling costs subroutine.
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Figure 5-11 Flowchart of yarding costs subroutine.
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Felling with manufacturing at the landing:

Felling time =1.32*(STEMS*(0.045*DBH + 0.01*SLOPE + 0.139

- 0.00082*STEMS - 0.00082*PUNGAS )

+ PUNGAS*(0.68 + 0.01*SLOPE))

Total time to fell the setting was computed as the

product of the setting area and the felling time per

hectare. The number of fallers required to fell the

setting was calculated by dividing the total felling time

by the number of days it would take the yarder to harvest

the setting. Falling should then be balanced with the

yarding operation.

All labour in the PROSIM model was charged out at

$100 per man-day. Additionally each faller was equipped

with a saw and supplies which cost $23 per day to

operate. Unit felling cost was computed as:

Unit felling cost = Number of fallers *(Labour cost + Saw

cost)! Setting volume
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5.6.2 Yarding costs

The procedure for costing the yarding phase of the

harvesting operation is depicted in Figure 5-11. It is an
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amalgam of costs obtained from the 1984 New Zealand

Forest Service Capital Update and a procedure developed

by Walker (1976) of the New Zealand Forest Research

Institute.

The labour component of the yarding phase was

calculated to be $400 per day; one hundred dollars each

for two choker setters (breaker outs), one yarder

operator, and one crew boss.

Supplemental costs of $45 per day for crew

transport, $56 per day for crew accessories, and $60 per

day for equipment accessories were included

In calculating the daily yarder costs it was

assumed that the resale value for yarders in New Zealand

would be about 1OZ of the capital cost and that the

economic life would be about 10 years. A capital cost of

$820,000 for the Madill 071 was taken from the NZ Forest

Service Capital Cost Update. Capital costs were not

readily available for the Madill 009 and the Washington

88. Costs for these two machines were obtained by

indexing costs in the USDA Willamette Appraisal guide.

Capital costs of $1,100,000 and $1,085,000 were obtained

for the Madill 009 and Washington 88 respectively.
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The MACHINE_COSTS subroutine computed daily

yarding machine costs (Figure 5-12). Total daily yarding

costs were computed as the sum of labour costs,

supplemental costs, and yarding machine costs. Unit

yarding costs on a per cubic metre basis were computed as

the product of total daily costs, the number of days to

harvest the setting, and the inverse of total volume

harvested from the setting.

5.6.3 Processing costs

This cost refers to processing (or log

manufacturing) on the landing (Figure 5-13). Most cable

logging operations in New Zealand have three people

working on the landing. They unhook pieces when they

arrive at the landing, cut them up into logs, assist

with skyline road changes and may assist with hooking on

logs if the need arises. If logs are not processed on the

landing fewer people are required. PROSIM assumes that 3

people are required if logs are processed on the landing,

and 1 person if logs are processed at the stump or at a

central processing yard. Additionally each man is

provided with a chainsaw.
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Figure 5-12 Flowchart of subroutine to calculate daily
machine costs.
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Figure 5-13 Flowchart of processing costs subroutine.



5.6.4 Loading costs

Rubber-tyred front end làaders are usually used

with tree length cable logging operations in New Zealand.

They require large areas on which to operate. They are

particularly effective when many log sorts have to be

handled.

When landing space is limited, or log sorts few,

hydraulic boom loaders have proven to be more effective

than rubber-tyred loaders. There is a move for rubber-

tyred loaders to be replaced by hydraulic boom loaders on

steeper terrain in New Zealand (Prebble, pers. comm.).

The assumption is made in the PROSIM model that

the loading phase of the operation is capable of handling

all the wood that the yarder can produce; the loader is

not a "bottleneck" to the overall sysem. It is also

assumed that, if the loader has excess capacity, it does

not load out logs for nearby yarding operations, or

assist in yarding wood from along the road edges. Based

on the operations the author has viewed in New Zealand,

these assumptions appear to be realistic.

operator.
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Labour costs are set at $100 per day for a single
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Loaders generally have a higher resale value than

yarders so the resale value was set at 20% of capital

cost.

A 91-120 kW size machine with a capital cost of

$218,000 and an economic life of 5 years was used in the

analysis for the rubber-tyred front end loader. The model

only uses a rubber-tyred loader when pieces are extracted

tree-length and manufactured on the large landing.

A medium size machine with a capital cost of

$434,000 and an economic life of 7 years was used in the

analysis for the hydraulic boom loader. The model used

the hydraulic boom loader when logs were manufactured at

the stump and extracted to a small landing, or were cut

into truck lengths at the stump and manufactured into the

final log types at a central processing yard.

The daily machine costs for the loaders were

computed in the MACHINE_COSTS subroutine. Unit loading

costs were computed in a similar manner to unit yarding

costs.

5.6.5 Trucking costs

Trucking costs in the PROSIM model are based on

research by Stulen (1985). A cost equation was developed
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with one-way haul distance being the independent variable

in the equation. Stulen's work was based on trucking on

the relatively flat Central Plateau area of the North

Island. The cost equation was modified by a 10% upward

adjustment to reflect trucking costs for more difficult

conditions in other parts of New Zealand. The cost

equation used was as follows:

Unit trucking cost ($/cu.rn.) = 1.70 0.l234*DISTANCE

where DISTANCE is the one-way haul distance in

kiloinetres.

The PROSIM model allows the user to specify truck

haul distances for up to 15 products (Figure 5-14).

Product names and percentage volume trucked as that

product type also need to be specified.

5.6.6 Central processing yard costs

The New Zealand forest industry has very little

experience with operating central processing yards. Bryan

and others (1976a & b) operated a central processing yard

on a trial basis for the Beech Logging Unit in the South

Island. Because of the small scale of the operation costs

were considered to be excessive.
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Central sortyards are well utilised in the Pacific

Northwest of America. Compared with New Zealand they have

received much more managerial and research attention.

Sinclair and Wellburn (1984), in particular, have

published detailed reports on the design, economic

analysis, and construction of central sortyards in

British Columbia. Although, less log manufacturing is

carried out in sortyards than in central processing

yards, Sinclair's publication was used as a basis for

costing a central processing yard operation for New

Zealand.

A cost of $7.25 per cubic metre, for a central

processing yard, was used in the PROSIM model.

Assumptions and details used to arrive at this value are

summarised in Appendix C.

5.6.7 Movein/Moveout costs

Blundell and Cossens (1985) reported times for

moving equipment into, and out of, yarding settings. It

depended primarily on moving distance and whether the

equipment had to be broken down into smaller components

for carrying on lowboys. The PROSIM model assumes that

all moves are over relatively short distances within a

single forest and that equipment does not have to be
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broken down into small components. The assumption is made

that each shift requires about 6 hours (or 0.75 scheduled

days) The move-in/move--out costs are, therefore, the

cost for all labour (felling, processing, yarding, and

loading), supplemental and chainsaw costs, and yarding

and loading machine costs for a period of 0.75 days.

5.6.8 Landing construction costs

Twaddle (1984c) has found that landing size for

tree length logging operations around New Zealand is

dependent, among other things on terrain and soil types.

For steep terrain with difficult soil types landings of

approximately 0.24 hectare are commonly constructed. A

cost of construction for such landings of $15,000 was

used in the PROSIM model. The whole landing was assumed

to be rocked. The cost is comparatively high for many

landings in New Zealand but may be low for landings

requiring construction on steep side slopes, with end-

hauling of cut-material and extensive rocking. New

Zealand has little experience with constructing large

landings on steep-side slopes. More research is

recommended in this area.

The PROSIM model assumes that small landings will

cost about one-sixth of landings used for tree-length
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extraction, that is, about $2500. Small landings were

assumed to be all that was required for log-length

extraction where trees were cut to final log lengths at

the stump or to truck lengths for hauling to a central

processing yard.

Unit landing costs were computed by dividing

landing construction cost by the volume extracted from

the setting.



5.7 MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Model verification and validation are two

important steps in constructing an acceptable simulation

model (Pritsker, 1986). Verification involves testing to

see that the model behaves as the experimenter intended

(Shannon, 1975). Validation involves proving the model to

be "true" (Naylor and Finger, 1967).

The verification process was carried out

continually through the modelts development. Verification

can include both quantitative and qualitative analysis.

The PROSIM model is made up of many subroutines. Checks

were made to verify that individual subroutines were

working correctly and that the subroutines were correctly

linked together. Individual subroutines were verified

either by hand calculation or by comparing the output

values with other models. For example, the LOGGERPC

skyline payload analysis program, developed by Oregon

State University, was used to verify that payloads for

individual terrain points were calculated correctly for

given line tensions and yarding parameters. Qualitative

checks included verifying that output correctly reflected

input values. For example, PROSIM prints out a few

sentences on the type of logging system analysed,

including loader and yarder type. Checks were made to

ensure that this was being reported correctly.

239
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A simulation model of a complex, real-world system

is always only an approximation to the actual system,

regardless of how much effort is put into developing the

model. Thus, one should not speak of the absolute

validity or invalidity of a model, but rather of the

degree to which the model agrees with the system (Law and

Kelton, 1982). Validating a model implies that the model

developer has some set of criteria for differentiating

between those models which are "true" and those models

which are "not true" (Naylor and Finger, 1967). Given the

difficulty involved with specifying a set of criteria,

validation can be reduced to assessing the degree of

agreement between the model's predictions and the real

world (Shannon, .1975). Even assessing the degree of

agreement between the real world and the model is not

easy for harvesting cost simulation models. The physical

and production parameters on which unit costs are based

may be perfectly predicted by the model. However, since

there are probably as many different costing systems in

existence as there are logging operations, it is unlikely

that unit costs predicted by a model would be in complete

agreement with the real world. For example, differences

in such cost factors as interest rates, depreciation

schedules, assumed economic life and local labour rates

could cause significant disagreement between model costs

and real-world costs. Gibson and others (1983) have
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stated that in the case of [a harvesting] cost model,

which is prescriptive in nature, the consistency of the

results is more important than the accuracy of the

results. The model should be capable of gross cost

prediction but quantification of the relative costs for

alternative systems is most important".

Validation of the PROSIM model was an ongoing process

throughout the models development. The following things

were done to ensure the greatest possible degree of

validity:

- common sense was used throughout the models

formulation,

applicable literature was reviewed and existing theory

and useable techniques incorporated where possible,

- subroutines from similar relevant models were

sought out and used to avoid "reinventing the wheel",

- an appropriate level of detail was incorporated into

each of the model's subroutines to check that values

being calculated appeared realistic,

- the model was checked to see that it was performing

as expected, e.g. when the number of chokers were

decreased it expected, and found, that the mean number

of logs hooked would also decrease,

- sensitivity analysis was performed to see how some of

the assumptions in the model caused variation in the

model output.
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The final step in the validation procedure was to

compare output with real world systems. Although it was

not possible to compare total unit costs for a real-

world stump-to-milldoor harvesting system with output

from the PROSIM model it was possible to check some of

the intermediate outputs of the model, particularly from

the trucking and yarding phases of the operation. For

example, personal communications with Sheldon Drummond, a

logging officer from the New Zealand Forestry

Corporation, indicate that the model is predicting

trucking costs reasonably accurately.

The yarding phase of PROSIM virtually "drives"

the rest of the model. Validation of this portion of the

model received the most attention. Long term productivity

records for the Madill 009 tree-length operation used as

the basis for the yarding equations in PROSIM show daily

production varied between 200 and 230 cubic metres

(Murphy, 1983b). The output from four areas analysed with

the PROSIM model varied between 206 and 228 cubic metres

for tree-length operations. The maximum number of pieces

extracted during studies of the Madill 009 was 7. PROSIM

predicted a maximum number of 6.

Less information is available for validating the

models ability to predict productivity and costs for
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systems with a Madill 071 as the yarder. Long term

records of the Madill 071 operation studied, and used as

the basis for the equations in PROSIM, show that the

system averages about 34 cycles per day. The average

predicted by PROSIM for four areas analysed was about 31

cycles, about 5-10% too low. Discussions with Druminond,

indicate that productivity levels predicted by PROSIM may

be a little low. This is undoubtedly due to the high

percentage of delay time used in the model for this

machine. Volume per cycle is an important variable in

determining harvesting productivity. The average volume

per cycle extracted in field trials for the Madill 071

was about one-third of the maximum volume; the same value

for this parameter can be computed from the PROSIM

output.

No production records or studies were available

from New Zealand for validating the output of PROSIM for

the Washington 88. The output, however, appears

reasonable when compared with, and relative to, the

output of the other two yarders.



5.8 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

5.8.1 Generation of log distribution coefficients

Six log size distributions were generated using

data from the value recovery studies and a program called

WEIBULL. WEIBULL, which was written for use on IBM-PC

compatible computers (Torres-Rojo, 1987), fits a three-

parameter weibull function to log size data using eight

different algorithms. The WEIBULL program also gives Chi-

square and Kolmogorov-Smirnoff goodness of fit statistics

for the distributions. The user selects the distribution

which best fits the data. Table 5-1 sumrnarises the log

size distribution parameters chosen for the six log

bucking patterns. All of the fitted distributions

reported in the table were not significantly different

from the raw data when tested at a p-level of 0.05 for

either the Chi-square or Kolmogorov-Srnirnoff statistics.

Table 5-1 3-Parameter Weibull Piece Size Distributions
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Bucking Pieces per
Patterns hectare

Coefficients
a b c

Avis optimal 797 0.010000 0.820000 1 .622429
Solly 664 0.000000 0.997478 1 .422732
Solly, Dick, Jim 666 0.027017 1.002445 1 .647058
Tree-length 200 0.048877 3. 425119 2.153411
Fixed 12.6 498 0.000000 1.343852 1 .336873
Butt 12.6 395 0.000000 1.713371 1.983210
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For each log bucking pattern the number of pieces

per hectare to be extracted was also calculated and is

shown in Table 5-1.

5.8.2 Inputs to the PR0SIM model

The inputs required to run the PR0SIM model are

described in Appendix B. They could be categorised into

three groups; logging system inputs, stand detail inputs,

and trucking detail inputs. The first category varied

depending on the simulation that was being run. Values for

the second category remained constant (except for average

slope which was dependent on the harvest unit being

simulated) and are shown below:

- DBH = 55 cm.,

- Stocking = 200 stems per hectare,

- Undergrowth = 300 pungas [tree ferns] per hectare,

- Tree volume = 3.1 cubic metres.

Although, the user can specify up to 15 trucking

destinations in the PR0SIM model, for ease of analysis the

simplifying assumption was made that all wood went to the

same final destination. In some cases logs are trucked

over 240 kilometres to specialty mills in New Zealand. For

other mills the average one-way truck haul distance is

about 30 kilometres (Myers, 1986). A haul distance of 40
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kilometres was input to the PROSIM model when the final

log manufacturing location being simulated was at the

stump or on the landing. When the timber was sent via a

central processing yard for final log manufacture it was

assumed that the central processing yard would not always

be on the direct route to the mill. Five kilometres extra

travel was added to the oneway haul distance to give a

total of 45 kilometres.

5.8.3 Simulation runs

When the PROSIM model was first being tested it was

noted that for the "same" inputs to the model different

outputs could and often did occur. This occurs for three

reasons:

The digital terrain model, harvest unit boundary, and

landing location are entered each time the simulation

model is run using the digitizing tablet. Unless the user

is very careful it is difficult to exactly duplicate the

inputs, especially for the harvest unit boundary. For

example, when locating harvest unit boundaries on a

1:4,000 scale map a one millimetre deviation will result

in an error of about 4 metres distance.

The user specifies the location of the first tailspar,

and as a result of the algorithm used in the model, the

eventual location of all the tailspar locations for the
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harvest unit. The landing and tailspar locations determine

the terrain profiles, payload capability, and productivity

of the yarding system. Productivity and costs, therefore,

depend on where the user locates the first tailspar.

(3) As stated in section 5.5, PROSIM is part

stochastic/part deterministic. The generation and location

of logs on the harvest setting is stochastic based. It is

unlikely that the same logs will be located in the same

location on the harvest setting for any two simulation

runs. The same random number stream was used for all

simulations to generate possible log locations and log

volumes. Since not all locations lay within the wedge of

influence of the skyline cable some of the logs generated

were not used.

Because of the above three reasons each treatment

(yarder/log bucking pattern combination) in each block

(harvest unit) was repeatedly run through the simulation

model until the calculated mean total cost per cubic metre

was within one percent of the expected mean total cost

(Freese, 1967). Bounds were placed on the number of

simulation runs, however. Each treatment/block combination

was simulated a minimum of five times and a maximum of

thirty times. In total over 800 simulation runs were

carried out to create the data used in the analysis

described in section 5.8.4. The location of the first
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tailspar on the harvest unit boundary was varied for each

simulation run.

Summaries of some of the output values reported by

PROSIM are presented for individual yarders, bucking

patterns and harvest units in tabular form in Appendix D.

Table 5-2 only gives the mean total cost per cubic metre,

as summarised from the PROSIM output.

Table 5-2 Summary of simulated total system costs

Note: Values shown in bold print had more than 1OZ of the
volume left behind on the setting.

Some of the values shown are in bold print. These

are for treatments where PROSIM left more than 1OZ of the

setting volume at the stump because of limited payload

Area Yarder

(NZ$/cubic metre)

Bucking Pattern
AVIS Solly S,D&J Tree Fixed Butt

USA1 Madill 009 38.16 35.72 34.94 29.67 42.30 41.28
Madill 071 41.46 38.78 38.24 32.28 45.25 44.13
Washington 28.21 26.40 26.13 25.05 34.06 34.96

USA2 Madill 009 40.89 37.77 37.21 30.71 43.55 42.20
Madill 071 44.25 41.30 40.69 34.28 47.08 46.24
Washington 30.69 28.75 28.73 29.01 36.34 35.54

NZ1 Madill 009 39.33 36.55 36.25 30.84 43.05 41.88
Madill 071 52.76 49.35 48.92 39.75 55.17 53.57
Washington 34.87 32.64 32.32 30.35 39.40 37.94

NZ2 Madill 009 39.71 36.77 36.42 33.88 43.16 42.18
Madill 071 53.09 50.72 50.91 44.02 56.63 55.77
Washington 37.71 35.27 35.14 43.32 43.57 42.03
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capability. In the worst instance over 50% of the volume

was left at the stump. The large Madill 009 had few

problems recovering the volume from the four harvest

units. Both the medium sized yarders with small towers

and lines had limited payload capability on some of the

harvest units. The smaller machines may not have been

suitable for some of the units to be logged. The PROSIM

model is based on skyline yarding systems where one end of

the logs are suspended above the ground. In areas where

very little lift is available loggers often use a highlead

yarding system (Figure 5-15) where logs are dragged in

complete contact with the ground. Yarding cycle times are

usually slower under such situations. A quick review of

the literature indicated that there appears to be no

readily available adjustment factor for converting skyline

to highlead costs for the same yarder. An assumption was

therefore made that inhaul times would double under

highlead conditions and delay times increase by an average

of one minute per cycle. These assumptions resulted in

cost adjustment factors of between 25 and 457 for the

yarding phase. Although yarding costs and loading costs

would increase, because of the greater time required to

harvest an area, some costs, such as landing construction

costs, would decrease because of the costs being spread

over a greater volume. For all values in the above table

where more than 107 of the volume was left on the setting
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by PROSIM, costs were manually adjusted. Table 5-3

presents a summary of the cost data with values adjusted

where necessary.

Table 5-3 Summary of adjusted total system costs

5.8.4 ANOVA analysis

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on

the unadjusted cost data presented in Table 5-2 using a

spreadsheet program (SYMPHONY, 1984) and a procedure

outlined by Peterson (1985). The ANOVA table is shown

below.

Area Yarder

(NZ$/cubic metre)

Bucking Pattern
AVIS Solly S,D&J Tree Fixed Butt

USA1 Madill 009 38.16 35.72 34.94 29.67 42.30 41.28
Madill 071 41.46 38.78 38.24 32.28 45.25 44.13
Washington 28.21 26.40 26.13 25.38 34.06 34.96

USA2 Madill 009 40.89 37.77 37.21 30.71 43.55 42.20
Madill 071 44.25 41.30 40.69 34.28 47.08 46.24
Washington 30.69 28.75 28.73 29.38 36.34 35.54

NZ1 Madill 009 39.33 36.55 36.25 30.84 43.05 41.88
Madill 071 52.76 50.30 48.92 40.52 56.10 54.55
Washington 34.87 33.15 32.82 30.30 3997 3842

NZ2 Madill 009 39.71 36.77 36.42 33.88 43.16 .42.18
Madill 071 53.09 50.72 50.91 44.65 56.63 55.77
Washington 37.71 35.27 35.14 42.23 44.18 42.40
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Table 5-4 Analysis of of unadjusted cost datavariance

The analysis of variance of the unadjusted cost

data indicates that:

- blocking of the data by harvest unit was

effective, that is, there were differences in total system

costs attributable to the areas being harvested,

- there are significant differences in total system

costs between at least one pair of yarders,

- there are significant differences in total system

costs between at least one pair of bucking patterns, and

- there appears to be an interaction between

yarders and bucking patterns in determining total system

costs.

Because of the significant interaction term the

data was reanalysed for each type of yarder and a Fishers

Source Degrees of Sums of Mean Sum of F Sign.
freedom squares squares (p)

Block 3 670.898 223.633 30.83 0.001

Yarder 2 1875.964 937.982 129.30 0.001

Bucking
pattern

5 947.645 189.529 26.13 0.001

Interaction 10 130.001 13.000 1.79 0.08

Error 51 369.982 7.254

Total 71 3994.491
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Protected Least Significant Difference test carried out to

determine which bucking patterns were significantly

different from each other. Table 5-5 shows the mean total

system costs for the six bucking patterns, by yarder type.

For a given yarder, mean costs with the same letter were

not significantly different when tested at a p=O.OS level.

Table 5-5 Mean unadjusted total system costs
($/cu. m.)

Bucking pattern
Yarder AVIS Solly S,D&J Tree Fixed Butt

Madill 009 39.52 36.70 36.21 31.28 43.02 41.89
a b b c d e

Madill 071 47.89 45.04 44.69 37.58 51.03 49.93
a b b c d e

Washington 32.87 30.77 30.58 31.96 38.34 37.62
a a a a b b

The ANOVA analysis and Fishers Protected Least

Significant Difference test were repeated for the adjusted

cost data to see if any differences occurred in the

conclusions that would be drawn from the analysis. Table 5-

6 shows the ANOVA table for the adjusted cost data.

The analysis again indicated that blocking was

effective, there were significant differences between



Block 3 689.112 229.704 31.49 0.001

Yarder 2 1906.090 953.046 130.65 0.001

Bucking 5 965.673 193.135 26.48 0.001
pattern

Interaction 10 117.767 11.777 1.61 0.15

Error 51 372.023 7.295

Total 71 4050.664
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Table 5-6 Analysis of variance of adjusted cost data

Source Degrees of Sums of Mean Sum of F Sign.
freedom squares squares (p)

yard ers, and there were significant differences between

bucking patterns. The interaction term was less

significant than was found for the unadjusted data.

However, least significant difference tests were still

carried out on the adjusted cost data grouped by

individual yarder. If there is really no interaction and

we say there is the consequences are not as bad as saying

there is no interaction when there really is. The mean

adjusted total system costs are shown in Table 5-7. For a

given yarder, mean costs with the same letter were not

significantly different when tested at a p=O.OS level.

The results of the ANOVA and LSD analyses were the

same for both the adjusted and unadjusted cost data. For

the two Madill yarders it was found that the only bucking



AVERAGE COSTS FOR SIX BUCKING PATTERNS

Figure 5-16 Adjusted total system costs for six
bucking patterns.
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MACILL 009 + MADILL 071 WASHINGTON 88
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patterns which were not significantly different from each

other were the "Solly" bucking pattern and the "Solly,

Dick, and Jim" bucking pattern. Since Solly influenced

both bucking patterns this is understandable. The data

from the Washington yarder could be put into two groups;

final manufacture of logs at a central processing yard and

final manufacture in the forest, either at the stump or at

the landing. Figure 5-16 depicts the adjusted total system

costs for the six bucking patterns. It can be seen that

costs were highest for the Fixed 12.6 metre length bucking

pattern and lowest for the Tree-length bucking pattern.

5.8.5 Distribution of costs

An indication of the relative importance, in cost

terms, of the components of the stump-to-mill door

harvesting system can be gained by looking at the

Table 5-7 Mean adjusted total system costs
($/cu. m.)

Bucking pattern
Yard er AVIS Solly S,D&J Tree Fixed Butt

Madill 009 39.52 36.70 36.21 31.28 43.02 41.89
a b b c d e

Madill 071 47.89 45.28 44.69 37.93 51.27 50.17
a b b c d e

Washington 32.87 30.89 30.71 31.82 38.64 37.83
a a a a b b
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distribution of costs. Table 5-8 displays the distribution

of costs for three of the six bucking patterns for the

three yarders. The bucking patterns selected represent

each of the three final log manufacturing locations, the

stump, the landing and a central processing yard. It can

be seen in all cases that yarding is the major cost

component of the total system cost, accounting for from 32

to 51% of costs. Trucking and loading are other high cost

components. Unlike the Pacific Northwest of the United

States of America falling is a minor cost component for

steep country harvesting operations in New Zealand.

Fifteen to twenty percent of total system costs are

accounted for in the central 'processing yard if final log

manufacturing is carried out at this location.

Table 5-8 Distribution of costs (%) and total cost ($)

Activity centre
Harvesting Fall Yard Pro- Load Truck CPY Move Land. Tot.
system cess Const cost

SOLLY
70 Z % % % $

Madill 009 3.7 51.7 2.0 21.1 17.6 0 2.3 1.6 36.70
Madill 071 3.4 48.9 2.5 25.6 16.1 0 1.8 1.5 45.28
Wash. 88 4.6 46.2 1.8 19.1 23.1 0 3.0 2.1 30.89

TREELENGTH
Madill 009 1.4 45.4 5.3 12.6 21.6 0 2.5 11.1 31.28
Madill 071 1.3 44.2 6.7 15.6 19.4 0 2.0 10.6 37.93
Wash. 88 1.5 44.3 5.2 12.4 22.6 0 2.6 11.3 31.82

FIXED 12.6
Madill 009 3.1 39.0 1.5 16.0 20.6 16.6 1.9 1.3 43.02
Madill 071 2.9 36.0 1.9 20.0 19.0 15.4 1.5 2.9 51.27
Wash. 88 3.6 32.7 1.3 13.5 24.6 20.0 2.4 1.6 38.64



5.8.6 Sensitivity analysis

Looking at the distribution of costs can give a

feeling of the relative importance of various harvesting

system components. Sensitivity analysis of some of the

assumptions used in the simulation model can give a better

appreciation. Ten variables were selected for sensitivity

analysis:

- felling cost

- yarder capital cost

factor of safety of cables

- number of chokers available

- log-to-ground angle

- loader capital cost

- trucking cost

- central processing yard (sort) cost

- landing construction cost

- labour costs

A base case condition has to be chosen around which

sensitivity can be measured. The base case used in this

analysis was the Madill 009 yarder extracting fixed 12.6

metre log lengths to a small landing on the USA1 setting.

The fixed length logs would then be trucked to the mill

via a central processing yard. Each of the variables were

tested individually with a plus and a minus 20Z increase
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in assumed value. Since the number of chokers could only

be varied in integer units the variation was not exactly

2O in that case.

Figures 5-17 and 5-18 show the sensitivity in cost

found for the ten variables. The five most sensitive

variables in decreasing order of importance were yarder

capital cost, trucking cost, central processing yard cost,

loader capital cost, and labour cost. The five least

sensitive variables were the number of chokers available,

the log-to-ground angle, the landing construction cost,

the felling cost, and the safety factor for the cables

(yarder was torque limited). The importance of these

results will be touched on in section 5.9.

5.8.7 Yarding productivity

The yarding phase was the biggest cost component of

the total system costs. It was also one of the more

sensitive components to changes in assumptions relating to

it. For many logging managers the yarding machine

productivity is a key indicator of the cost effectiveness

of an harvesting operation. Figure 5-19 depicts the

average daily productivity for the four harvest unit areas

predicted by PROSIM. The bucking patterns listed on the

bottom axis of the figure are in order of decreasing piece
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size from left to right. The strong influence of piece

size on productivity can be noted from this figure. Piece

size has been noted by many authors as being a key

variable of logging machine productivity (Lisland, 1975,

Terlesk, 1980, Conway, 1982).

Greatest productivity was found for treelength

extraction to a large landing. Bucking a 12.6 metre butt

length from the bottom of each tree and bucking trees into

fixed 12.6 metre lengths were the next two most productive

alternatives. The least productive alternative was to cut

trees into their optimal final log lengths at the stump;

the optimal decision being based only on value recovery

and made with the aid of a hand held computer.

It must be pointed out that although treelength

logging was generally the most productive system it was

also the system with which the smaller yarders had the

greatest recovery problems. On the other hand the smaller

yarders had fewer problems with recovering a reasonable

amount of the volume on the setting when trees were bucked

at the stump. Bucking at the stump patterns were the least

productive, however.



5.9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discussion and conclusions in this section

pertain only to harvesting system costs and yarding

productivity. Value recovery and other factors will be

drawn into the discussion in Chapter 6.

This study showed that significant differences in

stump-to-milldoor harvesting costs can be expected when

final log manufacturing is carried out in different

locations. The worst system could have costs from 15 to

45% higher than the best system.

5.9.1 Log manufacturing on a large landing

The study indicated that tree-length logging to

large landings was generally the best system. This

assumes, of course, that it is feasible and

environmentally acceptable to build large landings. The

average difference in system costs between tree-length

extraction and log-length extraction (the next best

alternative) ranged from $1.11 to $6.76 per cubic metre

for the three different yarders.

Using average differences hides the fact, however,
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that tree-length systems may sometimes result in higher
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costs than log-length systems. When harvest units had

broken terrain and poor deflection the two smaller yarders

had difficulty handling reasonable payloads with the tree-

length system. In these cases log-length logging resulted

in lower costs. For the worst case, tree-4ength logging

was over $7 per cubic metre more expensive than if a log

length system had been used. It was assumed that all

skylines were rigged to stumps at the backend of the

setting for all simulations in this study. Additionally,

no multispan systems using intermediate supports were

modelled. Use of intermediate supports and tailspars,

where necessary, may have increased the range of

conditions over which tree-length logging was the

preferred system with the smaller yarders.

5.9.2 Log manufacturing at the stump

Although it was found that final manufacturing of

logs at the stump was the next best alternative to tree-

length extraction, some differences were found between

different bucking patterns used at the stump. The level of

significance of the differences was dependent on the type

of yarder modelled. There was no significant difference

between total system costs resulting from two of three

bucking patterns modelled for final log manufacturing at

the stump. These two patterns were drawn from field data
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gathered for the value recovery study. Both included the

log-manufacturer called Solly. The at-stump bucking

pattern that generated the highest system costs was the

AVIS pattern. It was assumed for this bucking pattern that

the faller had a handheld computer with him at the stump

which suggested the optimal way to buck the stem to get

the most value out of it. By following the AVIS bucking

pattern the average piece size extracted would be

considerably smaller than was found for the other two at-

stump patterns (0.752 versus 0.908 and 0.924 cubic metres

per piece). The large effect that piece size has on

yarding productivity and costs has been discussed

elsewhere.

5.9.3 Final log manufacturing at central processing yards

Partial processing of logs at the stump, with final

log manufacturing at a central processing yard, appeared

to be the most costly of the three log manufacturing

locations. On average system costs were about $10 per

cubic metre higher than for tree-length logging and

processing on a large landing. Bucking only a 12.6 metre

length from the butt would reduce the difference in system

costs by about $1 per cubic metre. Sensitivity analysis of

total system costs indicated that the central processing

yard cost was one of the more important variables.
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Central processing yard costs were assumed to be $7.25 per

cubic metre in the analyses. For 10 out of 12 comparisons

(3 yarder types on each of 4 harvest units) the central

processing yard option would not be viable on a cost

competitive basis even if wood could pass through the yard

for free ! The other two comparisons required reductions

in central processing yard costs in the order of 25 and

95%. The former is possible, the latter unlikely.

5.9.4 Use of smaller yarders

One of the reasons claimed for final manufacturing

of logs at the stump rather than on a large landing is

that with smaller pieces it would be possible to use a

smaller, less expensive yarder. Indications from the

simulations are that this may in fact be correct. Log

length yarding with a Washington 88 might be able to

produce wood for the same system cost as treelength

yarding with the large Madill 009. The sensitivity

analysis highlighted the importance of the capital cost

that was assumed for the yarder. When making between

machine comparisons, it is important that capital costs be

as accurate as possible. The reader will remember that

some of the capital costs were obtained by indexing known

costs with overseas costs. As mentioned earlier in this

chapter, the data base for the Washington 88 yarder was
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also extremely weak. Further production time studies on

this type of machine will be required before such

comparisons can be confidently made.

5.9.5 Landing construction costs

The high cost of constructing large landings,

particularly in difficult terrain, is sometimes given as a

reason for adopting alternative logging systems. Landing

construction costs, on average, accounted for less than

12Z of total system costs; this was despite using a large

value of $15,000 per landing in treelength simulations.

If large landings can be constructed for less than this

value the attractiveness of the treelength system would

increase further. The relative importance of landing

construction costs is dependent among other things on the

amount of volume serviced by that landing; as harvest unit

size decreases proportional landing construction costs

increase. Based on the four areas analysed in this study

landing construction costs would generally have to rise to

at least $20,000, and in some cases over $50,000, before

landing costs became a decisive factor in system

selection. Further research needs to be carried out to

quantify landing construction costs under a range of

conditions on steep terrain in New Zealand.



5.9.6 Trucking costs

The only variable determining trucking costs in the

PROSIM model was the distance the logs had to be trucked

to the central processing yard and mill. All logs trucked

were less than l4m in length. Trucking costs used in the

model, when simulating final log manufacturing at a

central processing yard, could be slightly high. Reduced

loading and unloading time, due to the handling of fewer

but larger pieces, should reduce truck turn-around time

and costs per cubic metre. Additionally, if the central

processing yard (CPY) could be sited in a location that

would allow hauling of off-highway loads trucking costs

may be reduced even further. Since savings could onlybe

made on the landing-to-CPY portion of the total landing-to-

mill haul distance the significance of the savings would

depend on the relative distance to the CPY. In this study,

the CPY was assumed to be one third of the way to the

mill. On this basis, even if the assumed costs for the

landing-to-CPY portion are 50% too high, trucking costs

could only be overpredicted by about $1 per cubic metre.

Such an error would not shift the option of final

manufacturing at a central processing yard from the least

preferred to the most preferred, or even the second

preferred option when preference is based soley on total

system costs.
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5.9.7 Yarding productivity

Many of the steep country areas in New Zealand will

see a gradual build-up in the volume to be harvested. It

is important that there be some attempt to match

harvesting system capability with needs. This may not be

easy to do when volumes to be harvested initially are

small and the availablity of a range of yarder types is

limited. Under such situations yarder productivity becomes

very important and may outweigh cost considerations. Tree-

length logging to a large landing, the least total system

cost alternative, was generally also the most productive

yarding system. Bucking a 12.6 metre butt log from the

bottom of each tree, or bucking trees into fixed 12.6

metre lengths, were the next most productive systems. If

productivity was the main concern these would be preferred

to the systems which incorporated the final log

manufacturing at the stump.
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5.9.8 Conclusions

The main conclusions that I would draw from this

study are as listed below:

If it is possible to build large landings and use

large yarders we should continue to do so. This conclusion

assumes decisions are to be based on total system costs.

If the terrain, soil conditions, or other

environmental considerations preclude the use of large

landings then our next best alternative, based on total

system costs, may be to carry out our final log

manufacture at the stump and yard to small landings or

roadside.

Smaller yarders with fast line-speeds may be the most

viable machine-type if small landings have to be used.

Landing construction costs, although not

insignificant, should have little effect on system

decisions.

The systems simulation approach, using models such as

PROSIM, is a quick and inexpensive method to evaluate many

system alternatives. Potentially poor systems can be

quickly eliminated from consideration and good systems

highlighted.
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5.10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

One of the great things about constructing a

harvesting systems simulation model is that the modeler

soon realises how little info rma t ion is available. He

begins to wonder what would happen if I had a better data

base, if I had made different assumptions, if I had looked

at other machinery, and if I had used other costs. These

types of questions form the basis for my recommendations

for future research. They are not listed in any particular

order.

Production studies on the Washington 88 and Madill

071 yarders were limited. This should be remedied as soon

as possible. The studies should be designed to reflect a

wide range of terrain, stand conditions, and operating

conditions.

In the analysis used in this study it was assumed

that ground-leading would result in yarding costs which

were 25 to 45 greater than if one-end suspension could

be used. It is unknown how good that assumption might be.

Field measurements should be carried out to compare cycle

times and delay times for yarding logs with one-end

suspension versus ground leading when little lift is

available.
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In the model it was assumed that the loader had

infinite capacity and would not limit the yarding

operation. It was also assumed that the loader operation

would work the same hours as the yarder operation. It is

recommended that field observations be carried out to

determine the limits under which these assumptions might

be valid.

The turn-building logic used in PROSIM is one of the

key components to the model. Closer field observation of

this component may help to strengthen the model. The

influence of such features as number of chokers available,

hooking more than one log in each choker when possible,

and linking chokers to reach distant logs should be

investigated.

The safe working load of the cables or the available

torque from the yarder determine the payload capability in

PROSIM and the turn-building logic determines the load

size. By using the cycle-time equations used in PROSIM the

implicit assumption is made that the torque/tension/line-

speed/load size conditions being modelled are the same as

those under which the data for the cycle time equations

were gathered. The relationship between torque, tension,

and line-speeds requires further attention if it is to be
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correctly understood and modelled. The influence of the

yarder operator should also be incorporated into the

model.

The use of multispan systems and rigged tailtrees was

not investigated in this study. These alternatives should

be investigated as soon as possible.

Although it has been stated in section 5.9 that

landing construction costs should not greatly influence

the selection of harvesting systems a better understanding

of the magnitude of these costs for a range of conditions

would strengthen this conclusion. It is recommended that

the work begun by Twaddle (1984) on the factors affecting

landing size in New Zealand should be continued and linked

to construction costs.

The PROSIM model only simulates extraction from an

irregular fanshaped setting to a large, or small, central

landing. It is common practice in the Pacific Northwest to

extract loglengths with smaller yarders to a roadside

from parallel, rectangular settings. Such an alternative

also needs to be investigated
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As has been stated before, New Zealand has very little

experience with operating central processing yards. Some

regions within New Zealand are already considering the use

of these types of facilities, however. It is important

that costs be gathered on these type of enterprises as

soon as possible. Indicative operating costs could

possibly be obtained by looking at the costs of operating

processing yards attached to large integrated forest

product plants in New Zealand.

The breakage and loss of logs during yarder

extraction needs to be included in the PROSIM model to

strengthen the model's validity. More research will have

to be done, particularly on loglength extraction systems,

to get a better understanding of this occurrence before it

could be modelled though.

It was assumed in the PROSIM model that trees and

logs were distributed randomly over a setting. This

assumption effects the log location and turnbuilding

logic in the model. Data collected from the field should

be tested to see if,. indeed, a random distribution fits

the data best.
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(12) All of the analyses carried out in this study were

based on a stand of approximately 3.1 cubic metres mean

tree volume and 200 stems per hectare stocking. Some of

the steep terrain radiata pine plantations to be harvested

in New Zealand in the next decade will have higher

stockings (up to maybe 400 stems per hectare) and smaller

tree sizes (down to maybe 1 cubic metre per hectare). This

study should be expanded to include a wider range of stand

conditions.
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CHAPTER 6. OVERALL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

To compare alternative log manufacturing locations

on an even basis both costs and value recovery must be

included in a single analytical procedure. This chapter

covers stand-level and forest-level economic analyses of

alternative manufacturing locations. Results from the

previous three chapters were used as the basis for the

analyses.

6.1 HARVESTING SYSTEMS CONSIDERED

In the previous three chapters many combinations

of log manufacturing locations, bucking patterns, and

yarding machines were considered. In this chapter a

restricted number of systems will be examined.

First, only one yarding machine will be considered

- the Madill 009 rigged as a grabinski skyline. This

yarding machine was selected because

(1) its cost and productivity trends lay between and

followed those of the other two yarders described in

Chapter 5, and

(2) I had much greater 'Tfaith" in the data base and

time study regression equations used to predict
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productivity and costs (since I had collected the data

and developed the regression equations !nyself).

Five bucking patterns at three log manufacturing

locations were used in the analysis. These were:

STUMP-AVIS - stems were manufactured into the final

log types at the stump and yarded to a small landing. A

value audit system, such as AVIS, on a hand-held computer

was used to assist in optimal log-bucking decisionmaking.

Threadgill and Twaddle (1987) have reported that

experimental trials with the AVIS system on the Husky

Hunter hand-held computer look very promising. It was

assumed that if computer aided tools were available the

log manufacturers would be able to achieve 99 percent

value recovery. A one percent value loss was assumed

because of likely inaccuracies in length fneasurement at

the stump.

STUMP-S,D,J - stems were manufactured into the final

log lengths at the stump without computer-aided

assistance. It was assumed that Solly, Dick, and Jim were

representative of a cross-section of New Zealand log

manufacturers.
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3. LANDING-3Z LOSS - stems were yarded tree-length to a

large landing where they were then manufactured into

their final log types without computer-aided assistance

(see footnote). It was assumed that the level of value

recovered by Solly and Dick at the landing was

representative of a cross-section of log manufacturers.

Twaddle (1984) has estiniated landing size on difficult

terrain to be about 0.25 hectares. If each landing

services about 8 hectares, and is not rehabilitated and

replanted after harvesting, about 3Z of the steep country

land base would be taken out of production. This system

assumed a 3Z loss in volume and value from each hectare

of land harvested. (Note: OZ loss in volume and value was

assumed for the stump and CPY options since most of the

volume would be extracted to roadside. Additionally it

was assumed that the amount of area taken up by roads

would be the same for each of the alternatives examined.)

The collection of data for input to a hand-held computer

niay take five niinutes or more per stem. Because of the

relatively short cycle times of cable yarding systems it

was considered that this would result in high levels of

yarding interference if it was done on a landing.
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LANDING-5% LOSS - this is the same system as above

but a 57 loss in the productive land base is assumed.

This is equivalent to assuming that each landing (0.24

ha) only services about 5 hectares of forest.

CPY - stems are cut into fixed 12.6 metre lengths,

yarded to small landings, where they are loaded onto

trucks and hauled to a central processing yard. Final log

manufacture is carried out at the CPY before hauling to

the final mill destinations.

6.2 STAND-LEVEL ANALYSIS

It was assumed for the purposes of this analysis

that the stand to be harvested was similar to the one

described and studied in Chapter 3 - stocking was about

200 stems per hectare and the total live volume after

felling was about 620 cubic metres per hectare. The stand

had been pruned and thinned and was cut into the product

types described in Chapter 3.

A gross profit equation could be written as:

Profit (per ha) = (Value-Costs)(Volume)(lOO-% area loss)
100
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From the gross profit would have to be subtracted

establishment, tending, roading, administrative costs and

other overheads. These are not included in this analysis.

The gross profit per hectare can be discounted

back to year zero to obtain a net present value. In this

analysis a discount interest rate of 12 percent was used

(see footnote). The stand described in Chapter 3 was 40

years old at the time of harvest. If silvicultural

tending is carried out on time, instead of belatedly as

occurred for this stand, it is believed that the same

type of stand could be grown in about 30 years. Net

present values for both 30 and 40 year rotations are

reported below.

Table 6-1 contains the values, costs, yields and gross

profit for the five harvesting systems analysed. Table 6-

2 also shows net present value figures and percentage

differences in profitability.

Banks in New Zealand are currently charging interest

rates for loans of about 22 to 257 while the inflation

rate is currently about 10 to 13%. This implies a real

rate of about 12% should be used for discounting.



Table 6-1 Gross profit calculations
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Harvest Value Costs Area loss Volume Profit
system $/cu.m. $/cu.m. cu.m./ha $/ha

It can be seen from Table 6-2 that the gross

profit for the STUMP-AVIS system is close to $1600 per

.hectare (c. 24%) higher than for the system that would

normally be used on steep country in New Zealand, LANDING-

3%. If the log manufacturers did not have the assistance

of a hand-held computer the gross profit would be

considerably lower for the STUMP-S,D,J system than for

the LANDING-3% system; $1959 and $6387 per hectare,

respectively. The higher costs of extracting smaller

pieces must be covered by higher value recovery if

processing at the stump is to be a viable alternative.

The last column in Table 6-2 shows the change that

would be required in value recovery for there to be no

difference between alternatives. No values are given for

the STUMP-S,D,J and CPY systems since they do not appear

to be major contenders. If value recovery on a landing

could be increased by about 5 to 6 percent above that

STUMP-AVIS 52.28 39.52 0 620 7911
STUMP-S,D,J 39.37 36.21 0 620 1959
LANDING-3 41.90 31.28 3 601 6387
LANDING-5% 41.90 31.28 5 589 6255
CPY 49.51 43.02 0 620 4024
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assumed (i.e. to about 83%) there would be no difference

between the STUMP-AVIS and LANDING systems - profit would

be about $7900 per hectare. Twaddle (1986) has found that

tractor logging crews, processing tree-length logs on

large landings, currently average about 85% value

recovery and with training and incentives should average

90 to 95%. It could be expected that the greater "work

pressure" on log manufacturers working on cable-logging

landings (due to shorter cycle times) would result in

lower value recovery than found for tractor crews.

Nevertheless it should not be difficult to raise value

recovery on cable logging landings to about 857g. At that

stage other considerations come into play in determining

which system - processing at the stump or on the.

landing - is best.

Table 6-2. Stand-level analysis of five harvesting
systems

*

**
Change in profit with LANDING-3% as the reference.
Required change in value recovery for there to be no
profit difference between the STUMP-AVIS and LANDING
systems (see text on next page).

Harvesting Profit N.P.V. Difference Breakeven
system $/ha $ /ha % (*) recovery %

3Oyr 4Oyr (C*)

STUMP-AVIS 7911 264 85 +23.9 0

STUMP-S,D,J 1959 65 21 -69.3 NA
LANDING-3% 6387 213 69 0 +5.5
LANDING-5% 6255 209 67 - 2.1 +6.1
CPY 4024 134 43 -370 NA
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Alternatively, if value recovery obtained, when

sterns were processed at the stump with the aid of a hand-

held computer, was about 5.3% lower than assumed (i.e.,

about 94.77) there would be no difference in gross profit

per hectare between the STUMP-AVIS system and the LANDING-

37 system - profit would be about $6400 per hectare. It

is unlikely that computer-aided value recovery at the

stump would be quite that low.

For the CPY alternative to be selected other

considerations would need to be taken into account.

Central processing yards permit the accumulation and

segregation of specialist products that would not be

practically feasible to segregate and store in the forest

for individual harvest operations. High premiums for such

specialist products might reduce the difference in gross

profit between this and other alternatives. Further

research is needed in this area before this option should

be dismissed.



6.3 FOREST-LEVEL ANALYSIS

Land taken out of production by building large

landings could be expected to reduce the ability to meet

even flow constraints from a forest. A forest-level

analysis allows one to attach an opportunity cost to the

the reduced ability to meet even-flow constraints. In

some countries, such as the United States, the need to

have an even-flow of timber volume is particularly

important.

The greatly uneven distribution of age classes for

the plantation forests of New Zealand, as depicted in

Figure 1-2 on page 3 of this thesis, has caused some

problems in gradually building up to a sustainable

yield. Sharp changes in yield would be difficult for the

forest industry to quickly accomodate. New Zealand is

currently reducing its minimum harvest age to fill in the

gap in available yield caused by the nadir in planting

levels in the 1950's. The minimum harvest age is expected

to increase again in the mid-1990's (Levack, 1978).

An allowable cut effect (ACE) analysis (Davis and

Johnson, 1987) was carried out using a software package

called SHRUB, an expanded version of the HARVEST program

(Barber, 1983), to determine the effect that alternative
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log manufacturing systems would have on forest-level

economics under gradually varying even flow constraints.

It is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with

ACE analysis procedures.

A 100 hundred year planning horizon (about three

rotations for radiata pine) was assumed with a minimum

harvest age of either 25 or 30 years. A gradually varying

even flow analysis (sequential in SHRUB terminology)

based on a 15 year look ahead period was used.

The following assumptions were made for the

analyses:

The forest to be analysed was 1000 hectares in area

and had the same distribution of age classes as the

combined plantations of New Zealand (see Figure 1-2). The

entire forest was classed as having steep terrain.

The yield tables for the forest are as shown in

Table 6-3. and depicted in Figure 6-i. Two other yield

tables were also analysed. The results are shown in

Appendix E but for clarity of presentation are not

presented in this chapter. The conclusions drawn from

using the other two yield tables would not change from

those presented below.



FOREST YIELD FUNCTION
(Cubic metre3 per hectare)

Figure 6-1 Forest yield functions.
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Figure 6-2 Gross profit functions.



3. All stands were assumed to be stocked with 200 stems

per hectare.

Table 6-3 Forest yield tables (cubic metres per hectare)

Age class Current
(years) stands
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Regenerated stands
AVIS S,D,J LAND-3Z LAND-5Z CPY

4. The gross profit per cubic metre for various aged

stands and harvesting systems was as shown graphically in

Figure 6-2. The values are shown in greater detail in

Appendix E. These values were obtained by extrapolating

and indexing values and costs from the studies reported

in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Costs were indexed against a

piece-size cost function developed by Terlesk (1980).

Geerts and Twaddle (1985) have shown that optimal log

value follows an increasing nonlinear volume-based

function. Their relationship was used as an index to

derive new values for various age classes based on the

mean value found for the study reported in Chapter 3.

These costs and values can only be classed as broadly

indicative and should be treated as such.

26-30 491 491 491 476 466 491
31-35 600 600 600 582 570 600
36-40 692 692 692 671 657 692
41-45 770 770 770 747 732 770
46-50 836 836 836 811 794 836
51-55 896 896 896 869 851 896
56-60 940 940 940 912 893 940
61-65 970 970 970 941 922 970
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Table 6-4 shows a summary of the results of the

ACE analyses. It can be seen that the results are similar

to those of the stand-level analysis. Log manufacturing

at the stump without the aid of a hand-held computer

would result in substantially lower net present value

than log manufacturing on a large landing. For a minimum

harvest age of 25 years the NPV would be negative. If a

value audit system on a hand-held computer were available

one could expect that there would be a 25 to 30% increase

in NPV compared with manufacturing on a landing. The NPV

from the CPY system was about half that of manufacturing

on a landing and about one third of log manufacturing at

the stump with the aid of a handheld computer.

Table 6-4 Summary of allowable cut effect analyses

STUMP-AVIS 1114 + 30.4 1175 + 25.5
STUMP-S,D,J - 103 -112.1 108 - 88.5
LANDING-3% 854 0 936 0
LANDING-5% 854 0# 936 0#
CPY 316 - 63.0 475 - 49.3

* Percentage difference from NPV for the LANDING-3%
system.

# Differences less than 0.1%.

Harvest system Minimum harvest age
25 years 30 years

NPV Diff. NPV Diff.
($1000) (%)* ($1000)



6.4 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

The overall conclusions that can be drawn from the

studies reported in this thesis are as follows:

Where possible New Zealand should continue to build

large landings and use large yarders. Small improvements

in value recovery on the landing make it the most

economic alternative.

For environmental and physical reasons it may not be

possible to build large landings. Final log manufacturing

at the stump is a viable alternative if hand-held

computers are available to aid in optimal log-bucking

decisionmaking. Use of the AVIS system for final log

manufacturing at the stump should receive serious

consideration and research effort. Research effort is

needed to determine the best way to implement AVIS in

terms of cost, timing, and training strategies.

If hand-held computers are not available final log

manufacturing at the stump can be expected to result in

higher costs and lower value recovery than the

traditional method of tree-length extraction to, and

final log manufacturing on, large landings.
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The central processing yard alternative could not be

classed as a preferred option on the basis of these

studies.

The importance of value recovery in overall economics

has been strongly highlighted in this thesis. The

differences between people in their ability to obtain

high value recovery from a stem should be recognised by

management and incorporated into manpower selection,

training, and management schemes. The gains that can be

obtained, as shown in the extensive work carried out by

Twaddle of the New Zealand Forest Research Institute,

have been confirmed by results of this thesis.

Selection from alternative harvesting systems must be

done on an overall economics basis. Basing decisions on

productivity, or cost, or value recovery alone may lead

to suboptimal decisions.



6.5 OVERALL RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

My overall recommendation for future research in

this area would be that a systems level approach to the

research problem should be taken. Concentrating the

research effort on costs alone, or value recovery, or

land taken out of production could result in the adoption

of sub-optimal decisions. An attempt must also be made to

quantify environmental, nutritional, and ergonomic

factors in economic terms if a true understanding of the

costs and benefits of the various log manufacturing

alternatives is to be gained. This will undoubtedly

require a greater interdisciplinary approach to the

problem than I have taken in this thesis.

Since the conclusions drawn from this study were based on

a single representative stand and a limited number of log

manufacturers and logging systems there is some risk, the

magnitude of which is unknown, that the conclusions are

wrong for certain conditions. This study should be

repeated in a wider range of stands and with more log

manufacturers to strengthen the conclusions drawn.
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6.6 APPLICATION TO THE USA

This research project was funded by the New

Zealand government and was intended to examine

alternative harvesting options operating under New

Zealand conditions. The study was carried out using New

Zealand log values, labour costs, machinery costs,

production equations and so on, The results may,

therefore, not be applicable to forest harvesting

operations in other countries. It is recommended that

this study should be repeated for United States

conditions before accepting these conclusions as being

applicable to the USA.
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APPENDIX A. HP-9020 BASIC code for the PROSIM model.

100

110 PROSIM

120 ! Processina oQtion5 simulation
130 ,********* written by C. Murphy ***,,,,,*****S*****
140 !

150 Start: PRINTER 15 CR1
160 OUTPUT K8D USING U$ B1' ;255 25

170 OPTION BASE 1

180 DEG

190 COM U,U,Xlines,Yline5,Map s,Sin.Co5,X01Y0.Diait,Z$,Msus$.!NTEGER P
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rintadd,Dia add
200 COM /Dtm_laad/ H5ec,Usec.Hdig1Vdig,Cint,Unjt,53
210 Con iDtrni INTEGER G(101.101)
220 DIM Aux_dist(20) .Aux_pntr(20) ,Comb(10) ,Log_wt (750)
230 DIM Payload ( 60 ) .Payzone (60) .Pd ist ( 15) ,Per im(2, 1000) .Prodtype$( 15)

15

240 DIM Prcf(2.30),Uolper(15).Xin(?50),Yjn(?50).Pojnter(?50)
250 INTEGER Ternp(10)

260 DIM Dtm5tore$t40]
2?0 PRINT

280 PRINT PROS I M

290 PRINT U****** Processing opt ion5 simulation
300 PRINT ****l***** written by C. Murphy H,,***H*********"
310 PRINT U

320 PRINT LIN(2)
330

340 SYSTEM DEPENDENT PARAIIETERS '**

350

360 Print _add401 Address of hard copy printer
3?0 Dig. add4O6 Address of digitizer
380 M5u5$' :C580 .5" !t1a55 storage unit 5oecifier for hard di5c
390 Dig itzl000 1000 units per inch with CalComp
400 Hdig48 Width of digitizer active surface in inches
410 Udia36 IHeight of digitizer active 5urface in inches
420 Di r$&'Plan5dtmt'
430

440

450 MASS MEMORY DEV!CES ARE IMPLICITLY USED IN:

460 LINES Nacne_that_dtm

4?0 SUBPROGRAM -- Otmstore

480

490

500 --) CHECK TO SEE THAT THE PRINTER AND DIGITIZER ARE TURNED ON

510

520 CALL Periph_check(Print_add.Dig_dd)
530

540 -- SET DIGITIZER IN RUN MODE

550
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560 CALL Set_dig('RUN")

570

580 --> CHECK TO SEE THAT THE DIGITIZERS CURSOR IS ON THE CTI'JE RE

590

600 CALL Active check(Diq_add)
610

620 --> CREATE THE DIRECTORIES NEEDED BY THE PLN5 PACKAGE

630

640 CREATE DIR "Plans_dtm'&Ilsus$:RETURN Error

650

660 --> INITIALIZE AND CLEAR SYSTEM

670

680 MASS STORAGE IS tlsus$

690 Turn wtSlope=Setting_end_flgTurns0
700 Turnvol_ssaTurnvol_sumTurnno_sSOTurflflo_SUIfl=O
710 Seednumbe r=57684

720 Notoo_bigNtb=0
730 Ilaxvolllaxnotlaxcycle0
740 I1in_vo1in_noi1in_cyc1e=99999
750 UnitO
760 Z$="Z$Z$Z$Z'

770 Ilao_s=1

780 Hsec=0

790 fIAT G=(0)

800 MAT Loawt(0)
810 Vol_too..big=0
820

830 FIXED 1

840 RANDOMIZE Seednumber

850 INPUT "Enter the date, e.a. 14June_1986",Date$
860 INPUT 'Enter a job title e.g. USA2.Runl",Rn$
870

880 --> GET THE DESIRED DTM 1AME

890

900 INPUT "Enter the data file name for the desired DIM unit..Z$
910 IF LEN(Z$)>14 THEN 900

920

930 --> CHECK TO SEE THAT THE INPUT DT1 EXISTS ON THE HARD DISC ... IF iT
940 --> DOESN'T SET UP THE FILE NAIIE, IISUS. AND DIRECTORY IN Dtrnstore$

950

960 CALL Name_that_dtm(Dtmstore$Dir$.Msus$.Z$)
970

980 --> READ IN THE DTM READER INFORMATION FROII THE REQUESTED 0Th

990

1000 GOSUB Readdtm_data

1010

1020 --> Readdtm_data CAN RETURN AN ERROR CONDITION IF THE 0111 REQUESTED

1030 --> IS NOT AVAILABLE ... IN THIS CASE ASK THE USER TO RE-SPECIFY A

1040 --> 0Th NAIIE
105 I)
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1060 IF Error THEN 900
1O?0

1080 -- ONLY 1 DTM UNIT CN BE

1090 --> LOADED T A TIME THIS IS SIGNALED BY HsecO

1100 --> READ GRIDDED DTN DATA

1110

1120 CALL Getdtm(Xlines,Ylines,G(fl,ZS,Dtrnstore$)
1130

1140 -- FILL HOLES IN THE DTM THERE SHOULD BE O HOLES IN THE DTM iS

1150 I --> THEY WERE FILLED WHEN THE DTM WAS CREATED, BUT THIS PREVENTS

1160 --> POSSIBLE ERRORS RESULTING FORM ELEVATIONS OF 0 FEET

11?0

1180 CALL Fil1_ho1es(X1ines.Y1ines,('))
1190

1200 -- GET THE LOWER LEFT ND LOWER RIGHT CORNERS OF THE DTM FOR LIGNMENT

1210 I

1220 GOSUB Lowerleft

1230 GOSUB Lowerright

1240

1250 --> CONVERT MAP DIMENSIONAL UARIBLES TO DIGITIZER UNITS

1260 I

1270 (J0*Digit
1280 LJU*Digit
1290 Map..sMap_s/Digit
1300

1310 --> RESET MSUS TO HiRD DISK

1320

1330 M5us$=:CSBO,5"

1340

1350

1360

1370 GOStJB Landing

1380 GOSUB First road
1390 GOSUB Diaitize border
1400 GOSUB Area

1410 GOSUB Loagingsys

1420 PRINT LIN(1)

1430 PRINT '**** YARDING SIMULATION IN PROGRESS *""'

1440 PRINT LIN(1)
1450 Marki ! This i a marker for where the tailDar is on the boundar'
1460 GOSUB New_tailpar
1470 tOTO End 5ettlng
1480 GOTO Nineyd check

1490 GOSUB Newprofile
1500 GOSUB Clap2 Cable logging analysis proram
1510 GOSUB Yardinaim
1520 GOTO 1460

1530 GOSUB Summary

1540 GOSUB Co5ts

1550 GOSUB Output Report ma section of Droaram
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1560 END

1570

1580

1590 Read dtm_data:
1600

1610 Error=0
1620

1630 --> TRY TO ACCESS THE DIM FILE

1640 I

1650 ASSIGN A TO Dtmstore$;FORMAT OFF,RETURN Error'open file

1660

1670 --> IF ACCESS IS IMPOSSIBLE, REQUEST NEW DIM NAME OR STORAGE DEWCE

1680

1690 IF Error THEN

1700 OUTPUT KBD USING "$,B';255,75

1710 PRINT LJN(15);"The DIM file: ";CHR$(129)Otmstore$;CHR$(128):"
is not available on the specified"

1720 PRINT 'storaae device. You must specify a new DIM file name.'
1730 BEEP 1000.5

1740 ELSE

1750

1760 I --> IF ACCESS IS POSSIBLE. READ THE DIM HEADER INFORMATION

1770

1780 ENTER A;Temp(*) ! READ HEIDER

1790 ASSIGN A TO * CLOSE FILE

1800 XlinesTemo(1)
1810 YlinesTenip(2)
1820 Map sTemp(3)
1831) U=Temp(4)

1840 VTemp(5)
1850 HdicFTemp(6)

1860 VdigTemp(7)
1870 Hsec=Temo(8)

1880 S3Temp(9)
1890 Cint=Tenip(10)
1900 U=U/100 U & V. RE STORED IN INCHES/lt)0

1910 V=U/100

1920 Hdia48 IHdia/100
1930 Vdia=36 IVdia/100
1940 tjsec=FRACT(Hsec/100)*100 Rsec HRUtj HHt HORIZONTAL UNITS

1950 HsecINT(Hsec/100) VV$ VERTICAL UNITS

1960 Vspace=U*1ao s/ (Xl ines- 1)
1970 RspaceU*1ao.. s/(Yline5-1)
1980 UnitFRACT(S3/100)*100 S3: S3UU S3

1990 53=INT(S3/100) UU=

2000 ENO IF

2010 RETURN

2020

2030 Lower left:
2040
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2050

2060 --> GET THE LOWER LEFT CORNER CF THE REDUESTED DIM UNIT

2070

2080 GRAPHICS OFF

2090 CALL Set.dig("RUN")

2100 CALL FIu5h_diit($)

2110 DISP "Digitize the LOWER LEFT corner of the DTN unit."

2120 FOR 1=1 TO 3

2130 BEEP 5000.25

2140 WAIT .2

2150 NEXT I

2160 REPEAT

21?0 CALL Diit(X0Y0S$,Mode$,A$)

2180 UNTIL A$c"U"

2190 CALL FIush_diit(A$)

2200 BEEP 1750..0?5

2210 BEEP 2000..05

2220 RETURN

2230 Lowerriht: !**********************************************4*************4
2240! -

2250

2260 ! -- GET THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER OF THE REQUESTED DTN UNIT

22?0

2280 DISP "Digitize the LOWER RIGHT corner of the DTM unit.'

2290 REPEAT

2300 CALL Digit(X2,Y2.S$.Mode$AS)

2310 UNTIL A$c'U'

2320 BEEP 1?50..0?5

2330 BEEP 2000,.05

2340 CALL Flush digit(A$)

2350

2360 --> COIIPUTE SIN MD COS OF MAP ROThTION ANGLE

23?0

2380 SinSIN(ATN( (Y2-Y0)/(X2-X0)))

2390 CosCOS(ATN( (Y2-Y0)/(X2-X0)))

2400 DISP

2410 RETURN

2420

2430 Landing: Digitize location of landina

2440 PRINT LIN(1);"Diaitize the location of the iandna u5ina any cur5or

button"

2450 REPEAT

2460 CALL Diit(X2.Y2,S$.t1ode$,A$)

2470 UNTIL A$o"U"

2480 BEEP 1?50..0?5

2490 BEEP 2000,.05

2500 CALL Flu5h_digit(A$)

2510 Xstart((X2_X0)*Cos(Y2-Y0)Sin)*Map S

2520 'Ystart( (Y2_Y0)*Cos_(X2-X0)*Sin)*t1ap

2530 PRINT "X,Y LANDING' ,Xstart ,Ystart
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2540 RETURN

2550

2560 Fjrt road: ! Diitize the location of the first kj1ine road tailsoar

2570 on the settina boundar'.

2580 PRINT LIN(1);"Diaitize the location of the first tailsoar on the Se

ttina boundar'

2590 REPEAT

2600 CALL Oiait(X2,Y2,SS,tlodeS.A$)

2610 UNTIL A$"U'

2620 BEEP 1750..075

2630 BEEP 2000..05

2640 CALL FIu5h_diglt(AS)

2650 Xend((X2_XO)*Co+(Y2_Y0)*Sin)*Map5

2660 Yend( (Y2_YO)*Cos_(X2_X0)*Sin)*Mao 5

2670 XbegXend

2680 Ybea=Yend

2690 PRINT "X,Y BEGINNING" ,Xbea.Ybeg

2700 Oi5tSQR((Xend-X5tartY2(Yend-Y5tart )A2)

2710 Skvroad_no0

2720 First flaa=1

2730 RETURN

2740 I

2750 Diaitizeborder: Diaitizes settina boundary

2760 Ncounti0

2770 PRINT LIN(1);'Diitize the boundar',, of the settina n an ant -c1oc

kwise direction usina am, cursor key."

2780 PRINT "MOTE: You must start diitizina at the first tailspar locat

ion."

2790 CALL Flu5hdigit(ButtonS)

2800 IF Ncount)3) AND (SOR((XDerirn-Perim(1,1)Y2+(YDer.rnPerun(21))t'2

)<3.0) THEN GOTO 2980

2810 CALL Oiait(X1,Y1,A$."R",Button$)

2820 Xoerirn=((X1_X0)*Cos+(Y1_Y0)*Sin)*Mao s

2830 Yoerirn( (Y1_Y0)*Co5_(X1_X0)*Sin)*tlap

2840 IF ButtonS(11]O"U" THEN 2860

2850 GOTO 2800

2860

2870 IF NcountO THEN GOTO 2910

2880 rlin_discheckSOR((Xperim-Perim(1,Ncount))"2+(Yperim-Perim(2.Ncoun

t) ) A2)

2890 IF Min_discheck)1.0 THEN

2900 BEEP 880

2910 NcountNcount+1

2920 Perim(1.Ncount)Xoerim

2930 Perim(2,Mcount)Yperirn

2940 ELSE

2950 GOTO 2800

2960 END IF

2970 GOTO 2800

2980 RETURN
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2990

3000 Area: Calculates the area of the settin

3010 ! See BYTE magazine Februarv 198?) cor a descrioton f

3020 this a1orithm.

3030 AreaO

3040 FOR 3=2 10 Ncount

3050 Area=Perim(1.3)*Perim(2,3+1)_Perim(1,3+1)*Perim(2.3)+Area

3060 NEXT 3

30?0 AreaPerim(1,Ncount)*Perim(22)_Perim(1,2)*Perim(2,Ncount)+Area

3080 AreaABS(Area/20000)

3090 PRINT "AREA ",Area

3100 Areagat=0

3110 RETURN

3120

3130 Logging.svs: Machine and system characteristics

3140 IF First_f ianO THEN 3640

3150 PRINT LIN(1);"Machine size = Large (0) or Medium (1)"

3160 INPUT Mach_size

31?0 PRINT LIN(1);"Log manufacturirin iocation StumD (0)"

3180 PRINT " Landing (1)"

3190 PRINT " CPY (2)"

3200 INPUT Maniac

3210 PRINT 'Manufacturing location ",Man_loc

3220 PRINT LIN(1);"Pieces Der hectare to be extracted"

3230 INPUT Pieces

3240 PRINT LIN(1);"Coefficents for weibull log distributions (a b. c)

3250 INPUT Aa,Bb,Cc

3260 Oensitvl000 Pinus radiata density = 1000kg/cubic metre

32?0 IF Mach size0 THEN

3280 Hsh2?.0 m

3290 Tshl.0 m

3300 Hbw2.13 kg/rn (22mm diam.)

3310 Miw4.33 kg/rn (32mm diam.)

3320 Hbtal2000 kg

3330 Hbdiam.022 m

3340 Hbcorelength=0.?4 m

3350 Hbcorerad0.255 m

3360 Mita24000 kg

33?0 Carr.wt250 kg

3380 Rstime30 minute5

3390 Rsdistl3.5 m

3400 ELSE

3410 Hsh14.0

3420 Tsh=1.0

3430 Carr wt200

3440 Hbw=1.08 16mm diam.

3450 Skyw2.?8 26mm diam.

3460 M1w2.13 22mm diam.

34?0 Hbta6200

3480 Hbdiam0.016
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3490 Hbcore1enath0.33
3500 HbcoreradQ. 1775

3510 M1ta12000
3520 SkvtalSSOO
3530 Rstime75
3540 R5_di5t45.0
3550 END IF

3560 IF r1an_1oc1 THEN

3570 Locl
3580 CogO.35 Centre of aravitv from bia end
3590 ELSE

3600 Loc0
3610 Coa=0.5

3620 END IF

3630 Latdi5t=Rs di5t/2
3640 RETURN

3650

3660 New_tailsparH Determine co-ordinate5 of new tail5par location
3670 IF Fir5tflaal THEN 4110
3680

3690 MinshiftSlJR((Xend-XbeaY'2+(Yend-ThegY'2)
3700 Prop2O
3710 Yprime0
3720 M eau(Y5tart-Yend)/(Xstart-Xend)
3730 GammaATH(-1.0/Mequ)
3740 XquadXend

3750 Yquad=Yend

3760 GOSUB Ouad5ec

3770 Y_latYend+Dir4Lat_di5t*SIN(Gamma)
3780 X_1at=Xend+Dir*Lat.dist*CQS(Gamma)
3790 II lat=(Yjat-Y5tart)/(X_lat-X5tart)
3800 8_lat=Ystart_M_lat*Xstart
3810 FOR 3=llark+1 TO Ncount

3820 XuadXlat
3830 YquadY_lat
3840 SOSUB Quadsec

3850 De1taTN(M1at)
3860

3870 Enuat ions below are derived from 'Elementar Linear lgebra" oqes 109
and 209. H. Anton (1984)

3880 TriaLtai15parA8S(_1.0*t1jat*Perim(1,3)+Perirn(2.3)_1.*8Jat)/SOR(N
1 at '2 + 1)

3890 Yprime.lastYprime
3900 Y_prirne_1*(Perim(1.J)_X5tart)*SIt4(Delta)+(Per1rn(2.J_Y5tart)*COS(Del

ta)
3910 Prop1Prop2
3920 Proo2Trialtai l5Dar/Latdi5t
3930 IF (lJuadl) ND (Yprime<13) THEN 4100

3940 IF (Quad2) AND (YDrime)0) THEN 4100
390 IF (lJuad3) ND (Yprime)O) THEN 4100



3960 IF (Quad4) AND (Y prime<0) THEN 4100

3970

3980 IF Tria1_tai1sar<Lat_dist THEN

3990 GOTO 4100

4000 ELSE

4010

4020

4030 IF (V_prime _lastO) AND (Vprime(0) THEN Prool_1*Propl

4040 Proportion=(1-Propl)/(Prop2-Propl)

4050 Xend=Perim(1,J_1)+Proportion*(Perim(1J)_Perirn(1,J-1))

4060 YendPerim(2,J-1)+Proportion*(Perim(2.J)-Perim(2,J-1))

4070 NarkJ-1

4080 GOTO 4110

4090 EHD IF

4100 NEXT ]

4110 FirstjlaaO

4120 IF (JNcount+1) AND (Sk.i_road_no>3) THEN Setting_end_f 1g1

4130 RETURN

4140

4150 Quadsec: Determines which quadrant tailspar is in.

4160 IF Xouad>Xstart THEN

4170 IF Vauad>Ystart THEN

4180 Quadl

4190 Dir-1.0

4200 ELSE

4210 Quad4

4220 Dirl.0

4230 EHD IF

4240 ELSE

4250 IF Vouad>Vstart THEN

4260 Quad2

4270 Dir-1.0

4280 ELSE

4290 Quad3

4300 Dirl.0

4310 END IF

4320 END IF

4330 RETURN

4340

4350 Endsetting: Checks if have completed yarding simulation

4360 IF Setting.end_flgl THEN 1530

4370 GOTO 1480 Mineyd check

4380

4390 Mineyd check: Checks to see if external yarding distance is > 30m.

4400 Eydmin=SQR((Xstart-Xend)'2(Vstart-Vend)"2)

4410 IF Eydrnin(30 THEN

4420 GOTO 1460 New Tailspar

4430 ELSE

4440 Sky_road_noSky_road_no+1

4450 END IF

325
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4460 GOTO 1490 Mew profile

4470

4480 New profile: Creates a new profile

4490 lifT Prof(0)

4500 Width xx=U*Maps/(Xlines-1)

4510 Width_ivU'llap s/(Yl nes-1)

4520 DistSOR( (Xstart-XendV'2(Ystart-YendY'2)

4530 Num_pts26

4540 Delta_distOist/(Nurn.. pts-1)

4550 Profile_angle=ATN((Yend-Ystart )/(Xend-Xstart))

4560 Delta_x=COS(Profileangle)*Delta..dist*SGN(Xend-Xstart)

4570 OeltayABS(SIN(Profile_angle)*Delta_dist)*SGN(Yend-Ystart)

4580 X=Xstart

4590 YYstart

4600 FOR 3=1 TO Num.pts

4610 XlinelNT(X/Widthxx)+1 INearest line to the left of oouit

4620 Yline=lNT(Y/Widthyv)1 Nearest line $ below the point

4630 Extra_y(Y-(Yline-1)*Width_yy)/Width_vv!For interpolatin elev

4640 V1G(Xline,Yl ine)*(1-Extra y)G(Xline,Yl ine+1)'Extra_v

4650 U2G(Xline+1,Yline)*(1_Extra.y)+G(Xline+i.Yhne+1)*Extra

4660 Prof(1,J)PROUNO(Delta_dist*(J_1i.0) IHoriz distance

4670 Prof(2,J)PROUND(U1+(V2_J1)(X_(Xline_1)*Widthxx)/Width_xx,0)IE

1ev

4680 X:X+Deltax

4690 YY+Deltav
4700 NEXT 3

4710 RETURN

4720!

4730 Clap2: Cable loggina analysis proaram - calculates payloads and

payload zones.

4740 Land inal

4750 Tailspar26

4760 CwCarr wt

4770 Chok_lenS Chocker length un)

4780 IF LocO THEN

4790 LoalenlO Log length Cm)

4800 Beta8.5 ! Log to ground angle

4810 ELSE

4820 Log 1en25

4830 Beta3.5

4840 END IF

4850 Mu=.6 ! Coefficient of friction

4860 Wc1 !
Width of carriage Cm)

4870 FOR JLanding1 TO Tailsoar-1

4880 FOR Kchokl TO 2

4890 IF Kchok1 THEN

4900 Choklen5

4910 ELSE

4920 Choklenl

4930 END IF



4940 IF Mach size0 THEN

4950 W1J2tJ4Hbw

4960 W3t11w

490 Skyline$"R" RunnlnQ 5kvllne

4980 TaHbtHbta

4990 ELSE

5000 W1W2=Skvw

5010 W3t11w

5020 W4=Hbw

5030 TaSkvta Slackline

5040 T4=HbtHbta

5050 Skt1ine$&'SL"

5060 END IF

5070 D1=Prof(13)-Prof(1,Landing)

5080 Dr=Prof(1.Tailspar)-Prof(L3)

5090 M1_mark0

5100 Hbmark0

5110 GOSUB 6090

5120 H1=Prof(2,LandinQ)Hsh-Prof(23)-C1

5130 HrpriineProf(2.3)+C1-Prof(2,Tailspar)-Tsh

5140 HrA8S(Hr_prime)

5150 IF Hrprime<0 THEN 5210 Check if carriage above the chord

5160 Dr_priineHr*(Dr+D1)/(Hr+H1)

5170 IF Drorime>Dr THEN

5180 WnetO

5190 GOTO 5830

5200 END IF

5210 GOSUB Toroue_check

5220 !***********5KYLINE 1**********

5230 1uTa

5240 D=D1

5250 HH1

5260 W=ti1

5270 T_lineO

5280 COSUB 5910

5290 tJlc:U1

5300 Hhl=Hh

5310 **********5KYLINE 2**********

5320 DDr
5330 HHr

5340 W=W2

5350 IF (Prof(2 .3)+C1)>(Prof (2,Tai l5par)+Tsh) THEN

5360 TuTa-W*H1

5370 TlineW*H1

5380 COSUB 5910

5390 U2c-Uu

5400 U2=U1

5410 Hh2=Hh

5420 ELSE

5430 Tu4a-W*(H1-Hr)

327
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5440 Tline=Li*(H1-Hr)
5450 GUSUB 5910

5460 U2cUI
54?0 U2Uu

5480 Hh2=Hh

5490 END IF

5500 IF Skvline$"R" THEN 5530
5510 IF Skyline$SL" THEN 55?0
5520 **********HA(jLBACK 4**********
5530 I RUNNING

5540 Hh4=Hh2

5550 U4cU2c
5560 GUTO 5?40

55?0 ! SLACKLINE

5580 D0r
5590 H=Hr

5600 W=Li4

5610 IF (Prof(2.J)+C1)>(Prof(2,Tailsoar)+T5h) THEN
5620 TuT4-(W*H1)

5630 ELSE

5640 Tu=T4-W'(Hl-Hr)
5650 END IF
5660 IF Tu<W*D/2 THEN TuT40
56?O GIJSU8 5910

5680 Hh4=Hh

5690 IF (Prof (213)+C1)>(Prof (2,Tail5oar)+T5h) THEN
5?00 U4c-Uu
5?10 ELSE

5?20 U4cUI
5?30 END IF

5?40 I **********tIAINLINE 3**********
5?50 Hh3=(TAN(A1oh)*(Hh1-Hh2-Hh4)-(U1c+U2c+V4c-Cw)(W3'((D1"2)(H1"2) )".5)/2)

I (H l/D 1-TAN (A Iph

5?60 )3c=TAN(A1oh)*(Hh1+Hh3-Hh2_Hh4)-U1c-U2c-U4c+Cw

5??0 Trncheck=SGN(Hh3 )*5QR(Hh3"2+U3c"2)+H1*W3

5?80 IF Tmcheck>tllta OR 111 rnark=1 THEN 6180 Secant search

5?90 WvUlc+V2c+U3c+U4c-Cw

5800 binet=Wv/(1_((COS(S1ope)_SIN(S1ooe)TAN(8eta))*(CDS(S1ope)_Mu*SIN(S1aoe))
/(2'(l+Mu'TAN(Seta)))))

5810 IF Wnet<0 THEN LinetO

5820 IF Kchokl THEN
5830 Pavload(J)Wnet
5840 ELSE

5850 PayLoad(J+30)Wnet
5860 END IF

58?0 NEXT Kchok

5880 NEXT .3

5890 GOTO 6810

5900

5910 !"*SUBROUTINE FOR HH GIUEN TU,D.H,RIGID LINK**
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5920 L1=(H2+DA2Y.5

5930 IF Tu>W*O/2 THEN

5940 Hh=(Tu*O/L1)*(1_(W*O/(2*Tu) )A2)A5_(j*O*H)/(2*L1)

5950 Uu=(Tu'2-Hh'2V'.5

5960 UlUuti*L1

5970 ELSE

5980 Uu:Ul0

5990 END IF

6000 RETURN

6010

6020 444SU8ROUTINE FOR VU GIVER HH,D.H.R!GID LINK*

6030 L2=(HA2+D2)\5

6040 Uu(Hh4H/O) +(WL2/2)

6050 UlVu_W4L2

6060 Tu=(UuA2+Hh2Y.5

6070 RETURN

6080

6090 Subroutine to calculate carriage height from the ground

6100 SIopeATN((Prof(2,J)-Prof(2,J+1))/(Prof(1.31)-Prof(1,3))

6110 IF (Slooe<0) AND (TAN(SIooe)<-1l1u) THEN Slope=_1*Slope

6120 AIphATN((1/Cog)*TAN(SIope+Geta)+(_1.0+1/Cog)*(COS(SloDe)_Mu*SIN(S1Oe))

/(SIN(Slooe)+llu*COS(Slooe)))

6130 IF A1ph90 THEN AIph09.95

6140 Ltg=SIN(Geta+Slope)*Loglen_(TAN(Slope)*Loglen*COS(Beta+SloDe))

6150 ClChokIen4SIN(AIph)+Lta+tJc

6160 RETURN

6170

6180 ! ---Secant search for new tensions if mainline tension exceeded----

6190 IF Skline$"R" THEN Iladill 009

6200 IF III mark0 THEN

6210 FirstguessHbt

6220 Z1Tmcheck

6230 Second auess4aHbt-1000

6240 III markl

6250 GOTO 5230

6260 ELSE

6270 Z24mcheck

6280 I1=(Z2-Z1)/(Second guess-Firstauess)

6290 First guessSecond auess

6300 Z1Z2

6310 Secondguess4aFirst _guess-(Z2-Illta)/M

6320 IF (Ta-T Iine)<UJ*O/2) THEN

6330 TaSecond_guess4_l ine+i4O/2

6340 END IF

6350 IF ABS(Z2-Illta)<5 THEN 6780

6360 GOTO 5230

6370 END IF

6380 ELSE ladill 071

6390 IF Ml mark0 THEN

6400 First guess:Hbt



6410 Zl4mcheck
6420 Second guessT4Hbt-1000
6430 Mlrnark=1
6440 6010 5230

6450 ELSE

6460 IF T4<=U THEN

64?0 IF Hb_mark=O THEN

6480 First_guess=Sk9ta

6490 ZlTmctieck
6500 Second_guess=TaSkyta-1000

6510 Hb_rnarkl
6520 T4=0

6530 IF ABS(Z2-Illta)<5 THEN
6540 GOTO 6?80

6550 ELSE

6560 GOTO 5230

65?0 END IF

6580 ELSE

6590 Z2Tmctieck

6600 M=(Z2-Z1)/(Second_guess-First auess)

6610 FirstguessSecon&guess
6620 Z1=Z2

6630 Second_guess=Ta:First_guess_(Z2_tllta)/M
6640 IF ABS(Z2-Mlta)<5 THEN 6?80

6650 GOTO 5230

6660 END IF

66?0 ELSE

6680 Z2=Trncheck

6690 M(Z2-Z1)/(Second guess-First _gues5)
6?00 First guess=Second_guess
6?10 Z1=Z2

6?20 Second quess44=First _auess-(Z2-Ml ta )/M

6730 IF ABS(Z2-Mlta)<5 THEN 6?80

6?40 GOTO 5230

6?50 END IF

6760 END IF

6770 END IF

6?80 GOTO 5?90

6790 STOP

6800

6810 Subroutine to calculate paiload zones
6820

6830 FOP Kctiokl TO 2
6840 IF Kchokl THEN
6850 PlusO
6860 ELSE

68?Q Plu30
6880 END IF

6890 TpstartINT(Hsh*25/Evdmin)+1+Plu5
6900 TofinishTailsoar-2Plus
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6910 IF (Tostart(2P1us) THEN Tostart2P1us

6920 ZoneminPa1oad(Tostart)

6930 FOR L(l+P1us) TO TDstrt-i)

6940 Pzone( I )Zonemin

6950 NEXT I

6960 I

6970 FOR !lpstart TO Tøfinish

6980 IF Pavload(I)>Zonemin THEN GOTO 7000

6990 ZoneminPav1oad(I)

7000 Pavzone(I)=Zonenin

7010 NEXT I

?020 Pavzone(Tofinish+1)=Pavzone(Tpfinish)

7030 NEXT Kchok

7040 IF Payzone(31)(1.t) AND Pavzone(i)(i.O THEN

7050 Sky road noSky road no-i

?060 SOlO 1460

7070 ELSE

?080 GOTO ?100

?090 END IF

?i00 RETURN

?110

?120 Torquecheck: !
Check5 if Haulback braking torque is exceeded

?i30 I

?140 Line _outSOR(H1"2D1"2) +2*SOR(Hr"2+Or"2 ) +]5

7150 Lineinl000-Line_out

?l60 N_wraps=(SOR(Hbdiam"2*Line_in/(3.14l6*Hbcorelength) )-Hbcorerad)/Hbdia

71?0 IF Skyline$"R" THEN

?180 Ten5ion23lO/( INT(Nwrap5)*Hbdiarn+Hbdiam/2+Hbcorerad)

?190 IF Tension<Hbt THEN

?200 Hbt=Ta4ension

?210 END IF

?220 ELSE

?230 Tension=1085/(INT(Nwrao5)*Hbdiam+Hbdiam/2+Hbcorerad)

?240 IF Tens ion<Hbt THEN

?250 Hbt=T4lension

7260 END IF

?270 END IF

?280 RETURN

?290

7300 Yarding.sim: Yarding simulation starts here

?310 PRINT "******* Sk1ine road '.Skvrodno

7320 Chok_lenS

?330 EydEydmin

?340 AreagotreaaotEvd'Lat. di5t/10000

?350 No_log5=0

?360 Temp_p ieces INT(Lat_distEvdPieces/10OOOO .5)

7370 Place logs:

?380 IF Nolog5<>Temp_oieces THEN

?390 Y_corRND*Ed



2400 SideRND

7410 IF Side>.5 THEN Side-1'Side

7420 X_cor=Side*RND*Lat dist

7430 GOSUB As5ian Assian a weiaht to the piece

7440 GOSUB Piecein_or_out

7450 Next.piece: GOTO 7380

7460 ELSE

7470 GOTO 7490

7480 END IF

7490 Mm wt99999

7500 REDIM Yin(No_loys),Xin(Hojogs).Log_wt(NoJogs)

7510 MAT SORT Yjn(*) TO Pointer

7520 MAT REORDER Yin BY Pointer

7530 MAT REORDER Xin BY Pointer

7540 MAT REORDER Loawt BY Pointer

7550 FOR I1 TO Nojoas

7560 IF ABS(Loawt(I))(Min_wt THEN Min.wtABS(Log_wt(I))

7570 NEXT I

7580 REDHI Yin(750).Xin(750).Log_wt(750)

7590 Pointl

7600 Build turn:

7610 Loa pointer1

7620 IF NOT Yin(Point) THEN Next_turn

7630 Log one:Point ASSIGN FIRST LOG

7640 Kchokl

7650 GOSUB Sky_var&dist

7660 IF Log_wt(Log_one)>Avg_payload THEN

7670 IF Kchok2 THEN

7680 No_too_bigNo_too_biq1

7690 Vol_too big=Vol_too.big+Log.wt (Logone)

7700 IF vapv1oad0 THEN
7710 Nt=Nth+1

7720 END IF

7730 Kchok=1

7740 GOTO Next_turn

7750 ELSE

7760 Kchok=2

77Q GOTO 7650

7780 END IF

7790 END IF

7800 Turn wtLoa wt (Lou one)

7810 Nlog_turn=1

7820 LydBS(Xin(Loo one))

7830 IF (Avg_payload-Log_wt(Log_one)<I1inwt) ThEN

7840 Yin(Log_one)0

7850 GOTO Times

7860 END IF

7870 Auxdi5t(L.oQpojnter)0

7880 Aux_ontr(Logpointer)Log_one

7890 Lo pointer=Loa oointer+1
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7900 Search 000: FIND LL POSSIBLE LOGS

7910 FOR I=Pointi TO No_log5

7920 IF Log_wt(Log_one)+Log.wt(I))vg_oa1oad THEN I_next

7930 IF NOT Yin(I) THEN 1_next

7940 IF '?in(I))Yin(LoO_one)+2*Chok_ien THEN Sort_2

7950 DistSQR((Yin(Loaone)-Yin(I))"2+(Xin(Log.one-Xin(I'2;'

7960 IF Dist>2*Chok_len THEN I_next

7970 Auxdi5t(Loq_pointer)=Dist

7980 Aux_pntr(Log_pointer)I

7990 Log.pointer=Loaoointer1

8000 IF Log_pointer)10 THEN Sort_2

8010 I next: NEXT I

8020 Sort_2:

8030 FOR 1=1 TO Loa.pointer-2

8040 FOR J1 TO Log_pointer-i-I

8050 IF Aux_di5t(J)<Aux_di5t(.]1) THEN Nj

8060 Temodi5tAuxdi5t(J)

8070 Aux_di5t(J)Aux_dist(Jfi)

8080 Auxdist(J+1)=Tempdist

8090 Temp_pntrAux_pntr(J)

8100 Aux_pntr(J)Aux_pntr(J+1)

8110 Aux_pntr(.]+1)Temp_pntr

8120 Nj: NEXT 3

8130 NEXT I

8140 Po5coinb CHECK ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF LOSS

8150 R6 Number of chokers6

8160 IF Log._pointer-i<R THEN RLDgpointer-1

8i0 N=Log_pointer-i

8180 Search bea:

8190 FOR 1=1 TO R

8200 Comb(I)1

8210 NEXT I

8220 SOSUB Turn_check

8230 IF Gtf1aai THEN Times

8240 Iter_i:

8250 Comb(R)Comb(R)+1

8260 IF Comb(R)>N THEN Iter_2

8V0 GOSLi Turn check

8280 IF Gtflag=i THEN Times

8290 GOTO Iteri

8300 Iter2:

8310 IF INT(R/2)+12 THEN Comolete

8320 IF R-1<i THEN Comolete

8330 Comb(R-i)Comb(R-1)1

8340 IF Comb(R-i)>N THEN Iter3

8350 Comb(R)Comb(R-i)+i

8360 IF Comb(R)>N THEN Iter3

8370 COSUB Turn_check

8380 IF Gtf1agi THEN Time5

8390 COTO Iterl



8400 Iter3:

8410 IF IHT(R/2)1=3 THEN Cornolete

8420 IF R-2(1 THEN Comolete

8430 Comb(R-2)Comb(R-2)1

8440 IF Comb(R-2)>H THEN Iter4

8450 Comb(R-1)Comb(R-2)1

8460 IF Comb(R-1)>N THEN Iter4

8470 Comb(R)Comb(R-2)2

8480 IF Comb(R))N THEN Iter4

8490 GOSIJB Turn_check

8500 IF St_f laol THEN Times

8510 GOTO Iter_1

8520 Iter4:

8530 IF INT(R/2)+14 THEN Complete

8540 IF R-3<1 THEN Complete

8550 Comb(R-3)Comb(R-3)1

8560 IF Comb(R-3))N THEN IterS

8570 Comb(R_2):Comb(R_3)+1

8580 IF Comb(R-2)>N THEN IterS

8590 Comb(R_1)Comb(R_3)2

8600 IF Comb(R-1)>N THEN IterS

8610 Comb(R)Cornb(R-3)3

8620 IF Comb(R))N THEN IterS

8630 GOSUB Turn_check

8640 IF St_f laal THEN Times

8650 5010 Iter_1

8660 Iter_5:

8670 IF INT(R/2)15 THEN ComDlete

8680 IF R-4<1 THEN Comolete

8690 Comb(R-4)Comb(R-4)+1

8700 IF Comb(R-4)>N THEN Iter 6

8710 Comb(R-3)Comb(R-4)1

8720 IF Comb(R-3)>N THEN Iter6

8730 Comb(R-2)Comb(R-4)+2

8740 IF Comb(R-2)>N THEN Iter_6

8750 Comb(R-1)Comb(R-4)3

8760 IF Comb(R-1)>N THEN Iter 6

8770 Comb(R)Comb(R-4)4

8788 IF Comb(R))N THEN Iter .6

8790 GOSUB Turn_check

8800 IF St I laal THEN Times

8810 5010 Iter_1

8820 Iter6:

8830 IF IHT(R/2)+1r6 THEN Complete

8840 IF R-5<1 THEN Complete

8850 Comb(R-5)Comb(R-5)+1

8860 IF Comb(R-5)>N THEN Complete

8870 Comb(R-4)Comb (R-5 )+1

8888 IF Comb(R-4))N THEN Comolete

8890 Comb(R-3)Comb(R-5)2
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8900 IF Comb(R-3)>N THEN Comolete

8910 Comb(R-2)=Comb(R-)+3

8920 IF Comb(R-2)>N THEN Complete

8930 Comb(R-1)Comb(R-)+4

8940 IF Comb(R-1)>N THEN Comolete

8950 Comb(R)Comb(R-5)+5

8960 IF Comb(R)>N THEN Complete

8970 GOSUB Turn_check

8980 IF Ct flanl THEN Time5

8990 GOTO Iter_1

9000 Como1ete

9010 RxR_1

9020 GOTO Search ben

9030 Times:!

9040 IF Mach_sizexO THEN

9050 Cyc1e3.743+0.0101*Sd+0.16*N1og_turn+0.037*Turn_wt/Densitv

9060 DelaysO.925+1.301*t.oc_0. 00263*Loc*Svd

9070 ELSE

9080 Cvcle=3.516+0.008*Svd+0.238*Nloqturn+O.052*Turnwt/Densitv

9090 De1aJ52.46+0.14*t.oc

9100 END IF

9110 Stats: Cyc1e_5umCvcle_um+C.icle

9120 Cvc lesumsq=Cvc 1esumsqCvc leA2

9130 IF Cvcle>Maxcvcle THEN 1ax_cyc1eCycle

9140 IF Cvcle<tlin_cycle THEN Min...cc1eCvcle

9150 Cum_t imeCum_t ime+De 1aysCyc le

9160 Turns=Turns1

9120 Turnvol5umTurnvo1_sumTurnwt/Dens1ty

9180 Turnvo[ssqTurnvoL55a+(Turnwt/Dens1tv)'2
9190 IF Turn_wt/Density>Max_vol THEN MaxvolTurn_wt/Den5ltv

9200 IF Turn_wt/Density<Ninvol THEN Minvo1=Turnt/Densitv

9210 Turnno_5umTurnno_5umN1og.turn

9220 Turnno..5sq4urnno_ssqN 1 og_turnA2

9230 IF Nlog_turn>Maxno THEN llax_no=Nloq_turn

9240 IF Nlog_turn<tlin_no THEN Min...noN1ogturn

9250 Tota1_syd=Tota1...sydSvd

9260 Next_turn:IF Log_wt(Lo9_one)>Avgpayload THEN Goaround

9270 IF Yin(Log_one) THEN Build_turn

9280 Coaround:PointPoint+1

9290 IF Point>No.logs THEN

9300 Cum_timeCum_timeRs_time

9310 GOTO 9350

9320 ELSE

9330 GOTO Build turn

9340 END IF

9350 PRINT "TURNS,CYCLESUM,TURNUOLSUM" .Turns,Cvc le 5um,Turnvol_surn

9360 RETURN

9370

9380 A5sian: As5ignS a weight to each ba on the arid overb

9390 TemploatAa+eb*(ABS(LOC(1-RND)))'(1/Cc)
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9400 Templog_wtOensity*TemoIog.wt

9410 RETURN

9420

9430 Piece inor out: ! Checks whether the piece is within yardinc trianole

9440 Bound ight=Latd isttY_cor/Eyd

9450 8ound_Ieft=1'8ound_right

9460 IF Xcor>Bound_right DR X_cor<Bound left THEN

9470 RETURN

9480 ELSE

9490 No_logsNo_logs+1

9500 Yin(No_logs)Y_cor

9510 Xin(No_log5)X_cor

9520 Log_wt(No_1ogs)Templog_wt

9530 END IF

9540 RETURN

9550

9560 Sky_yard..dist: Subroutine to calculate skyline ardina distance

9570 IF Kchok=1 THEN

9580 PlusO

9590 ELSE

9600 P1us30

9610 END IF

9620 J=INT( (Yin(Logone)/Ecjd)*25)+1

9630 IF .J1 THEN

9640 SydYin(Log_one)

9650 AvgpayloadPavzone( 1+PIus)

9660 ELSE

9670 SydO

9680 FOR Ii=2 TO 3

9690 Grdist..temp=SIR((Prof(1,Ii)-Prof(1,Ii-1))'2+(Prof(2,ti)-Prof(2

,Ii1))'2)

9700 Syd=SydGrd ist_temp

9710 NEXT Ii

9720 Extra=FRACT(254Yin(Log_one)/Ed)'Evd/25

9730 SydSydExtra
9740 Avg_payload=Pazone(J+Plus)

9750 IF J=Tailspar THEN Avg_payIoadPayzone(TaiIsoar-1PIus)

9760 END IF

9770 RETURN

9780

9790 Turn check: GOSUB FOR CHECKING TURNS

9800 Xsum=Y_sumTurnwtGt_f 1ag0

9810 FOR I1 TO R

9820 Turn_wt4urn_wtLog.wt(Aux_pntr(Comb(1)i)

9830 NEXT I

9840 IF Turn.wt>Avg_payload THEN RETURN

9850 FOR 1=1 TO R

9860 XsumX_sum+Xin(Aux_pntr(Comb(1)))

9870 Y_sum=Ysum+Yin(Auxpntr(Comb( I)))

9880 NEXT I
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9890 vexXsum/R
9900 ve_Y_sum/R

9910 FOR 1=1 TO R

9920 Ck_dist=gQR((yin(Aux_pntr(CombUfl)_Ave_y)A2+(Xin(ux_pntr(Con

b(l)fl_ve_x)A2)

9930 IF Ck dist>Chok len THEN RETURN

9940 NEXT I

9950 LvdABS(vex)

9960 Nlog_turnR

9970 FOR 1=1 TO R

9980 Yin(Aux_pntr(Comb(I)))=0

9990 Log_wt_sum=Log_wt_sum+Log_wt (Aux_pntr (Comb( I)))

10000 NEXT I

10010 Ct_f lagl

10020 RETURN

10030

10040 Summary: Production 5ummary for varder

10050 IF Sky! ine$"R" THEN

10060 Nodays_settin(Cum_time/395)0.75 395 rninutes/480 nun, da'

olus 0.75 days for moving

10070 ELSE

10080 No_days_setting(Cum_time/375)+0.75 375 rninutes/480 mm. day

plus 0.75 days for moving.

10090 END IF

10100 Aydlotal_syd/Turns

10110 ve_log_wt=Log_wt _sum/TurnflO_5um

10120 Daily_prod=Turnvol_sum/Nodays_sett ing

10130 Ave_cyclezCycle_sum/Turns

10140 AvevolTurnvol_sum/Turns

10150 Ave_no=Turnno_sum/Turns

10160 Vol_sd=SOR((Turnvol_ssq_Turnvol_sumA2/Turns)/(Turns_1))

10170 No_sd=SOR( (Turnno_5sq_Turnno_sumA2/Turns)/(Turns_1))

10180 Cycle_sd=SR((Cycle_sumsa-Cycle_sum"2/Turn5)/(Turfl5-1))

10190 Sett ingvol4urnvol_sum

10200 RETURN

10210

10220 Costs:l Overall routine to calculate costs

10230 GOSUB Felling_costs

10240 GOSUB Yarding_costs

10250 GOSUB Process_costs

10260 GOSUB Load ing_co5ts

10270 GOSUB Trucking_costs

10280 GOSUB Sortyard_costs

10290 GOSUB Landing_costs

10300 GOSUB Move_costs

10310 UnitcostUnitlandcost+Unitfellcost+UnityardcO5tUfl1tPrOCcO5tUnItlO

adcost+Uni ttruckcostUn itsortcost +Un itmovecost

10320 RETURN

10330

10340 Felling..costs: ! On a setting and per cubic metre basis.
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10350 Labor_rate100 $100 oer day er nan.

10360 Sawrate23 $23 per day per saw.

10320 BEEP 2000..05

10380 PRINT "Area harvested = ",Area_aot

10390 PRINT "Uolume too big ",Vol_too_big/Densit

10400 PRINT "Number too big in zero pai1oad areas = ",Ntb

10410 PRINT "Enter the Following stand details as reauested:'

10420 INPUT "Mean diameter breast height (cm) =",Dbh

10430 INPUT "Stocking (spha) :".Stemsperha

10440 INPUT "Pungas per hectare =",Pungas

10450 INPUT "Mean tree volume (m"3) =".Treevol

10460 INPUT "Average slope (degrees) =".Slope

10470 IF Man_locl THEN

10480 Fell_time(Stemsperha*(0.045*Dbh+0.01*Slope+0.139-U.00082*Stems

Derha_0.00082*Pungas)+Pungas*(0.68+0.OhSlope))*l.32

10490 ELSE

10500 Fel l_timeStemsperha*(0.046*Dbh+0. U1*Slooe+2.292-U. 00084'Stemso

erha_0.00084*Pungas+2.967*Treevol_0.345*Treevol2)+PUflgas*(0.6B+O.Ol*Sl0Pe)

10510 Fell_timeFell_time1 32

10520 END IF

10530 Totalfellt ime=Fel ltinie*Area

10540 No_fallers(Totalfelltime/480)/Nodays_setting

10550

10560 Laborcost(Totalfel ltime/480)*Labor_rate

10570 Sawcost(Totalfel ltime/480)*Sawrate

10580 FellcostLaborcostSawcost Setting costs for felling

10590 UnitfellcostFel lcost/Settingvol

10600 RETURN

10610

10620 Yarding..costs: Calculates yarding costs on a per cubic metre basis

10630 Includes gang transport & accessories, and equipment

accessories

10640 Yardlabor4*100 2 breaker-outs, 1 gang-boss. 1 varder

operator. $100/man.

10650 Cang_transoort45 I/day

10660 Cangaccessor56 $/day

10670 Epuipaccess60

10680 IF Mach sizeO THEN

10690 Caoitalcostll00000

10700 Machinel MADILL 009

10710 ELSE

10720 CapitalcostB20000

10730 Machine2 MADILL 071

10740 END IF

10750 ResalevalueO. 1*Capitalcost

10760 LifelO

10770 COSUB Machine costs

10780 Yardcostvardlabor+CangJranscort+Cang.accessory+EgUlDaCCe5s+Dail9

mach cost

10790 UnityardcostYardcost*No_dassetting/Settingvol
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10800 RETURN

10810

10820 Proce5s costs: For ba manufacturina on a landina or unhookina and cle

anup

10830 IF Man_1oc1 THEN

10840 Mo_proc_das=3*No_davs_setting 3 men to unhook, delunb

and process

10850 No_procmen=3

10860 ELSE

108?0 No_proc_dav5=1Noda)5_settinq 1 man to unhook nd do

any cleanup delimbino.

10880 Noprocmen1
10890 END IF

10900 Proc _costNo_proc_day54(Labor_rate+Sawrate)

10910 Unitprocco5t=Proc.co5t/Sett inovol

10920 RETURN

10930

10940 Loadina_co5t5: I Calculates loadina co5ts

10950 IF Man_loc:1 THEN

10960 Caitalcost218000

109?0 LifeS

10980 Machine3 ! Rubber-tvred front end loader

10990 ELSE

11000 Capitalco5t:434000

11010 Life?

11020 Nachine4 Boom loader

11030 END IF

11040 Resalevalue=0.24Capitalco5t

11050 GOSUB Machine_co5ts

11060 Loadlabor=100

110?0 LoadcostLoadlabor+Dai l'j_rnach_cost

11080 UnitloadcostzLoadcost*No_davs_setting/Settingvol

11090 RETURN

11100

11110 Truckino costs: Calculates an average cost for truck haul for the

variou5 products harvested.

11120 DISP 'Enter the Followina information a requested:"

11130 Cpdi5t0
11140 IF Nan_loc>2 THEN 11160

11150 INPUT 'One wa lead distance (km) to CPY".Cpvdist

11160 INPUT uNumber of oroduct destinations'.Npd

111?0 Unittruckcost=0

11180 FOR 11 TO Mpd

11190 PRINT "One-way lead distance for oroduct V,I

11200 INPUT Pdi5t(I)

11210 INPUT 'tJolume oercentae in thi5 product type" ,L'olper

11220 Volper(I)Volper/100

11230 INPUT "Product type name = ",Prodtpe$(I)

11240 10% additional cost is added to the Kaingaroa ba5ed eauation for

steeper terrain in other parts of New Zealand.
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11250 UnittruckcostUnittruckcost+(Pd1stU)*.112192+1.S4546)tl.1*lPer(t

11260 NEXT I

11270 IF Covdist0 THEN 11290

11280 Unittruckcost=Unittruckcost+(CDdi5t*.112l92+l.54546)*l.l

11290 RETURN

11300

11310 Sortrd_costs:

11320 IF Nan 1oc2 THEN

11330 Unitsortcost7.25

11340 ELSE

11350 Unitsortcost0

11360 END IF

11370 RETURN

11380

11390 Landingcosts: Cost of landina construction for the settino

11400 IF Man locl THEN

11410 LandcostlS000

11420 ELSE

11430 Landcost2500

11440 END IF

11450 Unit landcostLandcost/Sett inavol

11460 RETURN

11470

11480 Movecosts: Cost of moving into and out of a setting.

11490 Movecost=((No_fallers+No_proc_men)*123+Yardcost+Loadcost)*O.7S

11500 Allows 0.75 days to move in and out.

11510 UnitmavecostMovecost/Sett inavol

11520 RETURN

11530

11540 riachine costs: General machine cost ma routine

11550 Aci(Capitalcost_Resa1eva1ue)*(Life+1)/(2*L1 Fe)Resaleva1ue

11560 Insurance=0.0215*Aci 2.15% of Averaae caoital invested

11570 Interest=Aci*(0.05*((O.12*1.12'Life)/(1.12'Life_1))+0.95*((O.l4*l.l

4ALife)/(1 14'Life-1)))

11580 Interest rate based on 5% own funds at 12%a 1us 953 loan funds

at 14%oa.

11590 ReturnoncapitalAci*0.2 I 20% of ACI

11600 AdminoverheadsAci4O.05 5% of ACI

11610 Deoreciat ion=(Caita1cost-Resa1eva1ue)/Life

11620 Randm0.7*Oepreciation 70% of deoreciation

11630 Tjres0

11640 Wires=0

11650 ON Machine GOTO 11660,11690.11720.11750

11660 Fuel_rate83 litres per hour for Madill 009

11670 LiJires9OSO

11680 GOTO 11760

11690 Fuel_rate52 Nadill 071

11700 L'Jires72SO

11710 COb 11760
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11720 Fuel rate22 Rubber-tured Front end loader

11730 Tres4000

11740 GOTO 11760

11750 Fuel_rate3l Boom loader

11760 Fuel:0.77*6*Fuel_rate I $0.77/litre, 6 hours/day

11770 LubricantsO.O7tFuel 7 of fuel costs

11780 Dailvjnach_cost(lnsurance+lntere5t+ReturnoncapitalAdm1flOVerhead

Randm+Deoreciat ion+Tvre5+Wire5)/220+Fuel+Lubr icants

11790 RETURN

11800

11810 Outout: Overall control of reoortina section of the oroaram

11820 PRINTER IS Print add

11830 GOSUB Out header

11840 GOSUB Out system

11850 GOSUB Outstand

11860 GOSUB Outard_prod

11870 GOSUB Out_header

11880 GOSUB Out_trucking

11890 GOSUB Out costs

11900 RETURN

11910

11920 Out.header: Title For report

11930 PRINT PAGE

11940 PRINT TAB(25);' =

11950 PRINT TAB(25);"PROCESSING OPTIONS SIMULATION"

11960 PRINT TAB(25);'======i ".LIN(l)

11970 PRINT TAB(S) ;Rns," 'Date$.LIN(2

11980 RETURN

11990 I

12000 Out_system: I

12010 PRINT 'Systen informationl

12020 PRINT "=== ',LIN(1)

12030 ON Ilan_loc+1 GOTO 12040.12060.12080

12040 PRINT "Log processing carried out at the 5tumo."

12050 GOTO 12090

12060 PRINT 'Loa orocessina carried out on a landina."

12070 GOTO 12090

12080 PRINT 'Lo orocessing part iallv carried out at the stump and then corn

oleted at a Central Processing Yard."

12090 ON Mach_5ize+1 GOTO 12100,12120

12100 PRINT "Yardina machine was a Madill 009 riaaeci as a rabinski skyline

12110 GOTO 12130

12120 PRINT "?ardin machine was a Iladill 071 riaaed as a Slackline.'

12130 IF Man_locl THEN

12140 PRINT "Loading wa5 with a medium-sized rubber tvred front end load

er.' ,LIN(1)

12150 ELSE

12160 PRINT "Loadina was with a medium-sized h,draulc boom loader." ,LIN
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(1)

12170 END IF

12180 RETURN

12190

12200 Outstand:

12210 PRINT "Stand and settino information"

12220 PRINT " = ".LIN(i)

12230 PRINT "Mean diameter breast height (cm) ".Dbh

12240 PRINT "Stocking (stems per hectare) = ",Stemsperha

12250 PRINT "Mean tree volume (cubic metres) ".Treevol

12260 PRINT "Live stand volume (m"3/ha) = ".TreevolStemsDerha

12270 PRINT "Pungas per hectare = ".Pungas.LIN(l)

12280 PRINT USING Look 1;Area

12290 Look_i: IMAGE "The setting was irregular shaped and was '.3D.D,' hectares

in area."

12300 PRINT LIN(2)

12310 RETURN

12320

12330 Out_yardprod:

12340 PRINT "Yarding and cycle statistics"

12350 PRINT "== !L11)
12360 PRINT USING Look_2;Daily_prod

12370 PRINT USING Look3;(Nodaissettino)

12380 PRINT "The number of sk'line road changes was ",Skv_road_no

12390 PRINT "The number of yarding cycles was ",Turns

12400 PRINT USING Look_S :Ave_log_wt

12410 PRINT USING Look_18;No_toobigUol_too.big/1000

12420 PRINT USING Look_4Ayd

12430 PRINT USING Look...20;Settingvol

12440 PRINT LIN(1)

12450 PRINT TAB(28)," Mean Std dcv Minimum Maximum".LIN(l)

12460 PRINT USING Look6;Ave_vol,LJol_sd.Min_vol.Max_vol

12470 PRINT USING Look_7;Ave_no,No_sd.Min_no.11ax_no

12480 PRINT USING

12490 PRINT LIN(1)

12500 Look2: IMAGE 'Daily yarding production was 'DDD.D,' cubic metres."

12510 Look): IMAGE "It took ".30.0," days to harvest the setting."

12520 Look_4: IMAGE "The average yarding distance was ",DDD.D," metres."

12530 Look_5: IMAGE "The average log weight was ".SD.D," kilograms"

12540 Look_6: IMAGE 7X."Cvcle volume (m"3)",3X,5D.OD,1X,50.DD,2X.SD.DD,2X,5D.D

12550 Look_7: IMAGE 7X,"Number of 1ogs",7X.5D.DD,iX,5D.DD.2X,5D.DD,2X.D.DD

12560 Look 8: IMAGE 7X,"Cycle time (Min)",3X,50.DD,1X,SD.DD,2X,5D.DD,2X,SD.D

0

12570 Look_18: IMAGE 3D.' logs (totalling ",4D.D." cubic metres) were too big
to be yarded uncut."

12580 Look 20: IMAGE "Total volume extracted was '.60.0," cubic metres."

12590 RETURN

12600
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12610 Out trucking:

12620 PRINT "Truckina informationu

12630 PRINT ' °,LIN(1)

12640 FOR I1 TO Nd

12650 PRINT "One-wa'j lead distance For u,Prodtvoes(I),HloQs was Pdis

t(I)," kilometres."

12660 PRINT Jo1er(I)*100," % of the total volume was trucked as this

product tvpe.",LINU)

12670 NEXT I

12680 RETURN

12690

12700 Out costs:

12710 PRINT "Cost information"

12720 PRINT " 2 ",LIN(li

12730 PRINT TA8(25);"Settina Hectare Cubic metre'

12740 PRINT LIN(1)

12750 PRINT USING Look 9;Fellcost ,Fellccst/Area.Unitfellccst

12760 PRINT USING Look_10;Yardcost*No_days_setting,Yardcost*Ho_das5e

t t ma/Area Uni tyardcost

12770 PRINT USING Look_ii;Proc_costProc_cost/Area,Unitproccost

12780 PRINT USING Look_i2;Loadcost*No..dassetting,Loadcost*Ho_daysse

ttina/Area.Unitloadcost

12790 PRINT USING Look_13;Unittruckcost*Settingvol,Unittruckcost*Setti

ngvo 1/Area ,Un itt ruckcost

12800 PRINT USING Look_14;Unitsortcost*Settingvol.Unitsortcost*Setting

vol/Area.Unitsortcost

12810 PRINT USING Look 15;flovecost,Movecost/Area,Unitmovecost

12820 PRINT USING Look 16;Landcost,Landcost/Area.Unitlandcost

12830 PRINT LIN(1)

12840 PRINT USING Look_17;Unitcost'Settingvol,Unitcost'Settingvoi/Area

,Unitcost

12850 Look_9: IMAGE "Falling" ,i9X,7O6X.7O9X.2D.DD

12860 Look 10: IMAGE "Yarding" 19X,7D6X7D.9X.2D.DD

12870 Look ii: IMAGE "Processing" ,i6X.7O,6X,7D,9X2O.DO

12880 Look_12: IMAGE "Loading" ,19X,7D,6X.7O.9X,2D.OD

12890 Look_13: IMAGE "Trucking" ,18X,7D,6X.7D,9X2D.OD

12900 Look_14: IMAGE "Sortvard",18X,7D,6X.7D,9X.2D.DD

12910 Look 15: IMAGE "Move in/Move out" ,10X.7D6X JD,9X,2D.OD

12920 Look_16: IMAGE "Landing Construction",6X.7D,6X,?D,9X,2D.DO

12930 Look_i?: IMAGE "Total" ,21XJD,6XJD9X.2D.DD

12940 RETURN

12950

1296 0 ************************** SUBPROGRAMS f********************************

12970

12980 5118 Name_that_dtm(Dtmstore$.Dir$,Msus$.Z$)

12990

13000 Name_that_dtm:

13010

13020 --> Name_that_dtm TRIES TO FIND A REQUESTED DIM FILE.

13030
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13040 OPTION BASE I

13050 DIII Cat$(2)(8O
13060 M5u5$=":C580.5"

13070 Dir$"Plansdtm/"
13080

13090 --> TRY TO ACCESS THE DTtI FILE

13100

13110 Fir5t trv:SSIGN 1 TO 'PIan5 dtm/"&Z$&M5u5$;RETURN Error

13120

13130 --> IF SUCCESSFUL SET Dtmstore$ AND RETURN TO 1IN

13140

13150 IF NOT Error THEN

13160 Dir$='Plans.dtm/"
13170 Dtm5tore$'Plans_dtm/'&Z&t1su5$
13180 ASSIGN *1 TO *

13190 SIJBEXIT

13200 END IF

13210 PRINT LIN(25):Z$; IS MOT IN THE Plans dtm DIRECTORY ON THE

ARD"

13220 PRINT "DISK DRIVE.'

13230 STOP

13240 SUBEND

13250

13260

13270 SUB Getdtm(Xlines,Ylines,INTEGER G(*).Z$.Dtmstore$)
13280

1329.0 Getdtm

13300

13310 --> Getdtm READS THE ACTUAL GRIDDED DATA FROtI THE 0Th FILE

13320

13330 OPTION BASE 1

13340 ALLOCATE INTEGER TemD(Ylines)

13350 ASSIGN A TO Dtmstore$;FORMAT OFF OPENS FILE

13360 FOR 12=2 TO XIine5+1

13370 ENTER 2A.T2;Temo(*)

13380 FOR T31 TO Ylines
13390 G(T2-1,T3)=ABS(TemD(T3))

13400 NEXT T3

13410 NEXT T2

13420 ASSIGN A TO * CLOSES FILE

13430 SUSEND

13440

13450

13460

13470 SUB Fill hole5(Xlines,Ylines.INTEGER G(*))
13480

13490 Fill holesH
13500

13510 --> Fill holes FILLS NY HOLES THAT MAY BE IN THE GRIDDED DTh DTP1.

13520 --> HOLES ARE POINTS OR AREAS WITH ELEVATIONS OF 0 FEET.
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13530

13540 OPTION BASE 1

13550 DEC

13560 DISP "STAND B? CONDITIONING 0Th MATRIX STAND BY"

13570

13580 -- SCAN ACROSS THE DTM THEN UP THE 0Th

13590

13600 FOR Xline1 TO Xline5

13610 FOR Yline=1 TO Ylines

13620

13630 --> L4HEN A HOLE (ELEVATION=0) IS FOUNDS FILL IT

13640

13650 IF NOT G(X1ineY1ine) THEN GOSUB Fill

13660 NEXT Yline

13670 NEXT Xline

13680 DISP

13690 SUBEXIT

13700

13710 Fill: 3=1

13720

13730 --> SCAN THE OTM TO THE RIGHT , UP. OR DIAGONALLY TO FIND GOOD POINTS

13740

13750 REPEAT

13760

13770 --> IF ON THE SIDE OR TOP OF THE DT1. USE THE ELEUATION TO THE LEFT

13780 --> OF THE HOLE OR BELOW THE HOLE

13790 I

13800 IF Xline+3>XIine5 THEN Backi

13810 IF Yline+3>Yline5 THEN Back2

13820

13830 --> LOOK TO THE RIGHT OF HOLE. IF THERE tS AN ELEVATION THERE. USE IT

13840

13850 IF G(Xline+3.Yline) THEN U5e1

13860

13870 --> LOOK BOUE THE HOLE, IF THERE IS AN ELEUTION THERE. USE IT

13880

13890 IF G(Xline.Yline3) THEN U5e2

13900

13910 --> LOOK 3IGONLLY UP AND TO THE RIGHT, IF THERE IS N ELETION THERE

13920 I --> USE IT

13930

13940 IF G(Xline3.Yiine3) THEN U5e3

13950 3=31

13960 UNTIL 3>297

13970

13980 Backl: G(Xline.Yline)G(Xline-1,Yline)

13990 RETURN

14000 Back2: G(XIine.Yline)=G(Xline,Yline_1)

14010 RETURN

14020 U5e1: G(Xline,Yline)G(XlineJ.Yline)



14030 RETURN

14040 Use2: G(Xline,Y1 ine)G(Xl me .Y1 ineJ)
14050 RETURN

14060 lJse3: G(Xline,Y1ine)G(XlineJ.Y1ineJ)

140'O RETURN

14080 SUBEND

14090

14100

14110

14120 SUB Perioh_check(INTEGER Print dd,Dig_add)

14130 I

14140 Per iDh check:

14150

14160 --> Periphcheck PERFORMS i SERIAL POLL ON THE 3RINTER iND DIGITIZER

141?O --> TO SEE IF THEY ARE ACTIUE

14180

14190 OPTION BASE 1

14200 DIM Device$(12]

14210 INTEGER Dummy

14220 ON TIMEOUT 4..25 GOTO Dev_out

14230 Device_l000:Device$="PRINTER"

14240 SpSPOLL(Print. add)

14250 Device$DIGITIZER"

14260 Sp=SPOLL(Digadd)

14V0 OFF TIMEOUT 4

14280 SUBEXIT

14290 DevoutH

14300 DISP 'PLEASE TURN ON THE ';Device$:', THEN PRESS RETURN"

14310 INPUT ".Dummv

14320 GOTO Device_loop

14330 SUBEND

14340

14350

14360

143'O SUB Active check(IHTEGER Diaadd)

14380

14390 cct ive check:!

14400

14410 --> Act ive check LOOKS TO SEE F THE DIGITIZER CURSOR IS iIITNU'I THE

14420 --> DIGITIZER'S cCTIUE SURFACE IF NOT IT ASKS THE USER TO MOVE

14430 --> THE CURSOR TO THE CTIUE SURFACE

14440

14450 ON TIMEOUT Diaadd..2 GOTO Novecur

14460 1=1

144?0 REPEAT

14480 Getpoint:ENTER DLa.dd USING '4K,K.AA.A' ;X,Y,A$.ilode$,Button$

14490 1=1+1

14500 UNTIL 1>50

14510 OFF TIMEOUT Dig.add

14520 SUBEXIT
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14530 Move cur: DISP '1MOUE DIGITIZER'S CURSOR ONTO THE CTIUE DIiTIZIN
THEN PRESS RETURN"

14540 INPUT '".Dummv

14550 GOTO !etooint
14560 SUBEND

14570

14580

14590

14600 SUB Set dia(Mode$)

14610

14620 Set_dig:!
14630

14640 --> Set dig RESETS THE DIGITIZER SETS IT TO THE DESIRED MODE. AND

14650 --> TURNS OFF CURSOR CONTROL

14660

14670 OPTION BASE 1

14680 COM U,U,Xlines,Ylines,Mao_5.Sin,Cos,X0,Y0.Diglt..Z$.M5u5$.iNTEGE
R Print add ,Dig add

14690 ASSIGN Dia TO Dig_add

14700 Cmdfmt$="$,"&CHR$(34)&CHR$(27)&"%'&CHR$(34)&" ,A,/"

14710 flode$:Ilode$(1.1i
14720 OUTPUT Dia USING "4 "&CHR$(34)&CHR$("7)&""&CHR$(34)&" 2A ''"

UR"

14730 SELECT ModeS

14740 CASE "P"!Point mode-one coord 5et when cursor key pressed

14750 OUTPUT Dio USING Cmdfmt$;'P°

14760 CASE "R"!Run-continuous stream of coordinate points
14770 OUTPUT Dig USING Crnd fmt$;"R'

14780 CASE "P'!Increment-

14790 OUTPUT Dig USING Cmd_fmtS;"I"

14800 CASE 'T"!Track-
14810 OUTPUT Dig USING Cmd_fmtS;"T"

14820 CASE "L"!Line-
14830 OUTPUT Dig USING Cmd..fmtS;'L"

14840 END SELECT

14850 OUTPUT Dia USING Cm&fmt$:"K"
1486 0 SUBEND

14870

14880

14890

14900 SUB Diait(X,Y,A$Jlode$,Button$)
14910

14920 Digit:!
14930

14940 ! --> Digit GETS POINT FROM THE DIGITIZER
14950

14960 OPTION BASE 1

14970 GUM U.U,Xlines,Ylines,flao s.Sin.Cos.X0,Y0,Digit ,ZS,Msus$,INTEGE
R Print add ,Digadd

14980 ENTER Dig_add USING 'K.KA.A.A";X.Y.ASJiodeS.ButtonS
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14990 SUBEND

15000 I

15010

15020

15030 SUB Flu5h_diglt(Button$)

15040

15050 F1u5h_digit:!

15060

15070 --> Flushdiait CLEARS THE DIGITIZER'S BUFFER OF UNNTED POINTS

15080 I

15090 Begin_f lu5h:Cnt=0

15100 REPEAT

15110 CALL Diait(X,Y$t1ode$,Button$)

15120 CntCnt1

15130 IF Cnt>100 THEN

15140 DISP *** PLEASE PRESS THE RESET BUTTON ON THE DIGIT

IZER, THEN PRESS RETURN H*
15150 INPUT "".Dummy

15160 CALL Setdia('R")

15170 GOTO Beam_f lush

15180 END IF

15190 UNTIL Button$='U"

15200 SUBEND

15210



APPENDIX B. Detailed description of PROSIM model

B.i Digital Terrain Model Location

The PLANS computer package had many subprograms

and subroutines which performed some of the functions

needed in the PROSIM model. Rather than "reinvent the

wheel" applicable subroutines were copied from PLANS and

incorporated directly into PROSIM. The routines in PROSIM

which handle loading and error checking of the DTM data

and location of the DTM on the digitizing tablet fall

into this category.

The user places the map from which the DTM was

built on the digitizing tablet, enters the name of the

DTM and then digitizes the location of the bottom left

and bottom right corners of the DTM.

B.2 Landing location
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The landing location is digitized and coordinates

calculated (Figure Bi).



Figure B-i Flowchart of landing location subroutine.
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Figure B-2 Flowchart of first tailspar location
subroutine.
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B.3 First tailspar location

The location of the first tailspar is digitized

and coordinates calculated (Figure B-2). The location of

the first tailspar is marked for future reference so that

PROSIM can determine when the whole setting has been

harvested. The location of the first tailspar, and thus

the first terrain profile, determines the location of all

of the profiles on the harvest unit. Payload capability

is dependent on individual terrain profiles. Daily

yarding productivity may, therefore, vary depending on

the location of the first tailspar.

B.4 Marking the harvest unit boundary

The boundary or perimeter of the harvest unit is

marked with the digitizer, starting and finishing at the

first tailspar location (Figure B-3). PROSIM only models

an irregularly shaped harvest unit where all volume flows

into a central landing. The central landing is assumed to

be within the perimeter of the harvest unit. The whole

harvest unit is assumed to be stocked with timber which

will be logged, that is, there are no unmerchantable

areas within the harvest unit and all tailspars lie on

the harvest unit boundary.
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Figure B-3 Flowchart of subroutine to mark the

perimeter of the harvest unit.
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Figure B-4 Flowchart of subroutine to calculate the
area of the harvest unit.



B.5 Area calculation

The area calculation subroutine was copied from

the PLANS program and metricated (Figure B-4). A

description of a similar algorithm used to calculate the

area of irregularly shaped objects is given by Stolk and

Ettershank (1987).

B.6 Logging system parameters

Figure B-5 depicts the flowchart for the LOGGING

SYS subroutine. The model was originally written with

just two yarding machines in mind; a Madill 009 rigged as

a Grabinski skyline (Figure B-6) and a Madill 071 rigged

as a slack skyline system (Figure B-7). These are two of

the most common mobile yarders in New Zealand. Recently

two Washington 88 running skyline yarders (Figure B-8)

were brought into New Zealand. This type of yarder was

also modeled by making minor changes to the original

program.

B.6.1 Machine type and yarding parameters

The user first enters the type of machine to be

modeled; either large (the Madill 009 rigged as a

Grabinski or Washington 88 as a running skyline) or
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Figure B-5 Flowchart of subroutine to enter and set
logging system parameters.



Figure B-6 Grabinski skyline.
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medium (the Madill 071 rigged as a slack skyline).

Dependent on the machine type selected certain yarding

machine parameters are set by the model. Table B-i lists

the values set in this subroutine as a result of

selecting the machine type.

Tower heights and drum characteristics were taken

from manufacturers' specification sheets. Line weights

and allowable tensions were taken from Studier and

Binkley (1974) and nietricated. The allowable tensions

are based on a factor of safety of 3.0 of the ultimate

strength of the lines. Although Sessions and others

(1985) have suggested basing the factor of safety on

economic criteria which might vary from country to

country or logging operation to logging operation, the

factor of safety incorporated in Studier and Binkley's

data was accepted and used.

The maximum lateral yarding distance is set equal to half

the skyline road change distance. Skyline road change

times and distances will be discussed in detail in

section B.1O.

B.6.2 Log manufacturing location

The user then indicates where the final

manufacturing (or processing) of the logs will be carried
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out; at the stump, on a large landing, or at a central

Table B-i Yarding machine parameters set by PROSIM

Yarder Madill 009 Madill 071 Washington 88

Parameter

Headspar height
(rn)

27 14 14.4

Tailspar height
(rn)

1 1 1

Haulback weight
(kg/rn)

2.13 1.08 1.56

Mainline weight
(kg/rn)

4.33 2.13 3.13

Skyline weight
(kg/rn)

- 2.78 -

Haulback tension
(kg-f)

12000 6200 8900

Mainline tension
(kg-f)

24000 12000 8900

Skyline tension
(kg-f)

- 15500 -

Haulback diameter
(m)

0.022 0.016 0.019

Haulback drum core
length (m)

0.74 0.533 0.80

Haulback drum core
radius (m)

0.255 0.178 0.425

Carriage weight
(kg)

250 200 210

Skyline road change
time (minutes)

30 75 35

Road change distance 13.5 15 30
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processing yard. The selection determines program flow

through many of the later subroutines.

If processing is carried out on a landing the

program sets the centre of gravity of each piece equal to

35% of the piece length measured from the butt end. The

location of the centre of gravity for tree length radiata

pine has been studied by Wells (1982). The location of the

log centre of gravity is used in payload calculations in

the CLAP subroutine.

If processing is carried out at the stump or at a

central processing yard (after pre-processing) the centre

of gravity is set to 5O7 of the piece length. This is

based on the assumption that small logs approximate a

homogeneous cylinder.

B.6.3 Log size parameters

The user then enters the number of pieces per

hectare to be extracted from the harvest unit. In this

study this figure was obtained as an output from the value

recovery studies described in Chapters 3 and 4. It could

also be obtained from the MARVL stand assessment of the

harvest unit (Deadman and Goulding, 1979).
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PROSIM then requests the user to enter three

coefficients from a three parameter weibull distribution

of log size. Log distributions on harvest settings have

usually been modeled either as exponential distributions

for logs manufactured at the stump (Peters, 1973; Giles,

1986) or normal distributions for treelength logs

(Sessions, 1979). The problem with the exponential

distribution is that very small logs have a high

probability of occurrence unless a truncated distribution

is used (Figure B-9).

The three parameter weibull distribution models

both treelength and log-length size distributions well

(Figure B-la) and was therefore selected for use in

PROSIM. Computer programs, such as WEIBULL, written for

IBM-PC compatible computers (Torres-Rojo, 1987), can be

used to generate the coefficients. The log size data

required to generate the coefficients could be obtained

from representative field samples, MARVL assessments, or

as in the case of this study, as a by-product from value

recovery studies.

The cumulative frequency function for log size for

the three parameter weibull distribution takes the form:

F(logsize) = l_exp[_((logsize_a)/b)**c]



FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

TRUNCATED TO STOP HIGH FREQUENCY
OF VERY SMALL LOGS.

LOG VOLUME (m3)

Figure B-9 Exponential distribution.

LOG VOLUME (m3)

Figure B-1O Weibull distribution.
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where; F(logsize) is the cumulative frequency of all

logs up to the logsize specified,

and a, b, and c are distribution coefficients.

The three distribution coefficients are the values

to be entered into PR0SIM.

Ellis (1984) has found that weight/volume

conversion factors for radiata pine in New Zealand vary

between 970 and 1170 kilograms per cubic metre. He has

suggested that a realistic long term national average

would be about 1040 kilograms per cubic metre. In PR0SIM

the wood density is set equal to 1000 kilograms per cubic

metre.

B.7 New tailspar location

If the first skyline road has not been logged the

main program skips over this subroutine and uses the first

tailspar coordinates entered by using the digitizer.

Figure Bli shows the flowchart for the NEW

TAILSPAR subroutine. Simple linear algebra formulae are

used to determine the location of the new tailspar on the

harvest unit boundary. The calculations are dependent on
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the user having marked the location of the harvest unit

boundary in a counter-clockwise direction. This

requirement is noted in the on-screen user instructions in

the DIGITIZE_BORDER subroutine.

The program first calculates the slope of a line,

AB, joining the landing and current tailspar location

(Figure B-12). Next the quadrant, in which the tailspar

lies with respect to the landing, is determined. This

information is needed to correctly locate the coordinates

of the maximum lateral yarding distance, point C.

The program then calculates the slope of the line,

AC, joining the landing and the maximum yarding distance

point. The quadrant in which point C lies is determined in

case it lies in a different quadrant to that of the

current tailspar, point A.

Although the harvest unit boundary is shown as a

continuous line on Figure B-12, in the program it is

stored as a series of perimeter coordinates. The program

steps, from a "marked" coordinate on the clockwise side of

the current tailspar, through the perimeter coordinates

until it has passed a perimeter coordinate on the counter-

clockwise side of the line AC which is greater than the

maximum lateral yarding distance. The new tailspar, point
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D, is located between the last and second-last perimeter

coordinates checked.

Figure B-12 shows that modelling the harvest unit

in this way may lead to some errors since sonie area,

included within the boundary, will be left unharvested and

some area, outside the boundary, will be harvested when it

was not supposed to be. These areas are shown as hatched

segments. The magnitude of the error will depend on such

characteristics as the ratio of the lateral yarding

distance to the skyline yarding distance (the greater the

ratio the greater the likely error) and the abruptness of

changes in direction of the harvest unit boundary (the

more erratic the boundary the greater is likely to be the

error). On a practical basis it is expected that the

overall error will be very small.

B.8 Terrain profile measurements

Figure B-13 shows the flowchart for the NEW_PROFILE

subroutine. First the horizontal distance is calculated

from the headspar on the landing to the new tailspar. This

distance is then divided into 25 equally spaced zones. A

figure of 25 was selected so that it would be unlikely

that any of the terrain points on the harvest setting were

further than 20 metres apart. At the breakpoint between
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Figure B-13 Flowchart of subroutine to determine the
new terrain profile.
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each of these zones the program computes the horizontal

distance to the headspar and the elevation of the profile

point. The elevation is interpolated from the nearest

available points in the DTM.

Some of the "roughness" in the actual ground

profile may be reduced by the interpolation process. In an

area where the terrain is very broken payloads could be

over-estimated as a result of this process. For the

purposes of the simulation, however, it is of minor

concern.

B.9 Payload zone determination

The flowchart of the cable logging analysis

[program] (CLAP) subroutine is depicted in Figure B-14.

The maximum payload that can be carried, from each zone

along the skyline road (or terrain profile), to the

landing is determined in this subroutine. Both cable and

yarder mechanics are incorporated into the analysis

process.

First the log length and log-to-ground angle are

set depending on whether pieces are to be extracted in a

tree length or log length form. It was assumed that the

average treelength piece, after felling breakage, would be

25 metres long. The average log length piece was assumed
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Figure B-14 Flowchart of cable logging payload analysis
subroutine. (continued on following 3 pages)
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Figure B-14 Flowchart of cable logging payload analysis
subroutine. (continued on following 2 pages)
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Figure B-14 Flowchart of cable logging payload analysis
subroutine. (continued on following page).
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to be 10 metres long. These values are within the

respective ranges for piece lengths used to develop the

log size distributions used in the simulations. The logto-

ground angle, beta, (Figure B-15) was set equal to 3.5

degrees for the treelength logs and 85 degrees for the

log length logs. These logto--ground angles would result

in a clearance under the butt end of the log of about 0.5

to 1.0 metres depending on log diameter. This was thought

to be sufficient to clear most stumps. Log length and log-

toground angle are two important parameters of log drag

calculations (Falk, 1981) used in the CLAP subroutine.

The coefficient of friction between the soil and

the log also determines payload capability when a log is

dragging on the ground. Bennett (1962) and Garlicki and

Calvert (1969) have found that this value is dependent on

tree species, brush conditions, soil moisture, and soil

texture among other things. Lunzman (1964) has deteruined

that the coefficient of friction generally lies somewhere

between 0.5 and 0.7. The coefficient of friction was set

equal to 0.6 in this simulation model.

For all analyses the carriage width was assumed to

be equal to 1 metre in depth.

It is not my intention to go into great detail on



Figure B-15 Dragging log geometry.
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static payload analysis in this thesis. A detailed

understanding can be obtained by referring to Carson (1975

& 1977), Falk (1981), and Chung (1987). Where necessary

general comments will be made however.

Payloads are calculated twice for each terrain

point; once for an effective choker length of 5 metres and

once for an effective choker length of 1 metre. The

shor ter is the choker length, the greater is the payload

capability of the yarding system. Shorter chokers make it

harder to reach as many logs, however. Improved payload

capability under poor lift conditions during yarding

simulation was the only reason for calculating payload for

a 1 metre choker length. Further discussion on this point

will be made in the following section.

PROSIM next sets line weights and allowable line

tensions dependent on the yarding system to be used.

The horizontal distances between the carriage and

the headspar and tailspar are next computed. Then a

subroutine (CARRIAGE_HEIGHT) computes the ground slope,

choker angle and carriage height above the ground (Figure

BiS). At this stage the program checks if the carriage is

above the chord (a straight line joining the top of the

tower with top of the tailspar). If the carriage is above
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the chord the payload is set equal to zero kilograms

(since cables have almost no payload capability when under

compression) and the program moves on to evaluate the next

terrain point.

If the carriage is below the chord PROSIM next goes

to another subroutine to check if the yarder has the

mechanical ability to develop tensions as large as the

allowable line tensions which were based on the safe

working loads of the lines. Wilbanks and Sessions (1985)

and Hartsough and others (1985a & b) have shown that

payload capability may be seriously overestimated if a

check of the capability of the yarder is not carried out.

A preliminary analysis of the machine specifications for

the three yarding machines used in the simulation

indicated that only the haulback tension capabilities were

likely to fall below the allowable line tensions. The

TORQUE_CHECK subroutine (Figure B-16) calculates the

amount of haulback line out, the amount of line and the

number of wraps left on the drum, and finally computes the

maximum haulback tension that could be generated using the

torque values shown in Table B-2. Darling and Ferguson

(1985) describe the calculationsrequired. If the maximum

haulback tension that can be generated by the yarder for

that terrain point is less than the allowable tension set

by line safety factors then the allowable tension is
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Figure B-16 Flowchart of subroutine to set maximum
allowable tensions.
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reduced to the torque-limited value. Otherwise the

allowable tension remains unchanged.

The torque values shown in Table B-2 are the

maximum braking torque assumed for the haulback drums on

the Madills or the maximum torque that could be

transferred across the clutch face for the Washington

yarder. Yarder and system capabilities could be changed by

using components which gave different values to those

shown.

Table B-2 Haulback torque values used in yarders
modelled

Yarder Assumed torque value
(kg .m)

Madill 009 2310

Madill 071 1085

Washington 88 3265

Once all allowable tensions have been set the

program then calculates horizontal and vertical force

components in line segments 1, 2, and 4 (Figure B-17). The

mainline tension required to maintain static equilibrium

is then computed.

If the mainline tension required is greater than

the allowable mainline tension the program uses a modified
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secant search routine to reduce the haulback and skyline

allowable tensions. When the required mainline tension

equals the allowable mainline tension the net payload for

one end suspension of logs dragging along the ground is

computed.

If the allowable mainline tension is not exceeded

by the required mainline tension on the first set of

calculations net payload is computed without a reduction

in the tensions of the other lines.

When net payloads have been computed for both

choker lengths for all terrain points between, but not

including, the headspar and the tailspar the program then

allocates maximum payload values to each of the 25 payload

zones. Aulerich (1979) was one of the first to suggest the

use of payload zones for cable harvest planning. The

allocation procedure is the same for both the long and

short chokers. First the payload for the first terrain

point greater than one tower height from the yarder is set

as the maximum payload for all payload zones between the

terrain point and the tower. It is also set as the maximum

for the payload zone immediately behind the terrain point.

For the remaining payloads zones out to zone 24 a simple

check is made to ensure that the maximum payload allocated

to each zone is no greater than the payload capabilities
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of any of the terrain points a load would have to pass

over on the way to the landing. The payload from the 24th

zone is also allocated to the 25th zone because of the

limited lift likely to be found close to the tailspar.

Table B-3 gives an example of allocation of payload to the

payload zones.

Table B-3 Example of payload zone determination

Terrain Payload Payload Payload Limiting
point capability zone used zone

(kg) (kg)

** Note: Terrain point 4 was the first terrain point more
than one tower height from the yarder.

1 - 1 22560 4

2 25000 2 22560 4

3 27200 3 22560 4
4 ** 22560 4 22560 4

5 19700 5 19700 5

6 20110 6 19700 5

7 18220 7 18220 7

8 15400 8 15400 8

9 13320 9 13320 9

10 11000 10 11000 10
11 8530 11 8530 11

12 9450 12 8530 11

13 10190 13 8530 11

14 9000 14 8530 11

15 9340 15 8530 11

16 7330 16 7330 16

17 6540 17 6540 17

18 7210 18 6540 17

19 8300 19 6540 17

20 8550 20 6540 17

21 7220 21 6540 17
22 6010 22 6010 22

23 5790 23 5790 23
24 3990 24 3990 24
25 - 25 3990 24



B.1O Yarding simulation

The YARDING_SIM subroutine is depicted in the

flowchart in Figure B-18. It follows a similar flow in

logic to the yarding simulation subprogram incorporated in

the PLANS computer package. The PLANS yarding simulation

subprogram was originally written and described by Gibson

and others (1983). Some changes were necessary to fit the

PROSIM model.

B.1O.1 Log size generation and location

The YARDING SIM subroutine first computes the area

to be harvested. The area is found as the product of a

triangle with base equal to the skyline road change

distance and height equal to the external yarding

distance. Skyline road change distances for the two Madill

yarders are based on reports by Murphy (1978a & b), and

for the Washington yarder on what was considered by the

author to be a reasonable estimate.

The area calculation (see Figure B-12) determines

the number of pieces to be extracted by the current

skyline road. The subroutine then assigns a weight and

location to one piece at a time until all pieces have been

placed ready for extraction.
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Figure B-18 Flowchart of yarding simulation subroutine.
(Continued on following page)
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Figure B-18 Flowchart of yarding simulation subroutine.
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The assignment of weight is performed by generating

a weight from the Weibull log size distribution using

random variates from a Uniform (0,1) distribution. A

random number between 0 and 1, R, is generated and

inserted in the formula below to obtain an assignable log

size.

Log size = a + b*[ABS(ln(1_R))**(1/c)

where a, b and c are the distribution coefficients

referred to in section B.6.

The spatial distribution of individual loss on a

mountainous terrain setting has received little research

attention. LeDoux and Butler (1981) and Gibson and others

(1983) hypothesise that the spatial distribution of trees

can be modelled by overlaying the area to be harvested

with a grid of equally sized squares. A tree is located

within each of these squares based on some measure of

randomness. The location and direction of felling of each

tree, and the log lengths into which each tree will be cut

determine the location of individual logs. Randomness

increases further. When trees are felled on mountainous

terrain they usually move in a downhill direction with

reference to the stump. This further complicates the
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location of logs with respect to standing tree location.

Sessions (1979), in his yarding simulation model YARDALL,

assumed that logs were distributed randomly following a

Uniform (0,1) distribution in both cardinal directions. He

states that the strongest argument in support of the

random distribution is that YARDALL predictions of logs

per turn compared favourably with field observations over

the range of values investigated. Since the PR0SIM model

distributes individual pieces a random distribution was

thought to be most applicable and was used.

Three random variates from a Uniform (0,1)

distribution are required to generate a temporary location

for each piece; the first generates the distance from the

landing, the second generates which side of the skyline

the piece will be placed, and the third generates the

distance from the skyline as a function of the maximum

lateral distance. The YARDING SIM subroutine then checks

whether or not the piece is within the triangle connecting

the two points of maximum lateral yarding distance (at the

tailspar) and the headspar on the landing. Pieces outside

the triangle are ignored, pieces inside the triangle are

"permanently" located. When the number of pieces

permanently located equals the number of pieces to be

extracted the pieces are sorted and labelled on the basis

of closeness to the landing. Yarding can now begin.



B.1O.2 Turn building logic

A turn building process continues until all logs

have been attempted to be hooked on and yarded to the

landing. The model checks to see if all logs have been

yarded (or attempted to be yarded) to the landing. If riot

a pointer is set to the first available log and the

skyline yarding distance and lateral yarding distance

(perpendicular to the skyline) are computed. The payload

zone in which the log lies is also computed and the

allowable payload set. PROSIM uses a similar process for

building a turn to the process described in detail by

Gibson and others (1983). The first available log is

designated the first log in the possible log list. This

list will contain the first log and all logs that could be

hooked to it as if building a twolog turn. Before adding

logs to the possible log list a check is made to see if

the difference between the allowable payload and the first

log's weight is greater than the lightest log to be

extracted along that skyline road. If this condition were

true it would indicate that at most a single log turn

could be extracted. If the single log were too large to be

extracted using a 5 metre long choker the program would

check if it could be yarded with the shorter choker (a

long choker wrapped several times around the log until its

effective length was only 1 metre). If the log could be
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yarded with the short choker it would be yarded as a

single log turn. If it was still too big for the short

choker it would be added to the total number that were too

large for the whole setting and labelled so that the

program would not try to add it to a later turn.

If the initial weight check of the first available

log indicates that more logs can be added to the turn a

list of candidate logs is compiled and sorted. The

effective choker length and log location determine which

logs are included in the list. Logs are added to the list

until the difference between the y coordinate of the first

log and the log being checked is greater than twice the

effective choker length. Various combinations of logs are

checked until an acceptable turn is assembled. If needed,

the logic will check all combinations of N logs in the

possible log list; with N being equal to the number of

chokers (the maximum number of chokers that can be used in

PROSIM is 6). If no satisfactory turn is found, all

combinations of Ni logs will be checked. This process is

continued until a satisfactory turn is found or until the

number of logs in the potential turn equals one. When

checking a possible turn combination, the logic checks to

see that the logs can all be hooked together by their

chokers and that the combined weight of the logs does not

exceed the yarding system's payload capacity.
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When a satisfactory turn is found, statistics

describing the turn are computed. Note that although

breakage and loss of logs can occur during extraction not

enough information was available in the literature to

model this activity; particularly for the log-length

extraction alternatives. Murphy and Hart (1979) found for

tree length extraction of radiata pine that about four

percent of the pieces fell off the choker and parts of

eight percent of the pieces broke during extraction. The

lost pieces were usually rehooked in a later turn.

Breakage and loss is not incorporated into the statistics

computed by PROSIM.

B.1O.3 Turn statistics and cycle time determination

PROSIM accumulates running totals, and current

maximum and minimum values for such parameters as number

of logs per turn, turn volume, number of turns, total

distance and volume yarded. It also calculates and

accumulates cycle and delay times for each turn. Once all

turns have been yarded for the current skyline road a

skyline road change time is added to the accumulated cycle

and delay times.
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The yarding simulation model uses regression

equations to determine the cycle and delay times for each

turn. These equations are based on such parameters as

skyline yarding distance, lateral yarding distance, volume

yarded, number of logs hooked on, and whether pieces were

extracted in tree length form to a large landing. The

equations included in the model are based on production

time studies carried out in radiata pine plantations in

New Zealand. There is an implicit assumption, when these

equations are used, that the conditions being modelled are

similar to the conditions under which the data for the

regression equations were collected.

The regression equations for the Madill 009 are

based on production time studies by Murphy (1977, 1978b,

1983b). The logging operation was studied on several

occasions under a range of operating conditions on

clearfell settings. The yarder was used both as a

Grabinski and highlead system. As is common practice in

New Zealand treelength logging was the norm for the

operation. The logging crew were high producers and well

motivated. The delayfree cycle time equation used is as

follows:

Cycle time = 3.743 + 0.0101*SYD + 0.16*LOGS + 0.037*VOL
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where, Cycle time is in minutes,
SYD is the skyline yarding distance along the
ground measured in metres,

LOGS is the number of logs hooked on, and

VOL is the volume hooked measured in cubic metres.

During the timne that the regression data was

gathered the operation normally used three chokers. Since

the choker setters 'Tbonused" logs wherever possible, that

is hooked more than one log in a single choker, up to
seven logs arrived at the landing. PROSIM assumes that up

to six chokers are being used but only one log can be

hooked onto each choker.

The cycle delay timne equation used is as follows:

Delay time = 0.925 + l.301*LOC - O.00263*LOC*SYD

where, Delay time is in minutes,
SYD is the skyline yarding distance measure in

metres, and

LOC is a 0,1 indicator variable for log mnanufact-
uring location; LOC = 1 if logs were manufactured

on a landing, or 0 otherwise.
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Fisher and Peters (1982) have stated that actual

delay time depends on individual operating conditions and

the skill of the yarding crew. They generalise, however,

that delay for most cable operations can be estimated as

about 20% of the cycle time. For the conditions under

which the study data was gathered the percentage delay

time was calculated to be about 25.

The skyline road change study was also carried out

on the same Madill 009 (Murphy, 1978b). A mean time of 30

minutes per road change was found where no "mobile anchor"

attached to a crawler tractor was used.

The regression equations for the Madill 071 are

also based on a production time study by Murphy (1978c).

This is the only study available on the Madill 071 under

operating conditions similar in steep country plantations

in New Zealand. The Madill 071 logging crew were not as

skilled as the crew operating the Madill 009. This will

make it difficult to compare production rates for

different machines. Since the intention of the simulation

model was primarily to compare log manufacturing systems

rather than machines the differences between the crews

should cause few problems. The Madill 071 was studied

during the treelength extraction of a clearfell setting.



The delay-free cycle time equation is as follows:

Cycle time = 3.516 + O.008*SYD + O.238*LOGS + O.052*VOL

where, Cycle time is in minutes,

SYD is the skyline yarding distance along the

ground measured in metres,

LOGS is the number of logs hooked on, and

VOL is the volume hooked measured in cubic metres.

Three chokers were usually used by this logging

crew also. The maximum number of pieces yarded to the

landing was 6 due to bonusing of logs.

The cycle delay time equation used in the model for

this operation was as follows:

Delay time = 2.46 + O.14*LOC

where, Delay time is in minutes, and

LOC is a 0,1 indicator variable for log manufact-

uring location; LOC = 1 if logs were manufactured

on a landing, or 0 otherwise.
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Delay time for this operation, expressed as a

percentage of cycle time, is quite high at about 45%.
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The skyline road change time for this operation was

calculated to be about 75 minutes. Although this is

considerably higher than for the Madill 009 operation it

is representative for slackline systems as reported by Van

Winkle (1977).

A preliminary, unpublished production time study of a

Washington 88 has been carried out in New Zealand. The

study is not available for general distribution. Only

elemental times were reported in the study. Personal

discussions with one of the researchers involved with the

study permitted me to crudely derive the following delay-

free cycle time equation:

Cycle time = 1.204 + O.0054*SYD + O.483*LOGS + O.0125*VOL

+ O.032*LYD

where, Cycle time is in minutes,

SYD is the skyline yarding distance along the

ground measured in metres,

LOGS is the number of logs hooked on,

VOL is the volume hooked measured in cubic

metres, and

LYD is the lateral yarding distance normal to the

skyline measured in metres.
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During the time the study was carried out the tree-

length and log-length logs were pulled from underneath the

tower to a secondary landing for further processing. The

delay time equation was adjusted to represent conditions

where processing ay also have been carried out on the

primary landing. The cycle delay time equation used in the

model was as follows:

Delay time = 0.378 + 0.14*LOC

where, Delay time is in minutes, and

LOC is a 0,1 indicator variable for log manufact-

uring location; LOC = 1 if logs were manufactured

on a landing, or 0 otherwise.

The delay time for this operation expressed as a

percentage of the cycle time was about 16%.

The logging crew normally used three chokers and

pulled slack up to 15 metres either side of the skyline. A

maximum distance between skyline roads of 30 metres was in

the PROSIM model. The mean road change time for this

operation was found to be about 35 minutes, similar to

that for the Madill 009 operation.



B.11 Yarding production summary

Figure B-19 depicts the flowchart for the SUMMARY

subroutine. This subroutine summarises yarding statistics

for the setting which may be of interest to a logging

planner.

The total number of days to harvest the setting is

computed in the following manner:

Days to harvest setting = M + C/E

where: M = the time to move-in and move-out of the

harvest unit. In PROSIM this was set as

0.75 days. This value is based on a report by

Blundell and Cossens (1985).

C = the cumulative time for yarding the setting

as determined in the YARDING SIM subroutine.

As stated in section B.1O the cumulative

time includes all cycle times, road changes,

and production delays.

E = the effective day length. It is calculated by

subtracting from the scheduled time on site

such times as legal rest breaks, repair and

maintenance time, warm-up and shut down at

the end of the day, personal delays, shifting

equipment around on the landing, talking to

supervisors and so on. Murphy (1977 & 1978c)
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has estimated that the effective day length

for large and medium yarders in New Zealand

is 395 and 375 minutes, respectively.

The average yarding distance for the setting is

next computed by dividing the total yarding distance by

the number of turns.

The average log weight is computed by dividing the

total weight yarded by the total number of logs yarded.

The average daily production is calculated by

dividing the total volume yarded by the number of days to

harvest the setting.

The subroutine then calculates an estimate of the

mean and standard deviation for following cycle

parameters:

- delay free cycle time

- number of logs hooked per cycle

- volume extracted per cycle.
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Figure B-20 Flowchart of output reporting subroutine.



B12 Output

A flowchart of the OUTPUT subroutine is shown in

Figure B-20. The reader should also look at Figure 5-8 to

see the format of the output. Logging system information,

stand and setting information, yarding and cycle

statistics, trucking information and a cost summary are

provided in the output.
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APPENDIX C. Central processing yard costs.

The costs contained in this appendix are derived

from a publication by Sinclair and Wellburn (1984)

entitled "A handbook for designing, building, and

operating a log sortyard". Much less final log

manufacturing and handling is carried out at a central

sortyard than at a central processing yard. The machinery

and manpower configuration had to be increased, over

levels indicated by Sinclair and Wellburn. for a given

volume passing through the yard. The increases were based

on field observation of loaders and log manufacturers

working on large landings in New Zealand.

The central processing yard was assumed to be a

permanent fixture with a 10 year depreciable life.

Sinclair and Wellburn, in their costing of this type of

yard, assume that the main working surface of the yard is

asphalted. Asphalting is one of the major capital costs.

Hampton (1981) has suggested that the cost of asphalting

is more than offset by reduced repairs and maintenance on

the loading equipment, reduced degrade to the product of

the yard (logs), reduced enviromental problems (e.g.

dust), and increased loader and manpower productivity.

The cost of asphalting was also included in this

analysis.
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Machinery related costs in Sinclair and Wellburn's

publication were updated and indexed to known New Zealand

equipment costs. They can only be classed as indicative.

It was assumed that the central processing yard would

have an annual throughput of about 250,000 cubic metres

per year. The average number of pieces handled per year

was estimated to be about 500,000. The area required for

processing and sorting this number of pieces would be

Total fixed costs $1,713,000

about 4 hectares. An additional 8 hectares was allocated

for future expansion and other activities, such as

storage, debris disposal, buildings, and fire-pond. Only

4 of the total 12 hectares would be asphalted.

Cost ing

Fixed costs:

Land purchase 12 ha @ $2,000/ha $ 24,000

Site preparation 12 ha @ $32,000/ha $ 384,000

Lighting $ 100,000

Buildings $ 100,000

Truck scales $ 80,000

Debris burner $ 20,000

Sorting and dumping bunks $ 45,000

Asphalt paving 4 ha @ $220,000/ha $ 880,000

Other (add 5% to current total) $ 80,000
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Variable costs:

Unit cost = (Annual variable costs)/(Annual throughput)

= $1,812,000/250,000

= $7.25 per cubic metre.

Loaders - Annual ownership - for 2 Cat. 980's $ 340,000

- for 4 Cat. 966's $ 460,000

Repairs and Maintenance $ 375,000

Services $ 10,000

Debris disposal @ $O.15/cu.m. $ 34,000

Asphalt resurfacing $ 20,000

Gravel resurfacing $ 24,000

Labour - processors 5 men $ 117,000

- loader operators 6 men $ 140,000

weighmaster $ 21,000

- manager $ 31,000

Return on investment (5%) $ 86,000

Depreciation (10 years, 10% resale) $ 154,000

Total annual variable costs $1,812,000
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APPENDIX D. Summary tables for PR0SIM simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 009 Harvest unit area = USA1

Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Recovery 97.4 99.0 98.9 99.1 98.3 98.7
(% of tot. vol.)

Yarder prod. 228 157 172 176 193 202
(cu. m./day)

Av. yarding 210 198 198 198 199 201
dist. (m.)

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 5.68 3.43 3.77 3.86 4.27 4.48
- std. dev. 2.95 1.48 1.86 1.79 2.36 2.38
- mm. 0.24 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.14
- max. 17.78 8.53 1287 11.72 1512 14.03

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.83 4.55 4.12 4.14 3.42 2.91
- std. dev. 0.86 1.55 1.59 1.59 1.52 1.40
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 6 6 6 6 6 6

Cycle time
(minutes)

- mean 6.37 6.60 6.54 6.54 6.46 6.40
- std. dev. 0.96 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04
- mm. 4.04 3.97 3.92 3.93 3.99 4.00
- max. 8.06 8.58 8.54 8.59 8.49 8.40

Total system 29.67 38.16 35.72 34.94 42.30 41.28
cost ($/cu.m.)



APPENDIX D .cont. Summary tables for simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 009 Harvest unit area = USA2
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Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Cycle time
(minutes)

Recovery 94.4 97.2 97.2 97.2 96.7 96.8
(% of tot. vol.)

Yarder prod. 228
(cu. m./day)

146 161 164 186 197

Av. yarding 250
dist. (m.)

241 239 239 240 238

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 6.13 3.42 3.80 3.87 4.43 4.74
- std. dev. 3.26 1.49 1.93 1.85 2.56 2.62
- mm. 0.31 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.12
- max. 20.57 8.51 11.74 10.84 17.37 16.92

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.98 4.57 4.16 4.17 3.52 3.07
- std. dev. 0.93 1.56 1.61 1.59 1.54 1.46
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 6 6 6 6 6 6

- mean 6.81 7.03 6.96 6.97 6.89 6.81
- std. dev. 1.38 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.49 1.51
- mm. 4.02 3.93 3q93 3.94 3.94 3.95
- max. 9.58 9.75 9.75 9.80 9.84 9.84

Total system 30.71
cost ($/cu.m.)

40.89 37.77 37.21 43.55 42.20



APPENDIX D. cont. Summary tables for simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 009 Harvest unit area = NZ1
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Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Recovery 96.8 98.6 98.5 98.6 98.2 98.1

Cycle time

(Z of tot. vol.)

Yarder prod.
(cu. mjday)

219 152 167 169 188 198

Av. yarding
dist. (mO)

217 208 208 210 210 212

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 5.51 3.38 3.75 3.78 4.22 4.49
- std. dev. 2.70 1.50 1.85 1.78 2.37 2.36
- miri. 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.13
- max. 17.60 8.88 12.25 11.72 13.91 13.36

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.78 4.49 4.10 4.06 3.39 2.92
- std. dev. 0.83 1.59 1.59 1.60 1.50 1.39
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 5 6 6 6 6 6

(minutes)
- mean 6.43 6.68 6.63 6.65 6.55 6.52
- std. dev. 1.09 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.18 1.18
- mnin. 4.01 3.92 3.92 3.93 3.98 3.99
- max. 8.70 9.07 9.12 9.08 8.98 8.98

Total system 30.84
cost ($/cu.m.)

39.33 36.55 36.25 43.05 41.88



APPENDIX D. cont. Summary tables for simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 009 Harvest unit area = NZ2
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Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Recovery 97.3 99.1 98.7 98.7 98.5 98.6

( of tot. vol.)

Yarder prod. 206 152 168 170 190 198

(cu. m./day)

Av. yarding 218 207 206 206 208 210
dist. (m.)

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 5.21 3.44 3.84 3.86 4.36 4.59
- std. dev. 2.25 1.49 1.86 1.82 2.27 2.26
- mm. 0.24 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.07
- max. 16.43 8.89 12.25 11.33 13.62 12.99

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.68 4.58 4.18 4.14 3.45 2.97
- std. dev. 0.73 1.54 1.58 1.60 1.50 1.35
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 4 6 6 6 6 6

Cycle time
(minutes)

- mean 6.41 6.69 6.63 6.63 6.55 6.50
- std. dev. 1.14 1.24 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.23
- mm. 4.01 3.97 3.94 3.95 3.93 3.99
- max. 8.82 9.51 9,49 9.46 9.51 9.43

Total system 33.38 39.71 36.77 36.42 43.16 42.18

cost ($/cu.m.)



APPENDIX D. cont. Summary tables for simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 071 Harvest unit area = USA1

409

Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Cycle time

Recovery 96.5 99.5 99.4 99.2 99.2 99.0
( of tot. vol.)

Yarder prod. 168
(cu. in./day)

119 129 132 144 151

Av. yarding 207
dist. (in.)

199 197 197 198 200

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 525 3.50 3.84 3.90 4.32 4.59
- std. dev. 2.25 1.49 1.83 1.78 2.22 2.28
- mm. 0.15 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.13
- max. 1328 9.07 10.77 10.69 12.22 13.84

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.69 4.64 4.18 4.18 3.46 3.14
- std. dev. 0.75 1.55 1.60 1.61 1.52 1.39
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 5 6 6 6 6 6

(minutes)
- mean 5.84 6.39 6.28 6.29 6.15 6.06
- std. dev. 0.78 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.92
- mm. 3.88 3.78 3.78 3.84 3.81 3.80
- max. 7.73 8.13 8.15 8.16 8.17 8.14

Total system 32.28
cost ($/cu.m.)

41.46 38.78 38.24 45.25 44.13



APPENDIX D. cont. Summary tables for simulation runs

Yarder = Madill 009 Harvest unit area = USA2

410

Parameter Bucking Pattern
TREE AVIS SOLLY S,D&J FIXED BUTT

Cycle time

Recovery 91.5
( of tot. vol.)

95.9 95.4 95.8 95.1 95.0

Yarder prod;
(cu. m./day)

161 111 121 123 137 141

Av. yarding
dist. (m.)

255 244 243 243 244 244

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 5.56 3.47 3.83 3.90 4.42 4.60
- std. dev. 2.59 1.49 1.90 1.83 2.37 2.41
- mm. 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.07
- max. 17.23 9.81 11.61 11.53 11.87 12.48

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.80 4.63 4.21 4.20 3.52 2.99
- std. dev. 0.83 1.55 1.63 1.62 1.54 1.43
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 6 6 6 6 6 6

(minutes)
- mean 6.27 6.75 6.66 6.66 6.53 6.41
- std. dev. 1.13 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.28 1.27
- mm, 3.82 3.80 3.81 3.79 3.83 3.80
- max. 9.04 9.02 9.11 9.10 9.19 9.23

Total system 34.28
cost ($/cu.m.)

44.25 41.30 40.69 47.08 46.24



APPENDIX D. cont. Summary tables for simulation runs
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Cycle time
(minutes)

Yarder = Madill 071

Parameter
TREE

Recovery 82.2
(7 of tot. vol.)

AVIS

97.9

Harvest unit area = NZ2

Bucking Pattern
SOLLY S,D&.J FIXED

97.4 97.5 96.6

BUTT

97.2

Yarder prod.
(cu. m./day)

118 88 94 93 103 102

Av. yarding
dist. (m.)

217 222 221 222 221 222

Cycle volume
(cubic metres)

- mean 3.56 2.47 2.60 2.57 2.86 2.82
- std. dev L47 1.01 1.13 1.07 1.26 1.26
- mm. 0.15 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.12
- max. 13.62 8.28 10.77 8.72 11.54 12.47

Number of logs
(per cycle)

- mean 1.23 3.30 2.85 2.76 2.28 1.83
- std. dev. 0.45 1.40 1.30 1.24 1.07 0.84
- mm. 1 1 1 1 1 1

- max. 3 6 6 6 6 4

- mean 5.72 6.20 6.10 6.08 5.96 5.92
- std. dev. 0.87 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.91
- mm. 3.85 3.79 3.80 3.81 3.81 3.82
- max. 7.85 8.82 8.84 8.77 8.76 9.33

Total system 44.02
cost ($/cu.m.)

53.09 50.73 50.91 56.63 55.57


